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PREFACE

PREFACE

This is the first integrated biannual report of the Swiss-Euratom
Association, one of the twelve Associations of the European programme for
controlled nuclear fusion research. Up until now, each Swiss group presented
its activities within the framework of the institution to which it belonged. The
report of the CRPP, whose research is almost entirety dedicated to fusion, gave
a good picture of the Swiss programme in physics but the important
technological activities of the PSI were described separately in the PSI report,
out of its natural context and buried amongst a multitude of other projects.
We hope that this report will contribute to a better knowledge of the
Association and appreciation of its work. It is also the answer to an old
Euratom desire to have each Association publish such an integrated report of
its activities.

There is another reason to start with a joint report just this year. Current
discussions aim to restructure the management of the Swiss programme in
order to take into account more effectively its interdisciplinary technological
and physics aspects and prepare for the rising competition which we will have
to face in the coming years. The European programme is being reorganised to
pursue research on two fronts having very different time scales, namely
participation in the world project ITER (international Thermonuclear
Experimental Reactor) and a long term physics and technology programme
which wUl be more integrated and focused than now and which would still be
executed by the same Association system but with a hierarchy encouraging
increased competition. We are confident that the research programme defined
for our Association for the next decade is well-integrated into the world and
European context, but the difficulties encountered during recent years in
maintaining the volume of technological activity at the PSI, and furthermore,
uncertainties about the future, are disturbing. By presenting our Association,
its structure and its activities we hope to show how much we stand to loose.

This report describes the activities at CRPP in the field of physics and
development of plasma heating systems, including a collaboration on plasma-
wall interactions with a group at Basel University, technological studies by two
PSI groups in the fields of superconductivity applied to fusion, and the
resistance of materials to radiation with a participation of the Institute of
Nuclear Engineering of the EPFL, and finally some work on robotics made
specifically for JET by an EPFL institute.

For the CRPP the years of 1991/92 have been years of transition with
a considerable construction effort. The operation of our previous tokamak was
stopped in mid-January 1991. The halls which contained TCA and its
auxiliary equipment have been returned to their owner, the Department of
Mechanics. The tokamak has been removed without dismantling and placed
in temporary storage. Greece, which had manifested strong interest to acquire
it to start its own Association, will not take it over because of her own financial
problems. If no last-minute-problems show up, TCA will shortly be shipped to
Brazil. Parts of the data acquisition system have been given to groups in
Eastern Europe (Czechoslovakia) and a part of the auxiliary electrical ins-
tallations have been made available to the Swedish-Euratom Association for
a new project at the Royal Institute of Technology at Stockholm. Several
diagnostics are being modified for TCV.



The construction of TCV has been continued during 1991 and finished
in the autumn of 1992. The vacuum vessel was only delivered in April 1992
due to a delay at the manufacturers. In view of this the assembly had to be
accelerated. Commissioning took place as planned during the last quarter of
1992. The first plasma was obtained on November 26 in the presence of
Professor B. Vittoz, the president of the EPFL. The programme remains very
topical, which is the best guarantee for ensuring good exploitation of the
machine.

At the time the decision to build TCV was taken there was no proven
plasma heating scheme which could be used as supplementary heating to the
ohmic heating over the full range of parameters foreseen for TCV. It was then
decided to wait for the results in the ohmic phase to clearly indicate the most
promising operation domain and then design a heating system for these
specific conditions. Today the successful development of powerful
miUimeterwave tubes opens the possibility to heat the plasma by electron
cyclotron resonance (ECRH), a scheme as flexible as the machine itself and
compatible with any plasma shape. A proposal based on such a scheme has
been approved by our Steering Committee at the end of 1991. It has undergone
in 1992 the usual lengthy critical examination by the Euratom technical
advisory committees to determine its eligibility for a preferential financial
support from Euratom. The last phase of this examination was successfully
passed during the first months of 1993.

Our own programme of development of high power microwaves sources
in the millimeter range (quasi-optical gyrotrons) has met with technical and
physics problems, and the withdrawal of our industrial partner leaves us in
a difficult situation with regard to our European obligations. Nevertheless,
substantial progress was made in the last two years which allows us to see
light at the end of the tunnel. After the entrance on the market of high
performance Russian tubes the whole development strategy of European
tubes has been reexamined in 1992. New objectives for a coordinated
european programme involving four Associations have been defined with
precise milestones. This will introduce strong additionnal pressure on the
Association.

Whereas experimental activity has been reduced to analysis of the last
TCA results, the theory group has continued to benefit from the exceptionally
good availability of powerful computers in our school system to remain at the
cutting edge in the field.

The principal objective of the collaboration with Basle University has
been the maintenance of a Swiss presence on the German tokamak TEXTOR,
guaranteed up until then by a PSI - Zurich University collaboration, which has
meanwhile been interrupted by the departure of the person in charge. The
subject is the development of coatings for interior walls of fusion devices based
on light elements (lithium, boron, carbon ....).

At the PSI, the exploitation of the PIREX installation has been pursued
in the face of increased competition for the use of the accelerator beam, which
causes concern for the future. The problem of developing adequate materials
is crucial and will certainly determine the ability to compete and the socio-
economic acceptability of fusion. In this field PIREX is one of the few
simulation installations in existence. As for the superconductor test facility
SULTAN, its upgrading is now complete and exploitation has started. It is the
most performing installation of its kind in the world. These two projects have



always been the nucleus of international collaborations, both forthe construc-
tion of SULTAN and for the operation of the two facilities.

The situation created at the PSI by the rapid changes at the top
management level while the institute was in a phase of reorganisation and
redefinition of its objectives following the merger of its two constituents, SIN
and EIR, has strongly affected activities in our field of research. This translated
into a progressive fall in fusion technology activity in the last four years which
now only represents 20% of the total Swiss effort in fusion. At this time where
the design of ITER is going to give a strong impulse to technical aspects, this
trend is counter to requirements and it is necessary to react vigorously to
maintain our position. This is the aim of the current restructuring.

Although the spectacular results of JET in November 1991 revealed to
the public (and even to experts!) the progress made in the last decade by a
research programme whose members had acquired the habit of remaining
silent after several disillusions, one cannot cover up the financial difficulties
encountered in 1992 following a serious conflict for the rights of decision
between the Council of Ministers of the European Community and the
European Parliament. For the Associations, it has meant a reduction of
support from Euratom from March 1992, triggering a reduction in personnel.
If it was not for the risk of doing long-term harm to the programme, one could
be flattered that it is our programme which has been chosen as hostage in the
conflict - one only takes hostages whose value is generally recognised!

In this context let us take the pleasure to mention that the Fonds
National has maintained its support of the general programme despite its own
difficulties and to salute, as it deserves, the tremendous effort made by the
EPFL and the Council of the Ecoles Polytechniques to maintain the
competitiveness of our Association.

The preparation of this first report has demanded much effort from
people already overloaded by their other activities, especially Mr. P.-J. Paris
and Mr. M.R. Siegrist, for which I thank them.

The use of the English language for this report follows the tradition in
Euratom where English is recognised as the official technical language.

May 1993



PREFACE

Ce rapport bi-annuel est le premier rapport intégré de l'Association
Confédération Suisse - Euratom, une des douze Associations du programme
européen de recherches en fusion contrôlée. Jusqu'à aujourd'hui chaque
groupe en Suisse présentait ses activités dans le cadre de l'institution à
laquelle il appartenait. Le rapport du CRPP dont la quasi- totalité de l'activité
est consacrée à la recherche en fusion donnait une bonne image des activités
suisses en physique mais les activités importantes en technologie réalisées au
PSI étaient décrites dans le rapport du PSI hors de leur contexte naturel et
noyées dans une multitude d'autres projets. Nous espérons que ce rapport
aidera à faire mieux connaître l'Association et apprécier ses travaux. C'est
aussi la réalisation d'un vieux souhait d'EURATOM que chaque Association
publie un rapport intégré de ses activités.

Il y a une deuxième raison pour choisir cette année pour un premier
rapport unifié. Des discussions sont en cours depuis le début 1991 pour
restructurer la gestion du programme fusion en Suisse afin de mieux refléter
l'intégration et l'imbrication croissante entre les aspects technologiques et
physiques et se préparer à la compétition accrue à laquelle nous aurons à faire
face dans les années à venir. En effet le programme européen se réorganise
pour mener de front deux activités avec des échelles de temps très différentes,
à savoir participer au projet mondial ITER (International Thermonuclear
Experimental Reactor) et poursuivre un programme à long terme en physique
et technologie encore plus intégré et focalisé dont l'exécution devrait être
toujours réalisée par le même système des Associations mais avec une
hiérarchisation entre elles qui ne manquera pas d'accroître la compétition.
Nous sommes confiants que le programme de recherches défini pour notre
Association pour la prochaine décennie s'intègre bien dans le contexte
européen et mondial, mais les difficultés rencontrées au cours des années
passées pour maintenir le volume des activités technologiques au PSI et
encore plus les incertitudes quant au futur sont inquiétantes. En décrivant ce
qu'est notre Association, sa structure et ses activités nous espérons montrer
ce que l'on risque de perdre.

Ce rapport décrit les activités du CRPP dans le domaine de la physique
et du développement de systèmes de chauffage du plasma, incluant la
collaboration d'un groupe de l'Université de Baie dans le domaine des
interactions plasma-paroi, les activités technologiques effectuées par deux
groupes du PSI en supraconductivité appliquée à la fusion et en résistance des
matériaux au rayonnement avec participation de l'Institut de Génie atomique
de l'EPFL ainsi qu'un travail ponctuel en robotique effectué pour JET par un
institut de l'EPFL.

Pour le CRPP, les années 1991/1992 ont été des années de transition
comportant un effort considérable de construction. Notre ancien tokamak
TCA s'est finalement arrêté à mi-Janvier 1991. Les halles qui contenaient TCA
et ses auxiliaires ont été rendues à leur propriétaire, le Département de
Mécanique. Le tokamak a été déplacé sans être démonté et mis en stockage
temporaire. La Grèce qui avait manifesté un grand intérêt pour TCA ayant
renoncé à le reprendre en raison de ses difficultés financières, celui-ci devrait
prochainement prendre la route du Brésil sauf ennuis de dernière minute. Des
éléments du système d'acquisition de données ont été donnés à des groupes
de l'Europe de l'Est (Tchécoslovaquie) alors qu'une partie des installations
auxiliaires électriques ont été mises à disposition de l'Association Suède-
Euratom pour une nouvelle installation en cours de réalisation au Royal



Institute of Technology à Stockholm. Certains des diagnostics sont en phase
de réactualisation pour TCV.

La construction de TCV s'est poursuivie en 1991 et terminée en automne
1992. L'enceinte à vide dont la réalisation a pris du retard supplémentaire
chez le fabricant a été délivrée en avril 1992. Le montage s'est par la suite
accéléré. La mise en service a été effectuée comme prévue le dernier trimestre
1992. Le premier plasma a été obtenu le 26 novembre 1992 en présence du
Président de l'EPFL, M. Prof. B. Vittoz. Le programme de cette machine reste
d'une très grande actualité, ce qui est la meilleure motivation que l'on puisse
trouver pour garantir une bonne exploitation.

Au moment où l'autorisation de construction de TCV a été donnée il
n'existait aucun système de chauffage auxiliaire ayant une flexibilité suffisante
pour fonctionner sur toute la plage de paramètres que peut couvrirTCV. n fut
alors décider d'attendre que l'exploitation de la machine ait permis de
délimiter un domaine d'opération restreint avant de choisir le système de
chauffage. Aujourd'hui, grâce au développement de sources puissantes
micro-ondes dans le domaine millimétrique on peut envisager l'utilisation de
telles sources pour chauffer le plasma par résonance cyclotronique électro-
nique, système qui a l'énorme avantage d'être aussi flexible que la machine
et qui peut donc être immédiatement mis en oeuvre. Un projet dans ce sens,
élaboré en 1991 et approuvé en décembre par le Comité de Gestion de
l'Association, a été soumis en 1992 à la longue procédure d'évaluation par les
Comités Techniques du programme européen qui décide de l'éligibilité pour
un support préférentiel d'Euratom. La dernière phase de cet examen a eu lieu
avec succès dans les premiers mois de 1993.

Notre propre programme de développement de sources millimétriques
à haute puissance du type gyrotron a rencontré des difficultés, techniques et
physiques, et le retrait de notre partenaire industriel nous a laissé dans une
situation difficile face â nos obligations européennes. Néanmoins, des progrès
substantiels ont été réalisés qui laissent entrevoir le bout du tunnel. La
question politique de la stratégie de développement de ces tubes a été
réexaminée sur le plan européen en 1992 dans le contexte nouveau créé par
l'entrée de la Russie sur le marché avec des tubes performants. Les objectifs
du programme européen impliquant quatre Associations ont été redéfinis,
comportant des milestones contraignants. Ceci se traduira pour nous par une
pression accrue à laquelle nous nous préparons à faire face.

Alors que l'activité expérimentale s'est trouvée réduite à l'analyse des
derniers résultats de TCA, la théorie, elle, profite toujours des conditions
exceptionnellement bonnes enmatière de disponibilité d'ordinateurs puissants
dans les Ecoles Polytechniques Fédérales pour rester à la pointe du domaine.

La collaboration avec l'Université de Baie a pour objectif principal de
maintenir la présence suisse sur le tokamak allemand TEXTOR, assurée
jusque-là par une collaboration PSI-Université de Zurich mais interrompue
par le départ du responsable. Le thème est le développement de revêtements
pour les parois intérieures d'appareillages de fusion à base d'éléments légers
(lithium.bore, carbone,..).

Au PSI, l'exploitation de l'installation PEREX s'est poursuivie dans un
contexte de compétition accrue pour l'obtention du faisceau de l'accélérateur
qui nous cause des soucis pour le futur. Le problème du développement de
matériaux adéquats est le problème essentiel qui certainement déterminera



la compétitivité et l'acceptabilité socio-économique de la fusion et PIREX est
une des rares Installations de simulation existantes. Quant à l'installation de
test de supraconducteurs, SULTAN, sa reconstruction est terminée et l'ex-
ploitation a démarré. C'est une installation unique au monde. Ces deux
projets ont toujours été des noyaux de collaborations internationales, que ce
soit pour la construction de SULTAN ou pour l'exploitation des deux instal-
lations.

Le climat créé au PSI par un long inter-règne au niveau de la direction
alors que cet institut était dans une phase de réorganisation et de redéfinition
de ses objectifs après sa création par la fusion du SIN et de l'EIR, a affecté
fortement les activités dans notre domaine. Ceci s'est traduit par une chute
progressive au cours des dernières cinq années du volet technologie-fusion
qui ne représente aujourd'hui plus que 20% de l'effort total suisse en fusion.
Au moment où la mise sur pied de ITER va donner une forte impulsion aux
aspects technologiques nous sommes totalement à contre-courant et il
conviendra de réagir vigoureusement pour maintenir notre position. C'est
l'objectif de la restructuration en cours.

Alors que les résultats spectaculaires de JET en Novembre 1991 ont
révélé au grand public (et même aux gens informés!) les progrès enregistrés
dans la dernière décennie par un programme de recherche dont les membres
avaient pris l'habitude de se taire, après bien quelques désillusions il est vrai,
on ne peut passer sous silence les difficultés financières vécues en 1992 dues
à un grave conflit institutionnel de compétences entre le Conseil des Ministres
des Communautés Européennes et le Parlement Européen. Pour les Asso-
ciations, ceci s'est traduit par une réduction du support d'Euratom à partir de
mars 1992 et a engendré un climat d'incertitudes malsain pour le futur. La
situation est maintenant rétablie mais le conflit Institutionnel n'étant pas
résolu pour autant, nous avons adopté une politique prudente surtout dans
le domaine du remplacement du personnel. Si ce n'était le risque d'endom-
mager durablement notre programme on pourrait être flatté que ce soit le
programme fusion qui ait été choisi comme otage dans ce conflit. On ne prend
en otage que ce qui a une valeur reconnue!

Dans ce contexte difficile mentionnons avec plaisir que le Fonds
National a maintenu son support au programme général malgré ses propres
difficultés et saluons comme 11 se doit l'effort formidable consenti par l'EPFL
et le Conseil des Ecoles Polytechniques pour maintenir la compétitivité de
notre Association.

La préparation de ce premier rapport a exigé beaucoup d'efforts de
personnes déjà surchargées parleurs autres activités, tout particulièrement
M. P.J. Paris et M. M.R Siegrist. Je les en remercie.

Mail993



VORWORT

Dieser Zweijahresbericht ist der erste umfassende Bericht der Assoziation
Schweizerische Eidgenossenschaft - Euratom, einer der zwölf Assoziationen
des europäischen Forschungsprogramms auf dem Gebiet der kontrollierten
Kernfusion. Bisher hat jede schweizerische Gruppe über ihre Aktivitäten im
Rahmen der Institution, der sie angehört, berichtet. Die Berichte des CRPP,
dessen Forschungsschwerpunkt eindeutig auf dem Gebiet der Kernfusion
liegt, ergaben zwar ein repräsentatives Bild der schweizerischen Aktivitäten
auf dem Gebiet der Physik, aber die wichtigen technologischen Aspekte des
PSI erschienen separat im Jahresbericht des PSI, losgelöst aus ihrem
natürlichen Zusammenhang unter einer Vielzahl anderer Projekte. Wir hoffen,
dass dieser Bericht zu einer besseren Kenntnis der Assoziation und
Einschätzung der geleisteten Arbeit beitragen möge. Mit seinem Erscheinen
wird auch ein alter Wunsch von Euratom erfüllt, dass jede Assoziation einen
integralen Bericht ihrer Aktivitäten publiziert.

Es gibt einen weiteren Grund dafür, dass gerade jetzt ein erster
einheitlicher Bericht erscheint. Seit Beginn 1991 sind Diskussionen im Gang
über eine Umstrukturierung der Verwaltung des schweizerischen Programms,
die die zunehmende Verflechtung und Integration zwischen technologischen
und physikalischen Aspekten in den nächsten Jahren besser widerspiegelt.
Auf europäischer Ebene findet eine Reorganisation im Zusammenhang mit
zwei Programmen mit sehr unterschiedlichen Zeitskalen statt: einerseits die
Mitarbeit am weltweiten ITER-Projekt (International Thermonuclear
Experimental Reactor) und andererseits die Weitelverfolgung eines noch
stärker integrierten und fokussierten Langzeitprogramms für Physik und
Technologie, das noch in dem bestehenden System der Assoziationen
durchgeführt würde, aber mit einer hierarchischen Struktur, um die
Konkurrenz unter den Assoziationen zu verstärken. Wir sind zuversichtlich,
dass sich das für die nächsten zehn Jahre für unsere Assoziation definierte
Programm gut in diesen europäischen und weltweiten Rahmen eingliedert.
Allerdings sind die in den letzten Jahren aufgetauchten Schwierigkeiten, wie
die Aufrechterhaltung der technologischen Aktivitäten am PSI und die
ungesicherten Zukunftsaussichten, recht beunruhigend. Durch die
Beschreibung unserer Assoziation, ihrer Strukturund Aktivitäten, hoffen wir,
aufzeigen zu können, was unter Umständen verloren gehen könnte.

Der vorliegende Bericht beschreibt die Aktivitäten auf dem Gebiet der
Physik und die Entwicklung der Plasma-Heizsysteme am CRPP, inklusive der
Zusammenarbeit mit einer Gruppe der Universität Basel auf dem Gebiet der
Plasma-Wand-Wechselwirkung. Ausserdem werden die am PSI von zwei
Gruppen durchgeführten technologischen Arbeiten auf dem Gebiet der
Supraleitung im Zusammenhang mit der Fusion beschrieben, ebenso wie die
Zusammenarbeit mit dem «Institut de Génie atomique» an der EPFL zur
Untersuchung der Widerstandsfähigkeit von Materialien gegen Bestrahlung.
Schliesslich wird noch über eine zeitlich begrenzte Arbeit auf dem Gebiet der
Robotik berichtet, die durch ein Institut der EPFL für JET ausgeführt wird.

Für das CRPP waren die Jahre 1991 und 1992 Uebergangsjahre, in
denen ein beträchtlicher Konstruktionsaufwand betrieben wurde. Der Betrieb
des alten Tokamaks TCA wurde Mitte Januar 1991 endgültig eingestellt. Die
Hallen, die denTokamak selbst, sowie seine Versorgungssysteme beherbergten,
wurden ihrem Besitzer, dem Département de Mécanique, zurückerstattet. Der
Tokamak wurde ohne Demontage in ein temporäres Lager transportiert. Auf
Grund finanzieller Schwierigkeiten hat Griechenland, das ein starkes Interesse



für TCA bekundete, darauf verzichtet, die Maschine zu übernehmen. Diese
wird demnächst nach Brasilien verschifft wird, vorausgesetzt, dass nicht in
letzter Minute noch irgendwelche Schwierigkeiten auftauchen. Bestandteile
des Datenerfassungssystems wurden an osteuropäische Gruppen
(Tschechoslowakei) abgegeben und einTeil der elektrischenHilfsinstallationen
wurde der Assoziation Schweden-Euratom zur Verfügung gestellt für eine im
Aufbau begriffene neue Installation am «Royal Institute of Technology» in
Stockholm. Einige Diagnostiken werden zur Wiederverwertung am TCV
überholt.

Die Konstruktion von TCV wurde 1991 fortgesetzt und im Herbst 1992
beendet. Das Vakuumgefäss, dessen Fabrikation sich in der Herstellerfirma
verzögert hatte, wurde im April 1992 geliefert und anschliessend in
beschleunigtem Rhythmus montiert. Die Inbetriebnahme fand wie vorgesehen
im letzten Quartal 1992 statt. Am 26. November 1992 wurde in Gegenwart des
Präsidenten der EPFL, Herrn Professor B. Vittoz, das erste Plasma erzeugt.
Das Forschungsprogramm für diese Maschine ist nach wie vor sehr aktuell,
was wohl die bestmögliche Motivation für eine erfolgreiche Betriebsphase
darstellt.

Zum Zeitpunkt als die Baubewilligung für TCV erteilt wurde, existierte
noch kein einziges Zusatzheizsystem, das flexibel genug war, um über den
ganzen mit TCV erreichbaren Parameterbereich funktionieren zu können.
Man hatte sich demzufolge entschlossen, mit der Wahl des Heizsystems zu
warten, bis sich durch die Betriebserfahrung ein eingeschränkter
Funktionsbereich ergeben würde. Dank der Entwicklung vonleistungsstarken
Mikrowellen-Quellen im Millimeterbereich ist es allerdings heute möglich, ein
Aufheizen des Plasmas durch Elektron-Zyklotron-Resonanz anzuvisieren.
Diese Technik ist ebenso flexibel wie die Maschine selbst und kann sofort in
Auftrag gegeben werden. Ein entsprechendes Projekt wurde 1991 aufgestellt
und im Dezember vom Finanzkomitee der Assoziation genehmigt. Es wurde
im Jahr 1992 der langen Prozedur der Prüfung durch technische Komitees des
europäischen Programms unterworfen um zu entscheiden, ob es in finanzieller
Hinsicht von Euratom als Vorzugsprojekt behandelt werden kann. Die letzte
Phase dieser Prüfung ging in den ersten Monaten von 1993 erfolgreich über
die Bühne.

Unser eigenes Programm zur Entwicklung von Hochleistungsgyrotrons
ist ebenfalls in Schwierigkeiten geraten, sowohl in technischer wie
physikalischer Hinsicht, und der Rückzug unseres industriellen Partners
bringt uns inBezug auf unsere europäischen Verpflichtungen in eine schwierige
Situation. Trotzdem waren indenletztenzweiJahrenbeträchtlicheFortschritte
zu verzeichnen, die das Ende des Tunnels erscheinen Hessen. Die politische
Frage der Entwicklungsstrategie für diese Geräte wurde auf europäischer
Ebene im Jahr 1992 nochmals untersucht, vorallem im Zusammenhang mit
dem Auftauchen Russlands auf dem Markt, mit seinen leistungsfähigen
Geräten. Das europäische Programm der vier Assoziationen wurde neu
definiert und zwar mit relativ einschränkenden Zielsetzungen. Wir bereiten
uns darauf vor, den dadurch entstehenden erhöhten Druck auffangen zu
können.

Während die experimentellen Tätigkeiten sich auf die Analyse der
letzten Resultate von TCA konzentrierten, konnte die Theorie weiterhin voll
von den aussergewöhnlich guten Bedingungen profitieren, die die
eidgenössischen technischen Hochschulen bezüglich Verfügbarkeit von
Hochleistungsrechnern offerieren, um an der Spitze zu bleiben um die Spitze



halten zu können.

Das Hauptziel der Zusammenarbeit mit der Universität Basel ist nach
wie vor die Erhaltung der schweizerischen Präsenz am deutschen Tokamak
TEXTOR, die bis zu ihrem Unterbruch durch den Weggang des Verantwortlichen
durch eine Kollaboration PSI-Universität Zürich gesichert wurde. Die Thematik
ist die Entwicklung der Beschichtung der inneren Wände von
Fusionsmaschinen mittels leichter Elemente (Lithium, Bor, Kohlenstoff).

Am PSI sind die Untersuchungen mit der PIREX-Anlage fortgeführt
worden, wobei die Verfügbarkeit des Beschleunigerstrahls infolge zunehmender
Konkurrenz wesentlich knapper geworden ist; eine Tatsache, die uns für die
Zukunft Sorgen bereitet. Die Entwicklung geeigneter Materialien wird die
Konkurrenzfähigkeit und sozio-ökonomische Akzeptanz der Fusion
massgeblich beeinflussen und Pirex ist eine der wenigen verfügbaren Test-
und Simulationsinstallationen. Die Testanlage SULTAN für Supraleiter ist
rekonstruiert worden und hat ihren Betrieb aufgenommen. Es is die einzige
Installation dieser Art in der Welt. Es ist die einzige Installation dieser Art in
der Welt sein. Die beiden Projekte bildeten seit jeher Kernstücke der
internationalen Zusammenarbeit, sowohl was die Konstruktion von Sultan,
als auch den Betrieb der beiden Installationen betrifft.

Das lange Interregnum auf Direktorenebene am PSI, gerade während
einer Phase der Reorganisation und Neuausrichtung nach seiner Entstehung
durch Fusion von SIN und EIR, hat ein Klima erzeugt, das die Aktivitäten auf
unserem Gebiet nachhaltig beeinflusste. Eine progressive Abnahme der
technologischen Komponente in der Fusionsforschung war die Folge, so dass
sie heutzutage nur mehr 20% der gesamten schweizerischen Anstrengungen
auf diesem Gebiet ausmacht. Zu einem Zeitpunkt, zu dem vom
Zustandekommen des ITER Projektes wesentliche Impulse für die
technologischen Aspekte zu erwarten sind, befinden wir uns damit leider total
im Gegenstrom und es bedarf eines grossen Einsatzes um unsere Position
halten zu können. Dies ist das Ziel der sich in Gang befindlichen
Umstrukturierung.

Obwohl die spektakulären JET-Resultate vom November 1991 der
grossen Oeffentlichkeit, wie auch den Fachkreisen, die Fortschritte vor Augen
führten, die im letzten Jahrzehnt erzielt wurden, über die sich aber die
Mitarbeiter auf Grund anfänglicher Enttäuschungen üblicherweise sehr
Zurückhaltend äusserten, kann man über die finanzielle Schwierigkeiten des
Jahres 1992 nicht einfach hinweggehen. Letztere beruhen auf einem
schwerwiegenden institutionellen Konflikt, der sich auf die Aufteilung der
Kompetenzen zwischen dem Ministerrat der europäischen Gemeinschaft und
dem europäischen Parlament bezieht. Für die Assoziationen hatte dies eine
massive Reduktion der finanziellen Unterstützung durch Euratom ab März
1992 zur Folge, wodurch ein ungesundes Klima der Unsicherheit entstand:
Die Situation hat sich inzwischen wieder geklärt, aber da der institutionelle
Konflikt nach wie vor nicht gelöst ist, verfolgen wir im Moment eine vorsichtige
Politik, speziell auf dem Personalsektor. Wäre nicht das Risiko einer dauerhaften
Schädigung unseres Programms, könnte man sich geschmeichelt fühlen,
dass gerade unser Programm als Geisel in diesem Konflikt auserkoren wurde.
Denn schliesslich wählt man als Geisel nur etwas von allgemein anerkanntem
Wert.

Wir möchten in diesem Zusammenhang allerdings nicht versäumen,
unserer Freude Ausdruck zu verleihen, dass der Nationalfonds trotz eigener



Schwierigkeiten seine volle Unterstützung beibehalten hat und begrüssen in
aller Form die beträchtlichen gemeinsamen Anstrengungen der EPFL und des
Schulrates der beiden ETH's zur Beibehaltung der Konkurrenzfähigkeit
unserer Assoziation.

Die Redaktion dieses ersten Jahresberichtes verlangte grosse
Anstrengungen von Personen, die bereits auf Grund ihrer anderen Aktivitäten
überlastet sind, wobei ich speziell die Herren P.J. Paris und M.R Siegrist
erwähnen möchte. Ich möchte mich bei ihnen allen bedanken.

Mai 1993
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INTRODUCTION

1.1 Main fusion reactions

Nuclear fusion is a process in which light nuclei fuse together to form
heavier ones: during this process a very large amount of energy is released.
This process powers the universe. In the core of the sun, the lightest and most
abundant isotope of hydrogen (H) is converted into helium (He) at a temperature
of 15 million degrees. Because of its low reactivity cross section this reaction
is not relevant on earth and so for a fusion reactor it is planned to use instead
the two other isotopes of hydrogen: deuterium (D) and tritium (T), which fuse
together much more quickly than any other combination of light nuclei
according to the following reaction:

D2 + T3 -» He4 + n + 17.6 MeV

The end products are helium and neutrons (n). The total energy liberated
by fusing one gram of a 50/50% mixture of deuterium and tritium is 94000
kWh, which is 10 million times more than with the same mass of oil. Most of
this energy (80%) is in the form of fast neutrons carrying an energy of 14 MeV.
while the remaining 20% is carried by the helium nucleus. All this energy will
eventually become heat to be stored or converted by conventional means into
electricity.

The reaction rate of all fusion reactions ony start to become significant
at temperatures above a few tens of millions of degrees. For the D-T reaction
above, the optimal temperature (highest reaction rate at constant pressure) is
of the order of 70-200 million degrees K. Contrary to the sun which works at
lower temperature than the optimal one because of its enormous size, on
earth, a fusion reactor will have to work in the optimal range. At such
temperatures, the D-T fuel is in the plasma state, the ultimate state of all
matter above a few tens of thousands of degrees.

Another reaction of interest is

D2 + He3 -» He4 + p + 18.8 MeV

but the light isotope of helium, He3, is rare on earth.

Fusing together deuterium nuclei according to the two possible reactions

D2+ D2 -»T3 + p + 4 MeV 50% probability
D2 + D2 -» He3 + n + 3.2 MeV 50% probability

is the most attractive possibility since it produces in about equal amount light
helium (He3) and tritium which then fuse rapidly in the same volume with
deuterium to give helium and hydrogen as ned products. As the optimal
temperature range is still higher and the reaction rate slower than for D-T ,
making it that much more difficult, it is not considered at this stage.

1.2 The fuels

Deuterium is very abundant on the earth and can be extracted from
water (0,034 g/1). Tritium does not occur naturally but it can be regenerated
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from lithium using the neutrons produced by the D-T fusion reactions. The
two isotopes of natural lithium contribute to this breeding of tritium according
to the reactions:

Lie + n -> He4 + T3 + 4.8MeV

U7 + n -» He4 + T3 + n - 2.5 MeV

The global reaction then becomes:

D + Li -» 2 He4 + energy + neutrons ...

The relative abundances of the two lithium isotopes Li$ and Li7 are 7.4%
and 92.6%, respectively. The geological resources of lithium in the earth are
large enough to provide energy for several thousand years without counting
the lithium in the sea water.

Fig. 1: Fusion reactor schematic
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1.3 Attractiveness of fusion as an energy source

The inherent advantages of fusion as an energy source are:
Fuels are plentiful and their cost is negligible because of the enormous
energy yield of the reaction.
The end product of the reaction is helium, an inert gas.
No chain reaction excursion is possible, such as in fission. At any time
only a very small amount of fuel is in the reacting chamber and any
malfunction would cause an immediate drop of the temperature and
stop the reaction.
No after-heat problem.

Potential advantages, the extent to which they will be realised is still
unclear, are:

- Radioactivity of the reactor
structure, caused by neu-
trons, can be minimised by
careful se lec t ion of low-
activation materials resulting
in little long lived radioactive
wastes.

- The release of tritium in nor-
Turbine and m a i operation, mainly through

the cooling circuit, canbe kept
to a very low level.The
inventory of tritium (p radia-
tion, half life of 12.3 years) in
the breeding section of the
reactor (see Fig. 1) and on the
site can be sufficiently small
so that no accident could lead
to harmful release to the
environment. Pure deuterium
operation would avoid almost
entirely this problem, the
breeding system being
replaced by a neutron
absorbing shield.

Helium Exhaust
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1.4 The main approaches

In a reactor, the main components are the core (reaction chamber) in
which the fuel reacts, the first wall which isolates the fuel from the environment
and which receives the heat radiated or transported from the core and the D-
T breeding blanket. Energy is extracted, via a coolant, as heat from the first
wall and from the blanket and converted into electricity, for example.

The key component is the core. Two very different concepts of reactor
core are still pursued today: the inertial confinement approach and the
toroidal magnetic confinement approach.

In an inertially confined reactor a small mass (fraction of a gram) of solid
D-T fuel placed in the middle of a large cavity is compressed and heated to the
required temperature in a very short time (pico to micro seconds) by intense
beams of energetic photons or particles. The reaction proceeds explosively,
releasing much more energy than used for the heating, if the mass is
sufficiently large. The pressure reaches about 1011 bars which lead to rapid
desagregation (nanoseconds) of the mass of fuel. The helium and unspent fuel
are then removed and the process is repeated, maybe a few times per second.

In magnetic confinement a very large volume (order of one thousand m^
or more) of fuel at a pressure of a few bars reacts at a relatively slow and steady
rate. To keep the reaction going, helium must be constantly removed and
replaced by fresh fuel. To ignite the reaction a heating system is needed to
bring the temperature in the right range. This heating system can be removed
if and when the heat generated by the fusion reaction is sufficient to keep by
itself the required temperature.

The fuel, which is about a million times less dense than the ambient air
although its pressure is a few bars, must be placed in a vessel and imbedded
in a strong magnetic field which holds the plasma pressure and slows down
the heat flux sufficiently (confine the plasma). The difficulty is to insulate the
plasma well enough so that the relatively small energy released by the fusion
reactions (burning plasma) is sufficient to keep the very high optimal
temperature.

Magnetic confinement is the main line pursued in the world and the
european programme is concentrated exclusively on this line with only a
watching brief on inertial confinement. The obvious link of inertial confinement
with military programmes in the major countries has so far prevented it from
developping into a coordinated inernational programme.

1.5 Tokamak and Stellarator

Among the infinite variety of possible configurations of magnetic fields
which can confine a plasma the simplest and most advanced is the tokamak.
A schematic drawing of our new tokamakTCV shows all the essential elements
(Fig. 2) of such a configuration. The two main caracteristics are: the structure
is axisymmetric; the confining magnetic field is created by superposing an
external field generated by coils to the field created by a toroidal current
flowing in the plasma itself .The plasma shape is controlled by the shape of the
external field. There are many tokamaks in the world. Several of these
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Fig. 2: Schematic view of TCV.
The current (Ip) of theplasma (P)
of section (S) is generated by a
coil (A), confined by the toroidal
coils (T) and the vertical coils (B,
C, D, E, F). (G) are the internal
coils for fast stabilisation of
axisymmetric, vertical instability.
The vacuum vessel (V) has many
quenches (Q) and 2 manholes (M)
to work in the chamber.
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machines are in Europe, including the largest JET. This line has reached
sufficient maturity to justify proceeding with the construction of a first
experimental reactor, which could be the project ITER set up as a joint project
by Russia, USA, Japan and the Euratom fusion programme, Sweden and
Switzerland included. Much more will nevertheless have to be done in parallel
to the construction of this reactor to search for improvements which could
reduce the very demanding technological requirements which we now have
with present tokamak configurations. These improvements could be variations
of the conventional tokamaks, for example different shapes or different
operating conditions as well as different configurations such as stellarators.

The current in the plasma inherent to the tokamak is recognized as a
technological nuisance. It can be reduced or even totally suppressed by
superposing toroidal helical windings to the main toroidal field. Such confi-
gurations are designated as stellarators. The price to be paid is a loss of
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axisymmetry (Fig. 3). The stellarator is an old concept but the additionnal
complexity introduced by the break-up of the axisymmetry has made it very
difficult to identify good configurations. Poor results have led to discouragment.
But new ideas and improved computational tools have revitalized this line and
have led to sufficient success to justify a greater effort with some optimism,
although it is today still much less developed in terms of performance than the
tokamak line.

Fig. 3: Mod.B disoibation in
tokamak with L=3 helical
winding and toroidal current
producing hlaf the edge
transform. *"

Some other concepts are studied in various laboratories in the world:
Spheromak, Reversed Field Pinch, etc. These alternative concept experiments
may be looked at as limiting cases of the tokamak. Even though confronted to
great difficulties they are of interest for studying plasma behaviour in very
different confinement regimes.

1.6 Where are the problems in the magnetic confinement line?

The problems to be resolved before a competitive reactor can be built
divide into two categories: physics problems related to the development of the
core of the reactor and technological problems associated with the first wall,
the blanket and many auxiliary components.

Physics problems:

Energy andparticles confinement- The quality of the energy confinement
is the single most essential factor since it determines the size of the core and
it imposes demanding technology requirements. Demonstration of the scientific
feasibility of fusion has always been identified with reaching a minimum
quality of energy confinement sufficient to have a fusion power equal to the
power loss. The rate at which the particles in the reacting fuel, in particular
the product of the reaction, helium, diffuse out the plasma is also very
important since it sets the percentage of helium present in the core in steady
conditions. This helium radiates energy and cools the plasma. The largest
effort is still spent on this problem which has many facets: localize the
operating range (magnetic field, current, plasma shape, pressure and density)
where there is confinement, identify the dependence of confinement on the
machine and plasma parameters within this operating range, in particular
explore the different regimes which can occur in what appears to be the same
conditions, understand and prevent the sudden break-up of confinement
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Fig. 4: Concept of heating and
current drive methods.

(disruptions), study the fluctuations which can lead to sudden transient
losses of heat and energetic particles, dangerous to the first wall and the
energy exhaust system,...

Heating and current drive - An auxiliary heating system is needed to
reach the required temperatures even in tokarnaks which have some inherent
heating from the ohmic dissipation of the current flowing in the plasma. Many
systems are now available (Fig. 4) for that purpose so that this problem is no
longer crucial. What remains to be done is to assess the secundary effects of
each system which can be beneficial when, for example, a current is
simultaneously generated or the plasma or the plasma bifurcates into an
improved confinement regime, or deleterious when, for example, it leads to
large fluctuations with losses of the most energetic particles. The effort is
mainly on improving the efficiency of current generation as it does provide
hope to replace the inductive generation used in tokamak which causes great
technological difficulties and prevent continuous operation. In the fusion
reactor heating is done by slowing down of the energetic helium ions so that
the side-effects of this type of heating must also be assessed.

RADIO FREQUENCY HEATING

OHMIC HEATING

Cuntnt

AMms

NEUTRAL INJECTION
HEATING
Hydrogvn Ion Soutc»

Plasma wall interaction - The plasma in a vessel extends up to the wall
of the vessel in which it is produced. The effect of the confining magnetic field
is to allow the temperature in the plasma center to become much higher than
that at the wall and to reduce the pressure at the wall to a very low level.
Nevertheless there are always particles eroded from the walls which will find
their way into the plasma. These impurities radiate energy and cool the
plasma, so that they must be controlled (reduce production, choose light
materials which radiate much less, prevent their inflow into the plasma and
find way to expell them from the center). An additional problem is that heat
flowing out of the plasma as radiation or as energy carried by particles must
be constantly exhausted. In a reactor this 2O%of the power! Unwanted
particles, impurities and the product of the reaction, helium, must also be
exhausted. The engineering solutions used in present devices (Fig. 5) and
planned for the reactor are either to place cooled material elements protruding
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from the wall, called limiters, which localize the
plasma-wall interaction region, or to use a
magnetic configuration, called divertor, which
concentrates the heat and particle exhaust into
relatively narrow channels directed to well defined
regions of the wall where limiter structures are
placed. Both solutions present today great
difficulties since the concentration of the
interaction implies concentrated heat and particle
flux and severe technological problems. This is
an example of the strong link between
technological and physical problems. New so-
lutions are being sought.

Technology:

Superconducting magnets - It is an
empirical fact that confinement improves with
the strength of the magnetic field and with the
size of the machine. In tokamaks, confinement
improves with current. What is good for
confinement is bad for technology! The
development of the required superconducting
magnets (needed to keep the power dissipated in
magnets a small fraction of the fusion power) is
an urgent problem for ITER The development
pursued actively in the world addresses all as-
pects: development of a suitable conductor (NbSn)
with acceptable losses in the time-varying magnetic field of atokamak, design
of the coils and development of techniques to construct such coils in-situ
because of their large size, ...

Plasmafacing components- Components facing the plasma, called PFC,
are subjected to a large particle flux, heat load, radiation and neutron
bombardment without giving unwanted impurities. This is today the most
serious technological challenge which will most probably not be resolved on
the timescale of the construction of FTER It will be necessaryforlTERto relax
the desirable requirements of long life and low activation by neutrons. It is a
longer term problem to be solved in the wider context of the plasma-wall
interaction problem and togetherwith the development of structural materials.

Blanket and structural materials- The design of a blanket and strucure
which has a breeding ratio of atleast one, does not lead to safety hasards, does
not use exotic materials and does not leave radioactive wastes requiring long
term geological disposal is a long term problem which looks soluble on the
timescale of a reactor but not of ITER It is recognized as the most crucial issue
for the socio-economic competitivity of the reactor but material developments
is always a long process made more difficult by the non-availability of a 14 MeV
neutron source of sufficient intensity to test materials. Simulation experiments
with either neutrons of lower energy in piles or with ions produced in
accelerators are used and will have to be used for many years.

Auxiliaries- Changing the internal components of a reactor will require
remote handling. This is not considered as a crucial problem but rather as a
constraint on the design. JET has already been working on the development
of tools for its own needs in the last phase of operation when tritium will be

Fat plasma 5MA
mid position

Scale mm

Fig. 5: Pumped divertor configu-
ration in JET
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used extensively and ITERwill have to be already fully «robotized». The heating
system to reach ignition will have to be optimized and adequate sources or
suitable antennae systems compatible with the environment of a reactor still
need developments but those are short term issues.

1.7 The ITER project

The tokamak has reached a level of performance sufficient to try for the
first time to build an experimental reactor in which the core is a tokamak. Such
a device The objective is to integrate as many of the elements of a reactor as
possible with today's technology in order to test the concept in a real
environment and identify the new problems that may arise. Such an experiment
should demonstrate the possibility of igniting the fuel and maintain the
reaction for about 1000s in quasi-steady conditions. It would allow testing of
different concepts of blanket modules but it would not breed fully the tritium
needed for the experiment. Materials could not be optimized and it would run
as an experiment with a low availability, giving neutron doses insufficient to
serve as a material test facility.

Such a machine, ITER - International Thermonuclear Experimental
Reactor is at the design stage as a joint project between Japan, the USA,
Russia and the Euratomfusion programme (Sweden and Switzerland included).
The design team is located in three co-centers located in San-Diego (USA).
Naka (Japan) and Garching(Germany).

Fig. 6: ITER THE ITER DEVICE
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The reference design values are: a fusion power of at least 1000 MW, a
plasma volume of about 1000m3, a plasma current of 25 MA and a magnetic
field in the center of the plasma of 6 Teslas. The overall size is already the order
of the expected size of a reactor. The most critical elements are the magnets
and the exhaust system which require developments beyond today's state of
the art. Figure 6 shows a schematic of what it might look like. Its construction
would start in 1998 and it would last 7 years.

1.8 Domains of activity of the Swiss-Euratom Association

The Swiss-Euratom Association focuses its activities on some of the
physics and technological problems where it feels its existing competence and
its experience match best the needs of the european programme: tokamak
physics with both theoretical and experimental work at CRPP complemented
by contributions to joint projects, development of new millimeter-waves
powerful sources to heat efficiently the plasma in tokamaks and stellarators,
improved plasma diagnostics, development of coating techniques for PFCs
with low atomic number materials, in collaboration with the University of
Basel and with a participation to the TEXTOR programme through a IEA
implementing agreement, development of superconducting coils for ITER, test
of superconducting conductors in the installation SULTAN and study of
radiation damage in fusion relevant materials both as a short term service to
ITER by irradiation in the PIREX installation and as a long term objective of
developping low activation materials. Many of these activities are carried out
as collaborations, some formal some informal, with swiss and other european
industries, with other laboratories within the european programme, in
Russia, inTchequie and in the US. The details of these activities are presented
in the next sections.



TOKAMAK PHYSICS

2.1 TCA programme

TheTCAtokamak(Fig. 7),which
had been in operation for 10 years,
produced its last plasma discharges
in January 1991. The last month of
operation saw a very hectic
experimental programme which was
mainly dedicated to ECRH-assisted
start-up and heating studies of which
the analysis took several months.

The machine has now been
completely disassembled, since the
hall had to be handed back to the
Department of Mechanics of the EPFL.
The staff tied-up with these tasks was
gradually transferred to the TCV
tokamak.

2.1.1 X- and O-mode ECR break-
down and startup in TCA

The loop voltage available for
pure ohmic startup in a tokamak with
an electrically continuous vacuum vessel, such as that of TGV, is limited to
lower values than those for ohmic startup in a tokamak with a non-continuous
vessel. Injection of microwave power at the electron cyclotron frequency will
permit startup in TCV at these low toroidal loop voltages. Preliminary
experiments using ECR assisted startup were perfonned on TCA using a
39GHz gyrotron with a TE02 output beam and a maximum power of 250kW
(20ms). The output of the gyrotron was converted by an 1 lm microwave line
to a linearly-polarized gaussian HEn beam for injection into the torus. This
ECR system has been transferred to TCV [C 5J.

In TCA, the injected microwave power could be launched into the
tokamak with either extraordinary (X) or ordinary (O) mode polarisation. The
choice of the type of launch which yields the most efficient startup over the
widest range of operating parameters was of interest for TCV and other future
devices. A systematic study of the differences between absorption of inside
launched X- and O-mode power (breakdown) has been performed as well as
a study of how these X- and O-mode breakdown characteristics affect the
current startup.

The microwave breakdown location was measured in X- and O-mode
using an Ha camera, recording the horizontal Ha emission profiles during the
microwave launch. In the cold startup plasma, it was observed that the X-
mode power was not absorbed at the cyclotron resonance but only at the upper
hybrid resonance, located at the low field side of the cyclotron resonance.
Power launched in O-mode, however, was absorbed atthe cyclotron resonance
as well. The significantly smaller displacement of the upper hybrid resonance
to the low field side with O-mode launch than with X-mode launch was due
to the lower densities produced at the same microwave power level. The result

Fig. 7: TCA
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was a more central and less localized breakdown with O-mode launch [C 23J.
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Fig. 8: (a) Average current ramp
rateover 10 msECHstartuppulse
vs startup current position, (b)
Distribution of startup current
position for X- and O-mode
startup. Shows O-mode launch
results in a more central startup
than X-mode launch where
current ramp rates are higher.
Also where X- and O-mode
launch result in the same initial
x .current ramp rates are similar.
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Differences in the startup behavior of X-
and O-mode launch were observed. The initial
current ramp rate was strongly dependent on the
power level for X-mode launch and relatively
independent of the power level for O-mode launch
(Fig. 8a). This is a result of the different breakdown
characteristics of the two modes which are seen
to affect the position of the initial plasma current
channel. A strong correlation was seen between
the initial current ramp rate and the initial
plasma current position, xp (= %/a) (Fig. 8b). O-
mode launch starts the plasma more centrally
than X-mode launch and results in higher
current ramp rates. X-mode startup occurs
further to the low field side where current ramp
rates were observed to be poor. Very careful
control of the operating parameters may result in
efficient X-mode startup though O-mode launch
results in efficient startup over a wider range of
operating parameters IP 48, L 25].

For TCV, an O-mode outside launch has
therefore been prefered which will provide for

easy installation and reliable startup in a wide range of configurations. The
beam will be injected horizontally through an upper lateral port, with a small
toroidal angle, mainly to avoid reflection of microwave power back to the
gyrotron.

2.1.2 Electron cyclotron resonance heating on the TCA tokamak

During the investigation of ECR-assisted startup on TCA, a few hundred
shots were dedicated to the study of ECR heating. The EC waves were injected
from the high field side of the machine in either X- or O-mode. The range of
heating power was from 70 to 150 kW, the line density <ne> from 0.6 to 2 x 1019

n r 3 with ohmic power before ECRH ranging from 100 to 120 kW [C 50, P 70,
L35J.

It was observed that ECR heating is more efficient for low density and
low qa discharges. The central electron temperature increases, as measured
by Thomson scattering, by a factor of two over ohmic cases for low density
plasmas and the stored energy increases by 40%. For these low density
discharges, up to 80% of the plasma energy can be supplied by ECRH, taking
into account the replacement of ohmic power by EC power.

At injected power levels comparable to the ohmic target plasma, the
calculated electron energy confinement time tEe during ECRH is the same as
during ohmic heating for low density operation, which may be due to the
sawteeth stabilization observed at low density. With increasing density, ijse
does not increase as much as for ohmic cases, and at higher density the
expected degradation of the energy confinement is observed.

The drop in the loop voltage is one of the most reproducible quantities
during ECRH and it can be attributed, in almost all cases, to the change in the
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electron temperature, assuming constant impurity
levels and Spitzer resistivity. The loop voltage initially
drops rapidly during the first 2-3 ms: the drop is
larger for lower density and higher power. At later
times different types of behaviour can be discerned,
which are correlated with the initial drop in voltage,
primarily a function of the density ne and ECRH
power.

The decrease in electron density during ECRH
(pump-out) is large at high line averaged densities,
but is completely absent at low density, where a
large temperature increase is observed.
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The production of a high energy ion tail during ECRH has been observed
with the neutral particle analyzer. This effect is greater for X-mode launch and
for low plasma density (see Fig. 9), in agreement with parametric decay of the
extraordinary wave into a lower hybrid wave and an electron Bernstein wave
at the upper hybrid resonance.

Fig. 9: Ion tail energy distribu-
tion measured with a neutral
particle analyser for X- and O-
mode injection.

Partial sawtooth stabilization is observed,,
with the sawtooth period increasing by up to a
factor often compared with that of unheated shots
(Fig. 10). This stabilization is strongest at low density
and high heating power, and is attributed to fast
particles generated during the heating or to chan-
ges in the electron temperature at the q=l surface.
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The toroidal perturbation of the wave function
of the sawtooth instability during ECRH - the so-
called "gong" - was observed in the shadow of the
limiter with magnetic probes, yielding the n=O, 1,2,3
Fourier toroidal components (Fig. 11). This
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measurement, only possible during ECRH, gives an indication of the poloidal Fig. 10: Increase of sawtooth
spectrum of the instability at the q=l surface. The measured spectrum is stabilization duringheatedphase.
dominated by the n=l component, which is higher by at least a factor often
above the n=2 component {see also P 47, L 31]. *

2.1.3 Pellet injection studies

The penetration of apellet into the TCA plasma
was investigated during the final phase of the TCA
experiment. The goal of this study was to determine
the penetration of pellets with a wide range of
velocities and size in order to determine a scaling
law which is of relevance to future fusion experiments
which are considering pellet fuelling. Using a twin
barrel pneumatic pellet injector obtained from
Grenoble, pellets with 10% to nearly 400 % of the
plasma content with a velocity range of 150-750 m/
s were injected into a wide range of plasma condi-
tions.

The scaling law for the pellet penetration, A, derived from the experimental
data is summarised as follows:

138 138.1 138.2 138.3 138.<
t [ms]

Fig. 11: Ampli tude of the central
soft x-ray channel and of two of
the toroidal Fourier components
of the magnetic oscillation at the
edge (n=l and n=2) versus time
near the sawtooth crash.
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where Vp is the pellet velocity, Mp its mass and Te the plasma electron
temperature. Figure 12 shows the scaling of the pellet penetration with the
plasma current, the plasma density, the pellet size, and the pellet velocity. The
scaling with pellet velocity is stronger than that predicted from the present
theoretical models and implies that better pellet penetration can be achieved
by raising the pellet velocity. This, and the observation that the pellet's mass
has only a small effect on the penetration, indicates that pellet injection is still
a candidate for larger fusion devices if the technological problems inherent in
the injection of higher velocity pellets can be resolved.
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Fig 12: The scaling of pellet
penetration A, is shown as a
function of i) the plasma cunent,
ii) the central plasma density, iii)
the pellet velocity and iv) the
pellet size in particles, observed
near the q=l surface, (positive
striation).

One of the most striking features of pellet injection on TCA was the
strong variation and spatial structure observed in the ablation rate as the
pellet traversed the plasma. These features are not predicted, or used, in any
of the theoretical models which assume a constant ablation rate which is
solely determined by the local plasma conditions. Three distinct types of
structure, termed striations, were identified, and examples of each are shown
in Fig. 13. Although the «negative striations* were quickly determined to be
correlated to the rational magnetic surfaces, the "positive striations* and the
•oscillatory striations* were not found to be correlated with any particular
plasma, pellet, or machine parameter in a simple way. Although these
striations are not used in the theoretical models of pellet ablation, they were
found to be important in determining the pellet penetration. As an example of
this, the scaling law given above was determined for pellets which did not
reach the rational q=l magnetic surface since it was observed that pellets
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reaching this surface exhibited a strong positive striation,
observed as a sudden increase in the pellet ablation rate,
which terminated their trajectory. Until these phenomena
are better understood, and hopefully controlled, the
applicability of a pellet injector to a fusion grade machine
is difficult to estimate, although the results of this work
are encouraging.

2.1.4 Characterisation of transport processes using the
response of the electron density to pellet injection

The injection of hydrogen pellets into the plasma
provides ah excellent opportunity for studying transient
heat and particle transport. In contrast to the classical
approach to transport analysis, in which a diffusive or
convective model is fitted to the data, we have adopted a
novel method which makes use of the fact that small
perturbations of the plasma can be decomposed into
eigenfunctions of the transport operator. This technique
has been applied to different discharges involving a
variety of pellet sizes.

The temporal evolution of the density profile following
pellet inj ection is well reproduced by our linearised model.
A set of three eigenmodes (i.e. three time constants) is
sufficient to model the dynamic response throughout the
discharge. Fig. 14a. The slowest eigenmode has a large
time constant, in many cases exceeding the discharge
duration. These time constants appear to scale most
strongly with the plasma current, following a t ~ I S(2-3,p)
dependence. Fig. 14b. Finally, this analysis technique
has revealed the existence of a strong coupling between
heat and particle transport, showing conclusively that the
two cannot be treated separately.
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Fig 13: The ablation rate, monitored by the visible light
emission, is shown as a function of minor radius, i)
Example of a "Negative Striation" where a strong
reduction in the ablation rate is observed at the rational
q=l magnetic surface. ii)Exampleofa"PositiveStriation1'
where there are small regions of strong pellet ablation.
The light emission is shown against minor radius as in i)
and as a 2-D set of contours obtained from the CCD
cameras where the regions of increased emission are
more clearly visible, iii) Example of "Oscillatory
Strian'ons" where the ablation rate shows regular fluctua-
tions indicating some local plasma-pellet relaxation

process.
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Fig. 14: (a) Responseof theelectron density to two pellets,
shown with the three eigenmodes used to model it. (b)
Scaling of the time constants with the plasma current.
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Plasma current
Plasma major radius
Plasma radius (small)
Plasma half height
Plasma elongation (max)
Aspect ratio
Toroidal magnetic field

at the torus center
TransformerJlux
Volt/turn max (transformer)
Plasma pulse length
Vessel width
Vessel height
Wall electrical resistance
Time constant of the vessel
Heating temperature

1.2 MA
0.875 m
024 m
0.72 m

3
3.6

1.43 T
3AVsec

lOV/turn
2s

036 m
lJS4m
55 ̂ Q

6.7 ms
350<C

Table I: TCV parameters

Fig. 15: TCV Vacuum Vessel
(external half part)

2.2 Construction and start up of TCV

During the years 1991 and 1992 the construction,
installation and commissioning of the TCV tokamak
continued and a first important milestone was reached
in the autumn of 1992 when breakdown was obtained in
the new machine. A plasma current of 70 kA was
achieved on November 26, the day of the inauguration.

Among a wide range of research programs which will
be carried out on TCV, the main purposes are to study
the effect of the plasma shape (cross-section) on the
confinement properties and to Investigate electron
cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) by means of
gyrotrons.

The main technical parameters of TCV are given in the
following table.

2.2.1 Construction of the TCV Torus Chamber at the manufacturer

During 1991, the most important and also most crucial operations in the
manufacturing of the TCV vacuum vessel at DePretto-Escher Wyss in Schio
(Italy) were completed.

After the machining of the two L shaped semi-chambers (Fig. 15) , the
welding of the rails on the inside walls of the vessel was started. These rails
are the anchors for plasma facing components such as carbon protection tiles,

the belt limiter, in-
vessel diagnostics such
as the magnetic pick
up coils and serve also
to support the internal
fast magnetic field coils.
These different
functions of the rails
required tight
tolerances of the
positioning of the rails
within the vessel (± 0.2
mm). While welding the
rails, it was found that,
due to unavoidable
deformations, the
tolerances could only be
maintained by time
consuming operations,
including quality
control measurements
after welding each rail.

Welding together
the two finished L-
shape half chambers
completed the final
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assembly of the vacuum vessel.
The non destructive testing of these
welds, by means of X-rays, revealed
a safe weld. But during the following
machining of the assembly in
preparation for the welding of the
stub-pipes, deformations and
displacements of some ports have
been spotted. In particular,
displacements of ports on the top
cover plate of the vessel in the
order of one to two millimetres
have been found. In addition,
deformations of the inside and in
particular of the outside cylinder
walls have been detected. However,
it has been found that these
displacements and also the cylinder
deformations are by no means in
conflict with the future function of
the vacuum vessel.

Fig. 15: TCV Vacuum Vessel
Immediately after the final machining operation a first coarse cleaning (internal half part)

of the vessel inside was performed, followed by the welding of the great number
of stub pipe-flange assemblies onto the vessel. Several cleaning procedures,
including the use of appropriate solvents by hand in order to remove
remaining traces from the rail protections, were necessary to obtain satisfactory
results on the cleanliness of the vessel walls.

After successful preliminary vacuum testing, thechamberwas transferred
to the oven in order to start the thermal cycling of the complete vessel up to
a temperature of 350°C (Fig. 16) . During the six thermal cycles no vacuum
leak of the vessel could be detected and the following final vacuum tests were
better then the required values. An excellent outgassing rate in the order of
only a few 10" *•3 mbar 1 / (sec. cm2) was measured and the leak rate was found
to be in the 10"l ° mbar 1/sec range. After the last thermal cycle, a final global
pressure of 2-10'9 mbar was
reached.

Due to various difficulties,
the flux loop diagnostics and the
complex shaped heatingtubeswere
installed only in the beginning of
1992. This was followed by the on-
the-vessel diagnostics, consisting
of about 1 km of thermocoaxial
cables. Then the installation of the
Microtherm thermal insulation on
the outside vessel took place.
Finally, the vessel was delivered to
the CRPP shortly after Easter 1992.

The final construction phase
of the vacuum vessel was
supervised by the drawing office of
the CRPP.

Fig. 16: TCV vacuum vessel
completed after thermal cycling
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Fig. 17: Integration of the
central column

2.2.2 Preliminary assembly phase

Although the building for the TCV tokamak and
its main power source, the 100 MJ flywheel
generator, were completed before the period covered
by this report, not a single component of the tokamak
itself was visible at the end of 1990.

This situation changed quite significantly as the
assembly of the TCV base structure started in
January 91. After delivery in April 1991, several
components of the stainless steel machine frame
had to be pre-mounted in situ in order to undergo
final modification and testing before their perma-
nent installation. Careful alignment of the massive
structure extending over several floor levels was an
important and essential task. Assistance both in
man power and instrumentation provided by the
institute of «geodesie et mensuration* of the
department of «genie rural* is greatefully
acknowlegde. Several support structures had to be
fixed to the walls of the building to set up the
surveying instruments in order to define a reference
frame. This greatly facilitated the correct positioning
of the TCV structure.

The support structure below ground level has
been permanently installed in this way and the

lower ring structure of the main tokamak support system has also been
definitively mounted .

In September 1991, the central column (manufactured by ABB) was
fitted to the lower part of the support structure (Fig. 17), whereas the rest of
the tokamak structure, the central transformer magnets and thermal shield

Fig. 18: Machine frame
assembly
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as well as one complete toroidal field coil were pre-
mounted and removed later. The structures required
to hold the current feeds have also been partially
installed.

In December 91, the machine frame was
completely assembled and adjusted (Fig. 18). The
frame was then disassembled and the lower horizontal
legs of the toroidal field coils were bolted onto the
central column. Subsequently, the outer vertical legs
of the toroidal field coils and the outer poloidal field
were added. A large range of static and dynamic tests
have been carried out at the materials department of
the EPFL (DMX). In this way a weakness in the C coil
support structure was detected which ledus to redesign
those supports.

2.2.3 Pumping units and gas analysis

In 1992, four groups of pumps have been build
and tested to evacuate the TCV vacuum vessel. Each
group comprises a 10001/s turbomolecular pump. A
40m3/hrotary vane pump is used for each forevacuum.
In two groups which are equipped with a bypass, the
roughing pump is reinforced by a 150m3/h root pump.
A butterfly valve is installed in these two groups in
front of the turbo pumps to reduce the pumping speed
in case of high pressures needed for the glow discharge
cleaning. The valves are all metal gate valves in order
to withstand high temperatures. The pump systems
are connected to the torus by a double bellow which
compensates for the thermal dilatations both
horizontally and vertically during bake out. Each
pumping system has its own control based on a
programmable controller (PAL). The logic takes care of
the different interlocks and safety aspects of the system.
Each component can be operated manually from the
cubicle or at the operator console since all information
is transmitted to the central computer by the bitbus
network.

Two quadrupole mass spectrometers (RGA) are installed to monitor the
residual gas composition. One is directly on the vessel and used for routine
measurements. The other one is differentially pumped and connected to the
torus by different diaphragms allowing the analysis of the rest gas for torus
pressures between 10"9 - 10"2 mbar. The two spectrometers can also be
operated remotely. Figure 19 shows schematically one pumping group
together with the differentially pumped spectrometer.

Fig. 19: One of the pumping
groups with the mass
spectrometer

2.2.4 Outer poloidal coils, coil cooling requirement and vessel heating

The poloidal coils were manufactured by TESLA Ltd, Storrington, U.K.
and were delivered in November 1991. The outer poloidal field coils of TCV
consist of eight shaping coils (36 turns, Im a x = 260 kA) and two pairs of coils
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Fig. 20: Installation
of the vacuum vessel

Fig. 21: Welding of
the rectangular parts
in-situ after installa-
tion of the vessel

for excluding the ohmlc flux from
the plasma volume (12 and 9
turns, Imax=315 and 236 kA). All
conductors have a central cooling
channel with a bore designed to
provide the required cooling rate
under a pressure drop of 10 bars.
Demineralized water of variable
flowrate, automatically regulated
according to the temperature of
the coils, is used for cooling, with
a high pressure system (20 bar)
for the vertical field coils and a
low pressure system (5 bar) for
the 16 toroidal field coils and
shields. Both temperature and
flow are measured in the return
paths and are regulated
electronically. With a maximum
gradient of 15° C the temperature-
induced stress is permanently
controlled. During shut-down a
safety-cooling is obtained with a
reduced flow rate in all coils in
addition to a similar control
system for the torus environment.

The TCV vacuum vessel has
been designed to be baked out in
situ up to 350° C. This is
accomplished by circulating
heated nitrogen gas. The system
comprises an electrical gas heater,
a water-cooled heat exchanger and
a compressor and cooler in the
water circuit, again controlled by
an automatic regulating system.
The automatic regulation com-
prises 32 temperature probes
distributed over the torus and is
programmed to limit temperature
differences to 50° C during heating
and cooling.

2.2.5 Final assembly

The vessel was permanently
installed in the tokamak in May
92 (Fig. 20). The installation and
exact positioning of the vacuum
vessel were again done in colla-
boration with the "department de
geodesie». In this way a
concentricity of the chamber with
respect to the central column
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within a tolerance of ±0.5 mm could be achieved, as measured by theodolites.
This was followed by:

The assembly of the coils F, D2 and C2 and closing of the toroidal coils.
The installation of the upper support structure and the oblique cross-
girders.
The tightening of the interdigital connectors after a time-consuming
adjustment of the hydraulic bolting-machine.
The tightening of all nuts and bolts on TCV.
The connection of the coaxial cables to the poloidal field coil in the cable
towers.
The installation of the belt conductor and the toroidal field coil supply
cable (2 tons of copper).

Due to the fact that the vertical fied coils could not be installed before
the chamberwas In place, a successive sequence of welding peripherial access
ports and positioning of vertical shaping coils took place in early summer (Fig.
21).

2.2.6 Vacuum testing and wall conditioning

After welding of the portholes, three pumping units were connected to
the torus, and the first pump down was accomplished on October 13, 1992. Fig. 22: Evolution of pressure
After the leak test, the vessel was heated to 105°C. After cooling down, the and temperature during test
pressure reached 5.10"9 mbar, the highest impurity peaks being H2O and CO phase.
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Fig. 23: Section of TCV vacuum
vessel showing the set-up of the
carbon tiles on inner welded rails
for protection of magnetic probes
and belt limiter.

(mass 18 and 28). After this first successful vacuum test, the torus was vented
to install the limiters, carbon tiles on the inner wall, some diagnostics and one
antenna for glow discharge cleaning. In November, TCV was evacuated again
and heated up to 200°C. Figure 22 shows the evolution of the pressure and
temperature during the first part of the bake out, with an effective pumping
speed of 1500 1/s at the torus port (measured for hydrogen).

For the glow discharge cleaning two antennae have been build following
the design developed forTEXTOR They will be installed 180° toroidally apart
in the mid-plane of the vacuum vessel. The anodes are made of a stainless steel
tube wound to a coil and cooled by compressed air. They are fixed on a bellow
which allows to introduce them in the middle of the vessel. The motion is
driven by a spindle with a DC motor. The two power supplies are able to supply
3A each at a maximum voltage of 2 kV and are current regulated. RF voltage
is produced by a commercial generator of 300 W at the fixed frequency of 13.56
MHz. The control system is similar in its design to that used for the pumps.
The programmable controller monitors all the important parameters (current,
voltage, direct and reverse power, compressed air flow, antenna position,...).
The glow canbe switched on and off eithermanually or at the operator console.
A complete automatic sequence is prepared but not yet implemented.

After the vessel baking at 200°C, the temperature was
held constant at 150°C and the glow discharge initiated in
hydrogen. The breakdown pressure was 1O'2 mbar and the
glow was stable without any arcs at 2.10"3 mbar and a DC
voltage of 400 V. Since only one antenna was installed the
current density on the walls was only 5 nA/cm2. After 20
hours of cleaning in hydrogen, the gas was changed to
helium. A one hour session (420 V, 3-10"3 mbar) was
performed to remove the excess of hydrogen in the walls.
After cooling down of the vessel, the pressure decreased to
6-10"9 mbar. The measured outgassing rate reached 4.10-12
mbar I/s cm2. After two weeks, the torus pressure stabilised
at 1.9-10"9 mbar and all impurity partial pressures at less
than 4.10"10 mbar.

2.2.7 First wall components

Plasmas with a current up to 1.2MA will be produced
in TCV. The resulting power flux density coupled with a
maximum pulse length of 2s, imposes careful design of
plasma facing components.

An unfortunate characteristic of elongated tokamaks
is the requirement that the distance between the plasma
boundary and the shaping coils be as small as possible. This
poses problems not only from the point of view of plasma-
surface interaction but also for the design of plasma wall
components which must necessarily occupy the smallest
possible volume. In TCV the stability boundary to
axisymmetric modes decreases rapidly as the distance
between the last closed flux surface and the vacuum vessel
wall increases from 40mm to 60mm.

The variety of plasma configurations possible in TCV
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requires a comprehensive first
wall design. Figigure 23 shows a
section of the vacuum vessel
indicating the position of some of
the components. Circular plas-
mas will normally be initiated in
the upper section of the vacuum
vessel and then be progressively
elongated to the final limited or
diverted equilibrium. As a
consequence, four radially
adjustable graphite mushroom
limiters are located in the upper
half of the vessel, two installed in
vertical ports on the vessel roof
and two through upper lateral
ports. Once elongated, the plasma
will be moved off these limiters
and onto the main belt limiter, or will be diverted onto the target tiles. Figure
24 shows a section through the vacuum vessel where magnetic probe, inner
coil protection tiles and belt limiter are visible. In addition to the large number
of thermocouples and flux loops mounted on the vacuum vessel exterior, a
number of in-vessel diagnostics is installed. An extensive system of specially
designed internal magnetic probes is used for measurement of the plamsa
current, reconstruction of the flux surfaces and for feedback control of the
equilibrium. A total of 168 minaturised magnetic pick-up coils had to fit into
a tight space of 12 mm width between wall and tiles.

For the preliminary phase of operation, graphite wall protection tiles
covered completely the central column. Inthenearfuture, the total protection
tile coverage will be -60% of the vacuum vessel surface area, increasing to
-70% with the future addition of target tiles at the upper strike points. A total
of 1600 graphite tiles will initially cover the vessel floor, the central column,
the inner upper and lower fast stabilisation coils and the internal magnetic
coils. All components have been fabricated with high thermal conductivity,
polycrystalline graphite of high purity. Every tile is attached using a single
CFC graphite or Nimonic 80A screw to fixation rails welded to the vessel walls.
All tiles are flat, with the exception of those on the central column which are
asymmetrically chamfered to match the sharper curvature.

Highly elongated, non-diverted discharges will be limited by a full
toroidal belt limiter, its central axis located 23cm below the outside midplane
of the torus (it will also be possible to limit the plasma using the inner wall
tiles). Due to the disposition of access ports on the outside wall, the limiter
is forced to be fitted above or below the midplane. Its chosen position will allow
more freedom in creating diverted configurations with X-points in the lower
half of the torus.

The limiter comprises 64 identical tiles, this number being sufficient to
form a toroidal ring with negligible geometric anisotropy. Each tile has
dimensions 230 x 108 x 24 mm, is symmetrical along a vertical axis and has
elliptical poloidal curvature. The latter is chosen as a compromise between the
shape requirements for optimum power handling and the ease with which
such a form can be machined compared with more complicated surfaces. An
attachment and fixing system invariant to thermal expansion anisotropies,
like differential radial and axial expansions between the vacuum vessel and

Fig. 24: Integration of magnetic
probes and protection tiles in the
vessel.
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the tiles, is integrated in the tile design. The nominal distance between the
limiter tile surface and the wall is 40mm. This will be adjustable during
installation by ± 2mm per attachment point to reach an alignement precision
for each tile of ± 0.5mm with respect to a perfect circle.

Polycrystalline graphite has been selected for the limiter tiles in view of
its adequate mechanical strength for the chosen tile dimensions, for the
facility with which it can be machined and owing to the excellent surface
smoothness possible as a result of machining. Calculations for conditions of
worst case power load indicate that the belt limiter must tolerate a maximum
heat flux of around 2MWm-2. This is a relatively modest heat load and should
present no problem for the limiter design. All attachment components are
manufactured in Nimonic 90 and DIN 1.4980 steel.

For edge physics studies, an array of Langmuir probes will be flush
mounted in the divertor target tiles at one toroidal location and, in lesser
numbers, in the belt limiter tiles. These will be used in conjunction with Infra-
Red thermography of the limiter and target tile surfaces to monitor the total
power reaching the scrape-off layer, both for physics studies and as a machine
operation tool. To aid in the calibration of the IR camera and to make bulk tile
temperature measurements, thermocouples will be embedded in certain
divertor tiles.

2.2.8 Power supply system for the TCV coils

The TCV tokamak is fitted out with 19 coils or groups of coils which are
supplied with DC currents. In addition to the toroidal coil and the two ohmic
heating coils, 16 poloidal coils are provided for the plasma shaping and its
vertical stability. In order to control the plasma vertical position, it must be
possible to rapidly modify the voltage applied to the shaping coils. Switched
power supplies are suitable for fast changes in voltage but they were not
considered sufficiently reliable in the multi-megawatt range and certainly
much more expensive than network commutated rectifiers. High power
natural commutation rectifiers are very reliable but are limited in bandwidth
because the time needed to change the voltage they deliver to the coil depends
in some cases on the frequency of the AC supply network. By increasing the
frequency of the AC supply voltage of the rectifiers and the number of thyristor
triggers per period (pulses), the bandwidth of the rectifier is also increased.

Considering that the power needed to supply all the TCV coils amounts
to some 200 MVA during 3 to 4 seconds, it was evident that the public network
available on the site, whose short-circuit power is 130 MVA, could not be
considered. An independent AC power source was necessary and, In this
configuration, an increase of the frequencywas possible. A nominal frequency
of 120 Hz was considered as a reasonable value mainly with regard to the high
subtransient short-circuit power which is necessary to prevent excessive
distortion of the voltage common to all the rectifiers.

A three phase synchronous generator is used as the pulse power source.
During the pulse, part of its kinetic energy is delivered to the TCV coils. At the
end of the pulse, a converter fed by the public grid supplies the generator to
speed it up again to its maximum speed in about 2 minutes.

Twelve pulse rectifiers were chosen in order to minimise the response
time of the rectifiers as well as the current harmonics generated by the
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thyristors in the AC supply voltage. Each rectifier is fed by its own transformer
whose primary is connected to the synchronous generator through an isolator
switch.

The main components of the power supply system are shown in table n.

Generator:
- turbo type, 4 poles, air cooled
- duty cycle: 3.5 sec / 5 min
- Nominal power: 220 MVA at 126 Hz
- Nominal voltage: 10 kV
- Sub. short circuit power: 1100 MVA at 126 Hz
- Frequency range: 126 Hz - 96 Hz
- Stored energy: 382 MJ at 126 Hz
- Total weight: 140 tons

Toroidal power supply:
- Transformer: two active parts, elongated delta / star, + 15° / -15°

2 x 25.6 MVA, 10 kV / 464 V, 21 %, 120 to 90 Hz
- Rectifier: 12 pulses, parallel connected with interphase reactor,

unidirectional 626 V, 78 kA

Ohmic power supply: (two identical power supplies)
- Transformer: two active parts, elongated delta / star, +15° / -15°

2 x 22.7 MVA, 10 kV / 518 V, 21 %, 120 to 90 Hz
- Rectifier: 12 pulses, series connected, bi-directional ± 1400 V,

±31 kA

Shaping power supplies E: (height identical power supplies)
- Transformer: two active parts, elongated delta / star, +15° / -15°

2 x 2.6 MVA, 1O kV / 241 V, 16 %. 120 to 90 Hz
- Rectifier: 12 pulses, series connected, bi-directional ± 640 V,

±7.7 kA

Shaping power supplies F: (height identical power supplies)
- Transformer: two active parts, elongated delta / star, + 15° / -15°

2 X 5.0 MVA, 10 kV / 464 V, 16 %, 120 to 90 Hz
- Rectifier: 12 pulses, series connected, bi-directional ± 1250 V,

±7.7 kA
Table II: Characteristics of the
main power supplies

The TCV power system is shown in Fig. 25 as a single-line diagram.

Delivery and testing

The contract for the delivery of the rectifiers was signed in April 1989.
The delivery and installation of all the transformers was completed in October
1990, tests were performed early in 1991 and their commissioning was
completed in December 1991. The cabling of five kilometres of power cables,
needed to connect the various elements of the power supply system, tookplace
in three stages, and was completed in November 1991.
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Fig. 25: TCV power supply system
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a)

The delivery of the rectifiers,
early 1991, was followed by the
cabling between rectifiers and
transformers and by the
commissioning of the 19 rectifiers,
one by one, using four toroidal
coils of an old tokamak as a load. In
parallel with the testing of each
rectifier, the tests of the transfor-
mer, cabling and switch gear were
also carried out.

Each rectifier was operated
at its nominal current, voltage and
frequency when connected to the
synchronous generator. Because
of the very high peak power of the
rectifiers and the supply voltage at
120 Hz. it was not possible to carry
out these tests at the factory. Also
the particular requirements of the
power supply system, and of the
unusual characteristics of the
rectifiers, made their
commissioning much longer than
planned.

At the end of 1991, 9 inner
poloidal coils integrated in the
central column, were supplied at
nominal current. Those test pulses
were also the first in which several
rectifiers delivered current
simultaneously to magnetically
coupled coils. On the same occa-
sion, the synchronous generator
was loaded for the first time with several rectifiers at one time. Figure 26 (a
and b) shows the flyweehl generator and the rectifier section.

During 1992, a total of 730 pulses have been applied by the electrical
power supply system to the TCV coils. Those test pulses have allowed the
detection of the following material faults, which have now been solved:

lubrication oil pump problem by the generator
air compressor station failure
wrong control mode of a 20 kV circuit breaker with consequential
damages on the circuit breaker
abnormal wear of the medium voltage isolators
small but unacceptable oil leaks by the transformers

During some of those shots, the generator has been loaded up to 130
MVA (75% of nominal) without problems related to the amount of load.

Fig. 26: View of the flyweehl
generator a) and of the rectifier
section b).
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From January to April, the power supply system was used to feed the
coils of the central column. Those test pulses, where various rectifiers were
simultaneously connected to magnetically coupled coils, revealed two major
problems with the rectifiers:

undesired trig of the coils overvoltage protections
failures of the transformers RC protection system

A great amount of shots were necessary to identify the reasons of the
failures. Both cases are actually cleared. After the installation of the TCV
vacuum chamber, test shots were also carried out on the central column and,
end of July, after completion of the external shaping coils mounting, they were
also supplied at nominal current. In these last tests a required modification
on the supporting system of the coils has been Identified.

The toroidal field coils of TCV were finally assembled in the early fall of
92 and successfully supplied at nominal current. The last coil to be ready for
the tests was the ohmic external one. It was integrated into the power supply
system early in November and supplied at only half the nominal current
because of a necessary modification of the supporting elements.

The completed power supply system was operational in November for
the first plasma shots. During these pulses various thyristor breakdowns in
the power supplies were experienced. Investigations are on the way to solve
this new problem. An earth fault detection and protection system for all TCV
coils has been designed, constructed, installed and commissioned. All the
electrical sub-systems of the TCV have also been integrated in the TCV main
control system. Remote control of the generator, of the rectifiers and of the
isolators switchgear has been commissioned and is now in operation. The
power supply system has also been integrated in the plant overall security and
interlock system.

2.2.9 The TCV integrated data system

The TCV tokamak requires many computerised functions: plant control,
plasma control, data acquisition and data analysis. We have combined these
functions into the «Systeme Integre de Donnees» (SID) reflecting the fact that
the data must be integrated as first priority, rather thanjust the hardware. In
this way, the data which are generated as one part of SID must be easily
available to all other parts. Although SID is conceived as a whole, its
component parts, their choice and design are still identifiable and we discuss
them in turn. All these component parts had the same constraint that SID
must be completely implemented with an estimate of 10 man-years. A limited
budget furthermore excluded some choices: a target date of 1990 fixed in 1987
precluded others. The rough philosophy was laid out in 1987 following which
most of the fine details have been modified.

The full SID is shown in schematic form in Fig. 27 for the hardware
integration, and Fig. 28 for the data and software integration.

2.2.9.1 Computer system

The computer system for TCV is based on a local area VAX cluster. Two
microVAX 3200 computers are equipped with I/O buses for CAMAC and
BITBUS communication. The remainder of the computers are two VAX
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stations and 7 X-terminals. Data storage will be partly local in the TCV
building but mostly off-site.

IDL

MDS+

Fig. 28: Full SID schematic
form for the data and software
integration.

MATLAB

VSYSTEM

CAMAC BITBUS

No large central computer is budgeted, but the EPFL CRAY is accessible.
The computers are connected by ETHERNETto the whole network of the EPFL
enabling the connection to our offices over 1 km away. Within the TCV
building. 14 ETHERNET segments are electrically isolated by fibre-optics.

2.2.9.2 Plant control

The time scales of tokamak operation separate nicely into two categories:
slow (asynchronous network, jitter of- 0.5 sec) which is adequate for the plant
control, and fast (synchronous, jitter of < 1 jisec, hardwired) used for plasma
discharge control. Plant control requires 4 components: plant control hardware,
a fieldbus, a data store and visualisation software. The fieldbus selected was
BITBUS which has the following advantages :

rigidly defined protocol, immune RS 485
sufficiently fast (375 kBaud)
multi-drop to reduce cabling costs (250 nodes/bus)
VAX and PC interfaces available
automatic transmission checking and recovery
protocol implemented in the INTEL 8044 micro controllers
INTEL 8044 firmware is based on a real time kernel supporting up to 7
downloadable tasks and one standard «Remote Access Control" (RAC)
task
some modules are available commercially
the minimal node is cheap

Two years of experience with this fieldbus have convinced us of its
suitability. Commercial equipment which does not have a BITBUS port (but
which may have an RS232C port for example) is Interfaced via BITBUS
•translator* modules. We have added an RS232C UARTto the microprocessor
board. This port can control any RS232C device.

So far, we have developed several I/O cards for the back plane :

1) A 24 line PIO card with In addition 3 timer counters for digital I/O and
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pulse generation,

2) A' 16 output 12-bit DAC card with internal and external reference
voltages, providing both voltage generation and programmable gain
amplifiers,

3) A16input 12-bitADCcardprovidingcheapandsimpledataacquisition
up to 20 kHZ for one channel. Triggering is by BITBUS or externally,

4) Al2channel 16-bit counter-timer. These timingcards are programmable
to provide not only a leading edge when triggered by the counter, but can
also generate square waves and strobes.

5) Conversion of the timing signals to TTL and vice-versa.

6) 10-channel amplifiers with programmable gains of 1, 10, 100, 1000 or
1, 2, 4, 8.

7) 15-channel type JTKS thermocouple sensors.

8) 3-PORTRS232 interface.

9) 10-channel programmable filters, 1-25kHz.

10) 8-channel analogue comparators.

11) General push-button panel for local device controL

12) 16-channel analogue switches

2.2.9.3 Visualisation

The data store and plant visualisation are provided by the commercial
VSYSTEM control system toolbox package. This allows us to create live
databases across the whole DECNET network and to display the plant state
on all our VAX stations for both monitoring and active control. Figure 29(a and
b) show two particular examples of subsystems control screens, for coil-
cooling and torus bakeout.

The control desk is a colour VAX station 4070 computer and X-
terminals. A BITBUS device handler has been added to VSYSTEM for
customised hardware interfacing. Using this commercial package has reduced
the programming effort to a fraction of a person's time. The software runs
under X-window, as do all other parts of SID. The automation of subsystems
is provided by a Vsystem scripting language. The overall shot-cycle control
checks all these subsystem automation scripts and provides the TCV pilot
with view of the complete TCV status. It controls two icon buttons for
launching the cycle and firing the shot.

The 2 BITBUS fieldbuses are nondedicated, and we have installed 170
BITBUS micro-controllers.

2.2.9.4 Timing

Since ETHERNET and BITBUS cannot guarantee the us jitter necessary
for plasma discharge control, we have installed a separate timing bus.
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Our system comprises a system-clock running at 1 MHz providing
synchronisation. A master clock unit sends out a variable frequency clock
train which the remote counters count down to provide local absolute timing.
Thisclockrunsfor4.5secondsat 1 kHz and for 28 seconds at 20 kHz providing
a resolution during the pulse of 50 ̂ sec with a precision better than 1 usec.
A third slow period follows the shot.

The timing signals (system clock plus master clock) are physically
distributed in the TCV control bus together with BITBUS, alarm lines and
asynchronous trigger lines. This bus comprises a backbone and 15 isolated
segments. The maximum jitter in the building is 790 nsec.

2.2.9.5 Data acquisition

Data acquisition is under the MDS+ system provided by MIT (U.SA),
Los Alamos (U.SA) and Padova (I).

The major source of non-video data is CAMAC. The lack of intelligence
in the CAMAC crates is only rarely a disadvantage. The major volume of
CAMAC modules is multi-channel ADC's from INCAA, both 16-channel 10kHz
and 4-channel 125 kHz. The CAMAC crates are distributed over the TCV
building, connected via 2 Serial Highways using glass fibre-optic cables and
with a 5 Mbyte/sec transmission rate. The full highway system was supplied
by Kinetic Systems International, using the VMS Driver from ORNL.

The system is fully functional. Tree structures for MDS+ data storage
have been constructed for the acquisition of power supply signals. Plasma
Control System signals, the magnetic configuration diagnostics and some
simple diagnostics. In addition, trees for archiving the plant status and
programming the Plasma Control System have been implemented.

2.2.9.6 Analysis

Both MDS+ and VSYSTEM have been interfaced to the IDLand MATLAB
symbolic commercial data manipulation and display packages. These two
packages have proven to be extremely popular with the physicists and
engineers.

2.2.9.7 Plasma control

The Plasma Control System installed allows us to implement all the
foreseen control and shape estimation algorithms which vary from linear fixed
estimation and single multiple PID control through to locally linearised
estimators, non-linear estimators and full state control.

The generation of analogue reference inputs and pre-programmed
control signals is provided by two 64-channel waveform generators. Control
of the matrix multiplication and waveform sequences is by a so-called 'Real-
Time* BITBUS node.

Automatable recipes have been written, driven from simple displays, to
allow the operator to determine the applied waveforms from a reduced number
of shot parameters. This is important due to the large number of independent
control waveforms available.
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The logic for loading, checking and selecting different matrices in the
control system has been developed, and is being constantly refined.

2.2.9.8 Magnetics diagnostics

The integrators for the magnetics diagnostics are also integrated into the
SID. The gains of 10-channel preamplifiers with 200 kHz bandwidth are
remotely controlled, as are those of the 10-channel main amplifiers. The
former ones have decade gain-settings (1 to 1000) and the latter ones have
fractional step gain settings (1/4 to 32) and a 40V common mode rejection.
Saturation of these amplifiers produces a digital batch which can be read out
intoSID. The 10-channelintegratorsthemselveshaveremotelyprograniinable
time-constants (0.8s. down to 0.00625 s.) with limit saturation detection. The
final element in the chain is a set of programmable 20-channel filters of 2nd
and 4th order, filtering from 1-25 kHz.

The ability to download the settings of the magnetics electronics will
become very important when studying theverydifferentmagnetic configurations
possible in TCV.

2.2.10 TCV commissioning and first shot

As outlined earlier, the commissioning of TCV was started in the Spring
of 1992 beginning with the final assembly, the central control and programming
of the motor generator and power supplies. In order to achieve this, the full
Systeme Integre des Donnees (SID) was functional in a crude form. The data
acquisition, timing system, power supply control, motor generator control and
shot cycle control worked together. This exercise enabled us to identify a
number of problem areas which could be resolved during the summer,
although the basic functionality seemed satisfactory.

During the summer of 1992 more subsystems were completed, tested
under local control, tested under remote control and incorporated into the
shot cycle. These included: torus bakeout, general cooling, area access and
interlock control, torus temperature monitoring, torus pumping, vessel glow
- discharge conditioning, magnetic configuration diagnostics. During the
summer work was continued on the software for the Plasma Control System
and more tests were carried out on the power supplies.

In the Autumn of 1992, the mechanical assembly of TCV was completed
and all sub-systems necessary for simple operation were available. The torus
was pumped out, baked and conditionned with two sessions of 8 hours of glow
discharges.

A few days were spent implementing the flux-loop measurements on the
vessel surface, and a simple algorithm was installed for creating a circular
plasma. The ohmic circuits were balanced to obtain minimal strong vertical
field and only 5 out of 18 poloidal coils were used to create a suitable pre-
programmed field pattern. Breakdown was obtained on the first attempts with
no ohmic biasing, with a loop voltage of 6-8 volts. Optimising the camera
images allowed us to achieve a plasma current of 70kA on November 26, the
day of the inauguration (see Fig. 30, section 2.3.2).
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2.3 Numerical plasma simulation, interpretation codes

This section reflects active numerical work accomplished for the
understanding of tokamak produced plasmas. It could have been integrated
equally well into the theoretical section (see section 5.1) but we prefer to
present it here because of its relevance for plasma shape and equilibrium
reconstructions.

Fig. 30: Reconstructed TCV
equilibria for shot 2005.
The time interval between
consecutive images is 2ms.

2.3.1 Fast shape identification

The FAST code has been improved and extended in several ways:

In the old version of the code, the coil currents were assumed to be fixed
and equal to the measured values, m the new version, the coil currents
are considered as unknowns, and the code computes the best overall fit
to all measurements (magnetic fields, fluxes, coil currents).

The Shafranov integrals are now computed routinely, which allows the
evaluation of poloidal beta, internal inductance and plasma
diamagnetism.

2.3.2 Full equilibrium reconstruction

The «inverse» equilibrium code LIUQE has been tested on a number of
numerically generated equilibria. It was found that, if one uses only magnetic
measurements (fields, fluxes, currents) and if qo is not fixed, three free
parameters in the source functions are sufficient to produce a «perfect» fit to
the measurements.

LIUQE has recently been implemented on TCV. It has been shown that
a full reconstruction is possible even without magnetic probe signals. In
addition, an accurate plasma current measurement can be constructed from

TCV Equilibrium Reconstruction
SHOT:002005

0.016 eece 0.018 sees 0.020 cecff 0.022 sees 0-02* sees 0.026 s«cs 0.028 sees

3 o

0.030 sees 0.022 secB 0.034 sees 0.036 eece 0.038 GQCB 0.040 sees

o
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the available measurements, without using the Rogowski coil signal. On the
new VAX 4090, the analysis is sufficiently fast to be used as a diagnostic
between shots (Fig. 30).

2.4 Diagnostics for the TCV tokamak

Some of the simpler diagnostics have been be transferred from TCA.
Most of the more elaborate diagnostics are still under development. Diagnos-
tics on TCV must provide data for a large variety of shapes and plasma
positions. As a result many are more complex than those required for a plasma
with a circular cross section. This is particularly true for multichannel
systems. All diagnostics will be fully integrated with the TCV control system.

The diagnostics for TCV have been divided into priority categories as
follows:

A) Diagnostics which are required formachine operation, such as magnetic
field coils and flux loops, basic interferometry, and monitoring of the H a

emission.

B) Simple diagnostics for basic parameters of the first TCV plasmas, such
as estimates of the electron temperature from X-ray emission.

C) Plasma diagnostics which are required for virtually all physics investi-
gations, and therefore must be implemented as soon as possible. They
include measurements of temperature, density, pressure and radiated
power profiles as well as X-ray tomography for the determination of the
internal shape of flux surfaces. These diagnostics are prerequisites for
meaningful studies of plasma confinement, transport and stability.
Equally important are the spectroscopic diagnostics required for a good
knowledge of impurity contamination and measurements of surface
temperatures and power densities on limiters and tiles.

D) Diagnostics for specific physics investigations. Depending on the physics
programmes and priorities, these may include diagnostics such as
Faraday rotation or active beam emission techniques to improve the
equilibrium reconstruction, impurity injection for divertor and particle
transport studies, diagnostics for fluctuations and instabilities, such as
fast magnetic pick-up coils, fast interferometry and laser scattering, fast
X-ray tomography, beam emission spectroscopy, or advanced edge and
divertor diagnostics. In some cases, D-diagnostics will result from
planned upgrades of C-diagnostics, in other cases they will be entirely
new.

Most of the effort in 1991 /92 was devoted to the preparation of the basic
infrastructure and planning of A,B and C-diagnostics. Experiment-specific
diagnostics, such as D-diagnostics, are often key elements for obtaining novel
physics results, but require a solid basis of general purpose diagnostics for a
correct interpretation. These will receive increased attention as progress is
being made with the commissioning of C-diagnostics. Details of planned TCV
diagnostics, mainly A.B and C, are given below.
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2.4.1 Diagnostics Access

The outer wall of the vacuum vessel is equipped with 3 rows of lateral
ports, separated vertically by poloidal field coils and horizontally by the 16
toroidal field coils. Due to this compact design, oblique or tangential access
is difficult. In addition to standard tubular ports, 19 special rectangular ports
have been installed to improve access both for additional heating (ECRH, as
proposed) and for diagnostics requiring a tangential view. A schematic of the
main lateral port types is shown in Fig. 31. A large variety of ports is available
at the top and bottom of the vessel.

Most diagnostics requiring a tangential or wide angle view (such as the
collection optics for the Thomson scattering system, ortheX-ray cameras), are
located in re-entrant ports, and require active cooling because of the high
vessel bake-out temperatures (up to 350°C). An example of a successfully
tested prototype cooled re-entrant port, equipped with X-ray diode arrays, is
shown in Fig. 31a). Coating of optical windows during glow discharge cleaning
and boronisation will be prevented by the use of protective screens, as shown
in Fig. 31b).

Water cooled mantle

Vacuum flange with multiple
cable feedthrough

Fig. 31a): TCV lateral ports.
Standard cylindrical port. The fi-
gure shows the port equipped
with a cooled X-ray diode
camera.

TCV vessel wall

2.4.2 Equilibrium and plasma shape

The vacuum vessel is equipped with four full poloidal arrays of poloidal
field pick-up coils, consisting of 38 coils each. These arrays are complemented
by two full toroidal arrays of 16 coils each and partial poloidal arrays in four
further sectors. The outside vessel walls are fitted with 38 full turn and 24
partial flux loops. A further 20 flux loops have been mounted on the poloidal
field coils on the central column and on the outer shaping coils. A diamagnetic
loop to measure the stored energy, and a Rogowski coil for measuring the sum
of the plasma and toroidal vessel currents will also be installed.

Since the reconstruction of the inner plasma flux surfaces is not always
accurate, special emphasis will be given to X-ray diagnostics. Measurements
of the X-ray emission along multiple chords can provide the shape of flux
surfaces by tomographic inversion techniques. Due to the strong content in
poloidal harmonics of strongly elongated and "shaped" plasmas, nine ports
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with 20 detector channels each will be required for an adequate tomographic
reconstruction using a poloidal camera system (Fig. 32). Commercial silicon
PIN diode arrays, with a 4mm2 sensor element area, will be used as detectors.
The spatial resolution will be typically a few cm. The bandwidth will initially
be limited to 20 kHz by the acquisition hardware, but can eventually be
upgraded to 0.5 MHz.

Plasma

TCV vessel wall

Metal O-rtag

Rectangular flange

Quartz window

Fig. 31b): TCV lateral ports.
Short rectangular port for wide
angle optics and tangentially
viewing diagnostics. The figure
shows a port equipped with a
window for the Thomson
scattering system.

Mobile protective screen

Plasma

Cooled tangential camera

Rectangular flange

Field of view

TCV vessel wall

Fig. 31c): TCV lateral ports.
Large wide port for tangential
and oblique access for heating
and diagnostics (shown equiped
with two tangential cameras).
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Fig. 32: Viewing lines of the X-
ray diode camera system.

Atangentially viewingX-ray pinhole
camera to be located in a port such as
shown in Fig. 31c), is also planned. This
will produce a 2-D image of the plasma
on a phosphor screen or a CCD with
several thousand resolution elements.
This camera will permit an accurate
reconstruction of internal plasma
shapes, although at low time resolution
(5-20 ms). Figure 33 shows an example
of a simulated reconstruction of X-ray
emissivity contours usingthe tangential
pinhole camera.

2.4.3 Plasma electron
temperature

There are two well established
electron temperature diagnostics for
tokamak plasmas, based on electron
cyclotron emission (ECE) and on

_ Thomson scattering. Unfortunately, the
utility of ECE is severely restricted by
the low magnetic field in TCV (1.5 T),

limiting ECE measurements to a narrow density window between the cut-off
density (around neo = 4-1019m"3 for the second harmonic X-mode) and the
occurrence of interfering runaway electron populations (1-2- 1019m"3).

Soft X-ray Emission
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Fig. 33: Reconstruction of plasma
internal shapeusingatangentially
viewing pinhole camera in the
vessel midplane. a) Emissivity
contours of input equilibrium, b)
Pinhole image on the 2-D
detector, c) Reconstructed
emissivity contours. Anoiselevel
of 2% was added to the calculated
signalpriortoreconstruction. The
sampling grid used in the simu-
lation is somewhat coarser than
will be used to reconstruct real
emissivity profiles.
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A Thomson scattering system with excellent spatial resolution, wide
coverage and a high repetition rate will be the cornerstone of electron
temperature diagnostics on TCV. Measurements will be possible along two
vertical and two horizontal probing beam directions (Fig. 34). The scattered
light from the vertical beam will be collected through three observation
windows to cover the whole plasma length. The horizontal laser beams will
pass close to the inner wall of the vacuum vessel, allowing measurements of
the radial temperature and density profiles with exceptionally good radial
resolution in the midplane. Near the last closed flux surface, on the inner wall
side of the vessel, the radial resolution is betterthan lcm.Thelowertangential
beam and the lower lateral camera of the vertical system are intended for
diagnosing the X-point region.



polychromators
system 'A'

\J

Fig. 34:2D Thomson scattering
diagnostic.

polychromators
system ~B'

7 ^ . horizontal beam
^ ^ S ^ system-B'

Nd:YAG lasers

The Thomson scattering system will use four
repetitively pulsed YAG lasers, each of which can be
directed to the vertical or to the tangential ports.
The lasers can be fired sequentially to obtain a
combined repetition rate of up to 80 Hz, or
simultaneously to increase the number of photons
scattered for better signal-to-noise ratio at low
density. In addition, the possibility of firing a
sequence of four laser pulses at 150 us time intervals
will allow the study of transient phenomena. The
sca t te red light will be analysed by filter
polychromators similar to those used onTCA, with
3 to 4 spectral channels, optimised for the expected
range of electron temperatures (20 eVto 3 keV) (Fig.
35). When fully implemented, the system will have
30 vertical and 30 horizontal channels.

Stability of the long beam pass is critical and
is achieved by a concrete supporting structure,
independent of the TCV machine, fcr the beam
delivery and light collection optics. The lasers will
be located far from the machine and remain ac-
cessible even during TCV operation.

As a first step only the system for observation
along the vertical laser beam will be implemented,
since it will offer better spatial coverage of plasma
configurations with various cross sections and
vertical positions. Design and construction of the
various components are well advanced and orders
formost externally supplied items have been placed.
Four Nd:YAG lasers (CONTINUUM YG-681 -C) have

Fig. 35: Spectrometer unit for
the Thomson scattering system.
The radiation enters the box viaa
fibre optic cable at the top. The
unit contains 3 interference filters
followed by avalanche photo
diodes and high frequency
amplifiers. Fibre optic links are
used to send light pulses to each
detector for in-situ responsivity
calibration.
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been delivered and are operational.

A set of 10 polychromators, used successfully on the TCAmachine, have
been equipped with new filter sets and will serve again during the early phase
of TCV operation. The additional polychromators (up to 50) to be built will
benefit from some improvements in the design and will offer the possibility to
install 4 spectral channels for better coverage of a larger Te-range. They will
comprise a new type of detector module which is temperature stabilised using
a thermoelectric cooling element in a feedback circuit. Preliminary experiments
have shown that these detectors do not suffer from drift of the internal gain
caused by temperature variations.

A large effort has been put into the design of the wide-angle collection
optics, which will be installed on each of three lateral ports of TCV (sector 5).
The lens assembly will cover a full field angle of 68 degrees at an F-number
which is matched to the numerical aperture of the fibre bundles used for
collection of the scattered laser radiation.

The spatial channels are defined by an arrangement of 10 to 12 fibre
bundles with rectangular input section placed in the image plane of each of
these lenses. With a demagnifeation factor of the lens of about 0.3 the spatial
resolution along the direction of the laser beam will be about 30mm.

Special motorised mounts had to be designed to hold the large area
mirrors (60 by 150mm) that will be used to direct the laser beams over a total
path of 20 to 25m from the laser room to the tokamak. The system will be
equipped with a collinear HeNe laser and position- sensitive detectors to
permit remote control of the alignment.

A complete calibration procedure of the detection system has been
established. Absolute sensitivity measurements will be based on Raman
scattering using either N2, H2 or D2 as a filling gas of the TCV vessel.

2.4.4 Ion temperature

The plasma ion temperature will be measured using a Neutral Particle
Analyser (NPA) transferred from TCA and located under the vessel. The
detection electronics will be upgraded to permit counting rates of up to 10 MHz
which will permit the ion velocity distribution to be sampled on a fast time
scale. The analyser has five energy channels ranging from 1 to 8 keV. It has
a single, approximately vertical chord, which can be scanned on a shot-to-shot
basis to obtain spatial resolution. Due to the stronger magnetic field, the
shielding and support structure of this instrument had to be redesigned.

For ion temperature and light impurity density profile measurements,
only active beam techniques, such as Charge Exchange Recombination
Spectroscopy (CXRS), can match the performance of the Thomson scattering
system. A CXRS system can, however, only be envisaged for a later stage
because of the necessity of installing a diagnostics beam.

2.4.5 Plasma electron density

A 2mm microwave interferometer transferred from TCA will be used for
plasma density control at low to medium densities. Due to refractive beam
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deviation, this diagnostic is restricted to densities below about
IO 1 ^" 3 for fully elongated plasmas.ne

Density profiles with high time resolution will be obtained from a
multichannel far infrared imaging interferometer using a beam width equal to
the plasma diameter. Although the diagnostic will only be equipped with the
components necessary for five vertical chords in the first experiments, the
number of channels can easily be increased to about twenty. The addition of
horizontal or skew chords is also possible. The system can be upgraded for
polarimetric measurements of Faraday rotation later in the experimental
programme. Alternatively a simpler, non-interferometric Faraday rotation
system can be implemented in a separate port.

The choice of 214.6mm for the operating wavelength of the CO2 laser
pumped FIR laser (Fig. 36) is a compromise between the requirements for
operation at fairly high plasma densities (ne>21020nr3) without excessive
beam refraction and the necessity for sufficiently large Faraday rotation
angles. A power stabilised FIR laser will provide about 70mW cw which is
highly sufficient for the sensitive detectors (either InSb or Schottky diode
detectors). The heterodyne beat frequency of 100 kHz will be obtained using
a rotating grating. A second laser, such as a HeNe laser with a wavelength of

, will be used for the compensation of vibrations.

detectors

TCV

beamsplitter/
polarizer (optional)

Sector 12

rotating grating

beamsplitter

waveguide/
FIR laser

Fig. 36: Imaging FIR
interferometer diagnostic.
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A local measurement of density profiles will be provided by the Thomson
scattering system (see above) with a repetition rate of up to 80 Hz. The
channels of the Thomson scattering system will be calibrated relatively to one
another. An absolute calibration of the Thomson scattering diagnostic wHl be
obtained by a renormalisatlon of the line integrated density with respect to
interferometric measurements.

Reflectometry is an attractive method for measuring electron density
profiles and density fluctuations. Reflectometres placed at the top and the
bottom of the vessel could be used to measure density profiles and the vertical
plasma position. The concept may, however, require some adaptations in
order to provide useful data for the large variety of configurations possible in
TCV.

2.4.6 Plasma radiation and purity

Tomographic reconstructions of plasma radiation profiles will be pos-
sible using data from a 64 channel bolometre system. The system will use
commercial metal resistor bolometre arrays located in 5 different ports.

Information on plasma purity and particle and impurity fluxes will be
available from a range of spectroscopic diagnostics. The initial goal of
spectroscopy on TCV is to survey the impurity content and its temporal and
spatial variation during the start-up and first elongation experiments. A
SPRED survey spectrometer equipped with a multichannel detector has been
proposed forTCV. It provides 2048 spectral channels, covering the wavelength
range between 100 A to 1000 A with a time resolution of up to 500 JIS. This
system can operate automatically and will have a local calibration source to
permit absolutely calibrated intensity measurements over long operational
periods. Using adequate interpretative modelling of ionisation equilibria and
emission, together with electron density and temperature measurements,
absolute levels of contaminants can be quantitatively determined. With such
a broad wavelength coverage, this instrument permits the simultaneous
observation of many charge states of all the major impurities. As a result any
new impurity sources can be quickly identified.

Together with these diagnostics, high resolution visible, VUV and X-ray
spectrometers are planned to monitor the various ionisation stages in the
plasma with sufficient resolution to obtain the ion velocity distribution (ion
temperature and plasma bulk velocities) and a parametric measurement of
the plasma parameters (electron temperature and density). A four-channel
ultra-soft X-ray monochromatorfor the range 10-50 Awill be used to measure
emis'sionfrom helium-like and hydrogen-like ionisation stages oflight impurities
and Bremstrahlung emission in selected wavelength bands. This diagnostic
is being built for TCV by the IPP in Prague and uses synthetic multilayer
mirrors for wavelength selectivity.

To provide information on particle and impurity fluxes, the above
diagnostics will be complemented by classic single chord photomultipliers and
diode detectors monitoring the light emission from specific machine locations
such as the limiter and divertor tiles. A set of CCD cameras equipped with
narrow band interference filters will provide two-dimensional images of the
plasma emission for selected spectral features. They will be used to monitor
the regions of plasma-wall interaction and to localise impurity sources. The
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availability of 2-D images is of particular importance to TCV because of the
variety of plasma shapes and the many possible areas of plasma-wall
interaction, both in limited and diverted discharges. A first tangentially
viewing camera has already provided valuable help during initial plasma
operation at the end of 1992. A digital video storage and processing system has
been purchased in order to provide the machine operator with fast and easy
access to the CCD images between consecutive discharges.

2.4.7 Plasma boundary diagnostics

By virtue of its flexibility, particularly with regard to the variety of
possible open divertor configurations. TCV is well suited to the study of several
aspects of edge physics and plasma-surface interaction currently of interest,
both in larger operating tokamaks and for HER. A preliminary edge diagnostic
programme will combine IR thermography of plasma facing surfaces with
measurements of boundary densities and temperatures using arrays of
Langmuir probes in the belt limiter and in the divertor target plates.
Thermocouples will also be included in certain belt limiter and divertor tiles,
both to aid in IR camera calibration during vessel bake-out and to obtain
measurements of bulk tile heating during operation. There are also plans to
include tile current monitors for measurement of current flow during diverted
operation and during vertical disruptions. Through a collaboration with IPP
Prague, it is hoped that a low energy neutral beam, produced with a metal
vapour vacuum arc source (Li, Al, Mg) will be installed on TCV soon after
operation begins.

Aside from providing a facility for routine monitoring of first wall
component integrity, the IR camera will be used to investigate heat deposition
profiles in the divertor area and their variation with operating parameters, X-
point to tile distance and field line intersection angle. Important comparisons
will also be possible between the behaviour during L and H-mode discharges
and of the differences, for example with respect to the symmetry of power load
on inner and outer strike zones, between single and double null discharges.
Langmuirprobe datawillbe used to complement IR power balance studies and
to monitor edge plasma behaviour and its scaling with global parameters.
Comparisons between the IR measured power fluxes and those calculated
using probe data will allow derivation of power transmission factors for the
sheath and may permit the inference of non-thermal particles in the divertor
particle flux if they are present in TCV. The arc gun will be used to measure
the edge density profile and to investigate parallel impurity transport along
magnetic field lines in the scrape-off layer.

2.4.8 Signal processing and data acquisition

Five groups of diagnostic cubicles have been installed within a few
metres of the machine. They offer all of the facilities required for signal
processing and acquisition, such as Camac crates and in-house developed
user crates which allow a wide range of remote operations such as triggering,
gating, switching on and off of equipment, setting of amplifier gains and other
equipment parameters and the monitoring of the state of the equipment (e.g.
temperature inside cooled parts). The bulk of the data will be acquired locally
in these cubicles. For increased experimental flexibility the cubicles are also
linked to a remote diagnostic room using 64 shielded twisted pair conductors.
This facility is important for trouble-shooting and when high frequency signals
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from different cubicles have to be synchronously acquired for correlation
measurements.

A sixth group of cubicles not linked with the diagnostics room will be at
torus potential and will be used for measurements of the plasma edge.

The acquisition hardware is based on standard CAMAC modules. The
acquisition and retrieval software to be used on TCV, MDS+, was developed
through a collaboration between the Massachussets Institute of Technology
(USA), the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (Tennessee, USA) and the University
of Padova (Italy). It uses a tree structure completely describing the experiment
and the stored data. An early version of this software package was used onTCA
for the acquisition of CAMAC data.

2.5 Development of new diagnostics

In future fusion-oriented plasma devices a-particle diagnostics will be
of great importance. It is generally recognised that collective Thomson
scattering techniques show great potential in this field and groups in different
laboratories have written proposals based on this idea. For ion temperature
measurements as well as for a-particle diagnostics a radiation source emitting
in the submillimetre range is required [C 40J. However, powerful radiation
sources which meet the requirement of pulse durations in the millisecond
range are not currently available at these wavelengths.

Encouraged by the availability of highly efficient frequency converters in
the visible range of the spectrum, we intend to Investigate frequency up-
conversion of gyrotron radiation in solid materials and molecular gases.
Gyrotrons are indeed able to meet the power and pulse-duration requirements
for this type of diagnostic, but the complications encountered by their low
frequency are rather severe: dynamic beam deflection and absorption.

For feasibility experiments of third harmonic generation (the lowest
order non-linear effect in materials with inversion symmetry) in a range of
semiconductor materials and molecular gases, the high-power optically-
pumped far-infrared laser, previously usedforion temperature measurements
inTCA, has been recommissioned and is now operational. In a contract with
the physics department of the Heriot-Watt University in Edinburgh the near-
resonant third-harmonic generation via rotational transitions in suitable
gases was investigated theoretically. Very large non-linear susceptibilities can
indeed be expected, but due to the almost identical population densities of the
four rotational levels involved, the conversion efficiency is insignificant as long
as the equilibrium population distribution is not modified by some external
means. Phase-matching and absorption also seem to be tricky problems and
gas additivesmightbe required to compensate for dispersion effects. Preliminary
experiments have not produced any results yet.

Contrary to the situation of gases, third harmonic generation in certain
semiconductor materials has already been observed; but conversion efficiencies
were rather low. Forthe frequency range considered, non-linear effects are due
to the movement of individual electrons in the conduction band. Several
effects which lead to a non-linear response of the conduction band can be
considered, but these same effects usually also lead to absorption. Large non-
linear effects can be expected in superlattices and other exotic structures.
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A research project in this field has been started in collaboration with the
Max-Planck-Institut fur Festkorperphysik in Stuttgart. Since far-infrared
lasers will mainly be used to investigate the feasibility, the first step was to
search for a long-wavelength laser line. A strong line which has not been
reported before was indeed discovered in CH3F at 676|xm. It could be identified
as rotational transition in an excited rotational state and hence can only be
observed after a delay of several 100 ns required for a sufficient build-up of the
population in the excited vibrational state. This explains why it has never been
seen with the usual 100 ns pump sources.

Third harmonic generation significantly above the detection threshold
has been generated with this line in Si and more quantitative studies are under
way.

2.6 Diagnostics on JET (Contract 379)

Measurements of the edge density by a Li-beam diagnostic in JET

This work has been performed under agreement between the Commis-
sion, JET and the CRPP, contract number 379 of the attachment of Dr. Z.A.
Pietrzyk to JET.

Measurements of energy and particle transport near the plasma edge
are important for the understanding of losses from the plasma and the energy
transport to the target plates in a divertor or X-point plasma configuration.
The proper design of the divertor for ITER or a reactor is one of the greatest
challenges in the construction of these machines. To meet this challenge we
need to enhance our understanding of the plasma edge properties. The
impurity retention in a divertor is critically determined by the scrape-off-layer
(SOL) density, and hence one would like to have continuous measurements of
the density profiles at the plasma edge with high spatial resolution.

To determine the plasma density the Lithium beam probe has some
advantage over other methods. It can deliver continuous measurements of the
plasma density (with better than lms time resolution) with high radial
resolution (0.5 cm or better) and it does not perturb the plasma. It does not,
however, give temperature measurements and the results may be somewhat
impaired by the lack of accurate profiles of Te, Tj and the impurity concen-
trations.

Typically, a beam of neutral lithium atoms of 30 to lOOkV energy and
an intensity of 0.5-8 mA is injected perpendicularly into the plasma edge. The
Lil 2S-2P (6708 A) resonance emission is recorded by optical imaging of the
beam trajectory. The radial profile of the emission is dependent on the atomic
processes of excitation and ionization of the lithium atoms. For the lithium
atom these processes are sufficiently well known to give the rate equation
coefficients. The algorithm to recover the information of the density distribution
along the Li beam trajectory from the measured light intensity of the 2S-2P
transition had to be written. The problem with this technique is that in the
calculation the singularity in the solution must be accounted for. In the 1992
cooperation program the new method of singularity crossing was developed.
After that the computer program was tested with respect to the sensitivity to
the noise level and the influence of poorly known plasma parameter as Ze£f and
Te on the solution. The problem of noise was solved by a least summed squared
smoothing technique. An example of a density profile deconvoluted without
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Fig. 37: This figure shows the
density which should be
recovered - solid line, the
recovered density without noise -
large open diamond and the
recovered profile with 15 % noise
- all other symbols.

and with 15% noise is shown in Fig. 37 (the expected photon noise in JET is
only 2.5%). The sensitivity to Te is minimal and the sensitivity to Zeff is strong
only near the singularity region. This allows determination of Zeff in this region
if one point of the density is known from another diagnostic

1.2 10 1 4

0.0 1 0°

This technique could be used in a smaller tokamak like TCV. In a
smaller machine it would give the whole radial density profile with high radial
and time resolution in a large density range.

2.7 ECRH project on TCV (Phase I)

During this two year period, the demand for preferential support for
ECRH on TCV Phases I and Phases n have been submitted to Euratom. The
AdHoc group meetings took place on April 8-9th 1992 and January 27-
28th 1993. in Lausanne.

The main objective of TCV is to study the influence of elongation and
strong shaping on tokamak performance. The TCV experimental programme
includes the demonstration of the creation and the control of highly elongated
plasmas (K=3) . the study of their operational limits and confinement properties.

In view of these objectives, it was proposed in the Phase I submission to
implement an Electron Cyclotron Resonance Heating (ECRH) system on TCV
for the following reasons :

Given the large variety of configurations that are possible in TCV, ECRH
has the best flexibility of all existing heating systems. Using movable
mirrors, plasmas of any shape within the vessel can be heated, in
particular highly elongated plasmas. Plasma configurations from circular
to fully elongated have been studied with a raytracing code, so that the
best launching ports have been determined for second harmonic heating
and current drive as well as for third harmonic high density heating.

The good localization of the energy deposition with ECRH (and ECCD)
should provide a useful tool for control of the electron temperature
profile and thus the current profile, which is a key parameter for stability
at high elongation. Broad current profiles are essential for vertical
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stability at high elongation, which will require the use of off-axis heating
[C 46]. Off-axis heating in the region of the radiative layer can also be of
use in assisting operation at high densities, and thereby to extend the
operational density range. In addition, ECRH and ECCD may be
beneficial in stabilizing or suppressing resistive MHD instabilities such
as sawtooth relaxations, Mirnov oscillations and ELM's .

ECRH is a highly effective heating system and provides the possibility to
benefit from current drive effects (ECCD). The second harmonic X-mode
is totally absorbed, provided the beam reaches the resonance. The
current drive efficiency J/P scales asTe/ne, which yields efficiencies in
the range of 70-100 A/kW in low density TCV plasmas. The power levels
are sufficient to study the ECCD efficiency in the up-shifted mode, with
the possibility of full current replacement (zero loop voltage) in 200 kA
plasmas at low density l-2xlO19 m"3-

ECRH will provide additional data on confinement, operational limits,
MHD turbulence and exhaust in collisionless regimes with Te » Ti.

The required frequency for second harmonic heating at nominal field is
in the range 80-90 GHz with a broad optimum around 85 GHz. This is also the
best frequency for current drive in the upshifted second harmonic mode, with
efficiencies as good as can be expected with ECCD. Third harmonic heating
in the 120-130 GHz range is also possible for central heating at high density
at nominal field, provided the electron temperature exceeds 2 keV, the plasma
is sufficiently elongated and the beam is launched almost vertically, crossing
the resonance layer at a shallow angle. In Phase I, a system has been proposed
consisting of 9 gyrotrons delivering 4.5 MW for a 1-2 s duration of the TCV
pulse, with 3 MW in X2 (second harmonic X-mode) and 1.5 MW in X3 (third
harmonic X-mode).

Additional Phase I issues were further addressed in the Phase II
submission. In the time between Phase I and Phase Ilmeetings, the frequencies
of the gyrotrons were finally restricted to 83 and 118 GHz. This fixes the cut-
off densities to respectively 4.3 and 11.5 x 1019 m"3. These frequencies allow
the operation of combined X2 and X3 heating at field values between 0.9 and
1 of the nominal field value. The pulse length was also fixed to 2 s, to be close
or above resistive current diffusion times.

For complementary simulations of raytracing, the latest version of the
ECRH (and ECCD) code TORAY was installed in Lausanne, in early 1992.
TORAY uses a relativistic model for the description of the imaginary part and
real part of the refractive index, which determines absorption and propagation.
During these studies, it was found that the relatMstic assumption influences
dramatically the ray path In the region of the electron cyclotron resonance,
particularly for the strongly absorbed propagating modes 01 and X2. This has
important consequences on wave absorption, localization of power deposition
and CD efficiency, which have been taken into account.

Raytracing calculations have been performed for designed launcher
geometry, using the appropriate beam divergence and for the different TCV
ports considered, for circular to fully elongated equilibria with different
density profiles. It was found that X2 can produce central heating at low
density - below cut-off - from the upper lateral port. For the same port and at
high density, X2 is still efficiently absorbed close to the edge, which makes it
an appropriate tool for profile control.
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range of elliptical mirror

waveguide input

resonance layer

Fig. 38: Example of third
harmonic X-mode top launch in
TCV(118GHz, neo = 7 x 1019

m-3)

X3 power launched from the top port (Fig. 38) is
efficient over a broad density range for central deposition.
With a medium elongation K=2 and for rieo S 7 x 1019 m"
3 , 60% first-pass absorption is achieved in an ohmic
plasma and more than 95% in a heated plasma (Teo -
2 x TeoOH)- These numbers raise to 80% and 100% first-
pass absorption for full elongation K=3.

The possible density range and corresponding radial
deposition location of the second and third harmonics
guaranties the possibility of usingboth X2 andX3 gyrotrons
for combined heating for densities below neOz7x 1019m~3.

Although third harmonic X-mode (X3) has not yet
been used for heating of a tokamak in conditions of
substantial first-pass absorption, the absorption of X3
has already been verified to be classical in a number of
plasma diagnostics applications. In order to enlarge the
experimental data base on X3 absorption, experiments
are foreseen and prepared in collaboration with France
(Tore-Supra, Cadarache) to test X3 absorption in the near
future.

With the aim of maintaining n = 0 vertical stability at
high elongation and low current by current profile tailoring,
off-axis heating will be applied to produce a local off-axis
decrease of resistivity. The required power deposition
profile for stability has been deduced assuming the
Rebut-Lallia transport model. Cases have been found
where vertical stability is achieved with 4 MW and with a
power deposition profile compatible with EC absorption
calculations.

The power load on TCV walls and divertor tiles has been estimated with
the full ECRH power of 4.5 MW and for 2 s ECRH pulses, with a model taking
into account magnetic equilibrium geometry and plasma scrape-off width. By
varying the magnetic geometry, peak power loading can be varied between 1
- 7 MW/m2, always leaving the temperature of the carbon tiles below the
carbon bloom limit in the absence of misalignments. Thus, the full ECRH
power considered in this project will produce a power load on the walls which
can be handled safely.
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GYROTRON DEVELOPMENT

Radio Frequency (RF) technology is a necessary component of any
scientific programme in the fusion field since RF heating is an efficient method
to bring the plasma to high temperature (> 10 millions degrees). The CRPP has
decided to focalize its effort in the frequency range around the electron
cyclotron frequency fce and its harmonics nfce. For present day tokamaks and
stellerators, fCe is above lOOGHz, and the total required power exceeds many
megawatts in this frequecy range. High power sources are gyrotrons and they
can deliver many hundred kilowatts for output power.

In a gyrotron, the electromagnetic power is extracted from the rotational
energy of electrons guided by a static magnetic field. R and D performed at the
CRPP concerns a class of gyrotrons known as the quasi-optical (Q.O.)
gyrotrons. In this scheme, the interaction between the electron beam and the
electromagnetic (EM) wave occurs in a Fabry-Perot resonator formed by two
mirrors. The advantage of this structure is that it lends itself to an opeation
at high frequency and that the microwave beam is decoupled from the electron
beam thus rendering the design of the collector more easy. Two standing
issues have been addressed during the last two years: the optimization of the
efficiency and the gaussian output coupling. Besides this main line of
development, the physics of electron beam instabilities has also been
investigated.

Fig. 39: a) Power and b) efficiency
The expertise through the development of high power microwave versus electron beam current The

sources is being applied to the design and implementaiton of the electron- beam voltage is 80kV.
cyclotron wave heating system for TCV.

3.1 Quasi-optical gyrotron

Tests of a compact Q.O. Gyrotron have been
performed incollaboration with the National Institute
of Nuclear Fusion (NIFS) of Japan. The frequency of
the gyrotron was 92 GHz, and the design of all the
components (super conducting magnet, electron
gun, collector) allowed a variation of the frequency
by ±10%. A high-power triode Magnetron Injection
gun has been developed. Its design specifications
are: current < 50 A, beam voltage: 80 kV. The
flexibility of the device made possible the test of
different beam tunnels such as a meshed structure
surrounded by an absorbing structure or the more
conventional one formed by a stack of copper rings
and absorbing rings made from MgOSiC. The EM
wave was extracted from the Fabry-Perot resonator
through slots cut In the mirror.

First experiments pointed out the crucial
importance of the beam tunnel in damping out the
parasitic oscillations in the electron beam as it
propagated from the the gun to the interaction
region. Such parasitic oscillations could degrade
the beam properties to such an extent that the
excitation of RF in the resonator was suppressed,
even though the beam current largely exceeded the
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Fig. 40: Measured output pattern
from a resonator with a grating
for output coupling. The lines are
equal power lines different by
2db

starting current. The preliminary tests which have
been performed last year gave results which are
comparable to the ones obtained previously in our
large test stand as well as in other experiments
performed at the Naval Research Laboratory
(Fig. 39). In the analysis of the experimental results,
we have taken into account the reflection from the
calorimeter surface (estimated to be about 20%)
and the output coupling efficiency from the
resonator (i.e. the amount of diffracted power
which is effectively coupled into the output guide:
Calculations indicated that for this resonator the
coupling efficiency is of the order of 60%). At the
end of this serie of tests the gyrotron has been
delivered to the NIFS.

hi parallel with hot tests on the Q.O.
gyrotron, we have designed an effective method to
couple the power out from the Fabry-Perot
resonator in the form of a gaussian beam. As

mentioned before, the coupling efficiency from slots can be low. Moreover, the
output pattern is far from being gaussian, thus leading to high losses during
the propagation of the microwave beam from the gyrotron to the plasma. The
basic idea is the use of a grating to replace one of the resonator mirrors. The
grating is mounted in the -1 order Littrow arrangement: the output beam
corresponds to the 0-th order diffraction and the reflection back to the
resonator to the -1 order. The respective efficiencies (i.e. the fraction of the
power diffracted in each order) are computed from the electromagnetic theory
of diffraction. Different grating geometries (planar grating with straight or
curvilinear grooves, grating with grooves machined onan ellipsoid ofrevolution)
have been designed and tested at low power. The output pattern from the
resonator was measured. It was found (Fig. 40) that the best result was
obtained with an ellipsoidal grating: nearly all the power of the output beam
(95%) was linearly polarized and had a gaussian pattern with very little
distortion [P69]. In a second study, the electric field profile In a resonator in
which one mirror was a grating, was measured using a perturbation techni-
que. The pattern near the spot size was found to be gaussian, confirming the
model used in the design of the resonator system as well as in the interaction
calculations [P71].

The grating coupling scheme was then implemented in a compact Q.O.
gyrotron. The grating parameters were chosen not only to optimize the
interaction between the electron beam and the EM wave at the nominal
operating points (i.e. by fixing the beam waist and the 0-th order efficiency) but
also to avoid the excitation of the parasitic oscillation at the second harmonic.
The latter has been observed in our previous experiments using the test stand
and could be associated with the extremely high-quality factor at the second
harmonic of a conventional Fabry-Perot resonator designed for operation at
the fundamental. A gyrotron operating at 92 GHz was designed and built by
the CRPP team. It was completed by the end of the year. Hot tests were
performed in 1992. After an initial phase of debugging and conditionning of
the gyrotron, the first experiment was interrupted due to a flash-over in the
superconducting magnet during a quench. After a repair of the damaged coil,
the experiment resumed. The result obtained by the end of the 1992 can be
resumed as follows. Successful operation of the output coupler was
demonstrated (Fig. 41): the output pattern is gaussian (gaussian content >
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99%) with a very low degree of distortion. Up to the maximum current which
was attained (7 A) the efficiency does not saturate and reaches about 10 %. No
emission at the second harmonic was observed with the present design of the
resonator, where the power transmisson factor at the second harmonic was
made much larger than the one at the fundamental [C60].

-5.0 -3.0
X (cm)

The experiments with the Q.O. gyrotron have demonstrated the extreme
importance of the precise knowledge of the electron beam properties such as
the ratio of the perpendicular to parallel velocities and the velocity spreads. A
first validation of the results from electron gun codes has been obtained by
measuring the frequency of backward wave oscillation in a cylindrical cavity
[P 17, L 22]. We have also initiated an experimental programe aiming towards
the determination of the velocity spreads using various methods based on the
measurements of the voltage generated by the electron beam In the beam
tunnel using a capacitive probe, of the frequency spectrum either of the
spontaneous electron cyclotron emission or of the scattered light from a laser
beam [C 361. The latter method does encounter major difficulties related to the
low density of electrons in the beam. It then requires a long path of interaction
between the laser beam and the electron beam. As a consequence, the high
power laser beam has to be parallel to the gun axis and thus hits the cathode
structure which is biased at high voltage. This induces breakdown [L43] as
was confirmed experimentally and forced us to abandon this approach. The
two other methods based on the capacitive probe and the measurement of the
frequency spectrum of the electron cyclotron emission are being developped.
Tests using a capacitive probe were performed in the 92 GHz compact gyrotron
in 1992. The results indicate that the electron beam properties differ from the
computed ones. This important result may be a major clue in the understanding
of the experimental results with the Q.O. gyrotron.

Fig. 41: Gaussian output pattern
(@ 99%) with degree of
distorsion (-2dB per line).
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a) b)

?ig. 42: Electron beam
rajectories computed using the
[Daphne code, a) along the
jyrotron. b) in the electron gun

3.2 Theory activities

Besides a support activity for the experimental work, the
efforts in theory were directed toward major goals: the
development of computational tools to design gyrotron
components (mainly the electron gun and the collector) and the
study of instabilities in the electron beam using particle in cell
(PIC) codes.

The DAPHNE code has been conceived as a user-friendly
tool for the design of gyrotrons. It is based on the ASTRID
environment and can be run on all major workstations and the
Cray computers. In its present form, it allows the design of
axisymmetric electron guns and the computation of electron
beam trajectories from the cathode to the collector (Fig. 42). The
temperature evolution of the components subjected to heat
deposition can also be followed. DAPHNE was benchmarked
against the well-known code EGUN, and is now operational for
the design of electron guns at the CRPP.

An analytic study of the influence of the rippled structure of
the beam tunnel and of the diocotron instabilty on the beam
properties indicates that these effects do not represent major
causes of degradation of the electron beam properties [L42J. On
the other hand, electrostatic and electromagnetic instabilities
around the cyclotron frequency excited in the electron beam
along its propagation can adversely affect the efficiency of a
gyrotron. In the interaction region, electrostatic Bernstein
waves were invoked as a possible source of parasitic oscillations
at the higher harmonics. To be able to determine not only the
linear stage of the instability but also the saturated one, we are
developing a PIC simulation. A two dimensionnal electrostatic
version of the code with boundary conditions having cylindrical
geometry is now available. Its results indicate that the Bernstein
waves can strongly increase the dispersion of the electron
velocity at high electron beam current (Fig. 43).

An analysis of the radiation pattern of the electron beam in
the Q.O. gyrotron was performed. The goal of the study is to
determine whether the electromagnetic power generated by the
electron beam could not be coupled to the TEMoogaussianmode
of the Fabry-Perot resonator and thus lead to a decrease in the
efficiency of the gyrotron. A self-consistent code which takes
into account different modes was developed [C58J. Since a
bench-mark of the code in a Q.O. gyrotron is relatively difficult,
a comparaison of its prediction with measurements using a
dielectric rod which replaces the electron beam, was performed:
a good agreement between the theory and the experiment was
established. When applied to the Q.O. gyrotron, it was found
that the power loss through non gaussian modes cannot
account for the discrepancy between the predicted value for the
efficiency and the observed one.
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3.3 Prospective work

The experimental work will be continued to test the performances of the
Q.O. gyrotron using the grating coupler, The programme also Includes studies
aimed towards the physics of the phenomena involved during the propagation
of the electron beam from the gun to the interaction region Since the
knowledge of the beam properties is crucial for the understanding of the
observed efficiency, a particular emphasis will be put on the determination of
the electron beam properties. In parallel, the theoretical studies of mechanisms
which can lead to the degradation of the electron beam properties will be
pursued.

In order to streamline the European effort in the study of the physics of
gyrotrons, collaborations have been or are being established with the
Kernforschungzentrum Karlsruhe (KfK) and the NationalTechnical University
of Athens. The theme of the common efforts is the diagnostic of the electron
beam and the physics of the instabilities which may be excited in the beam
tunnel.

Another important activity in the next year will be the development of a
gyrotron operating at 118 GHz which will be implemented in the electron
cyclotron wave heating system of TCV and on the French tokamak Tore-
Supra. The CRPP and KfK will collaborate with an European industry to
develop the gyrotron Such a joint approach will minimize the technical risks
and insure the best use of the expertise acquired throughout the years in the
community.

Fig. 43: Phase space plots
showing the axial and
perpendicular momenta versus
thez-coordinateatthesteady state
phase of the simulation for 1=5 A
andI=50A.
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4 NON-LINEAR PHYSICS

The activity of the CRPP Basic Plasma Physics group is traditionally
focused on the domain of wave-particle interaction and, in particular, on wave
induced phase space transport and chaos.

Special diagnostic tools are necessary to characterize all the aspects,
from the microscopic to the kinetic and macroscopic, of the transition to
stochasticity in plasmas.

In our experiments, performed on a uniformly magnetized alkali plasma,
different configurations and extensions of the Laser Induced Fluorescence
(LIF) diagnostic method have been developed and applied.

In the past two years, two schemes of the spin state optical tagging
diagnostic have been used to study ion cross-field transport and to reconstruct
the structure of the parallel phase space. Different plasma conditions and
different regimes of the interaction between plasma particles and electrostatic
waves in the ion cyclotron frequency range have been investigated.

In the radial transport study, the case of a quiescent, fully ionized
plasma was analyzed, along with the effect on transport of the injection of
different non-reactive neutral gases at various pressures. In both cases, the
transport is determined by classical diffusion processes. Neutrals appear to
reduce the radial diffusion coefficient without changing the nature of the
microscopic scattering mechanisms. This effect is explained in terms of
collisional modifications of the ion velocity distributions [L 19].

Only under special conditions, in the presence of large pressures of
neutral buffer gas, has enhanced radial transport been observed. A correlation
with a non-uniform radial profile of the parallel plasma flow has been found.
A theoretical analysis has indicated that the origin of this fast cross-field
transport can be attributed to the parallel shear flow instability.

The classical behavior of the unperturbed target plasma allows us to
exclude the presence of natural instabilities and turbulence. As a consequence,
the intrinsic aspects of coherent wave-particle interaction and deterministic
wave induced chaos can be uniquely explored.

To launch the appropriate wave spectrum, a capacitive antenna has
been used, composed of 4 rings surrounding the plasma column, fed with
different relative phases. For frequencies between fCi and 2fCi, it is possible to
excite two electrostatic waves propagating obliquely in the plasma at two
different phase velocities.

i

Theoretical predictions suggest that for wave amplitudes exceeding a
certain threshold value (for which closed orbits, or resonances, in the ion
phase space start to overlap) an observable stochastic response should
appear. This threshold value should be lower than that for the case of a single
wave.

Optical measurements of the ion distribution functions have been
performed to verify this possibility. A threshold value for the excitation
amplitude above which a significant ion heating occurs has in fact been
observed (Fig. 44).
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Fig.44: Perpendicular and
parallel ion temperature
(measured by laser induced
fluorescence) vs. excitation am-
plitude. f@1.2 fci. The dashed
region corresponds to the
threshold for heating predicted
by simple resonance overlap
considerations applied to the
measured wave amplitude and
wavenumber spectrum.

Time resolved measurements allowed a
determination of the characteristic times for
the distribution broadening and, in several
cases, an estimation of the wave induced
diffusion coefficient in velocity space. The
measured diffusion coefficient appears to be
an order of magnitude larger than that for the
collisional case: the heating occurs over a
time scale much faster than any collisional
plasma process.

As predicted by non self-consistent
hamiltonian theories, deterministic chaos is
then produced over the ion phase space by
the two electrostatic waves. To our knowledge
this is the first observation of stochastic plasma
heating by two monochromatic propagating
waves.

By applying the aforementioned method
for studying radial transport to the wave-
particle stochastic interaction, an
experimental confirmation of the exponential

divergence of initially close phase space trajectories, an unambiguous signature
of dynamical chaos, has been obtained. The degree of stochasticity of the
wave-particle system has been roughly estimated [L39].

Strong self-consistent effects have also been observed. When the
particle orbits become stochastic, the waves, which are generated by collective
motions of the charged particles, are substantially modified. The conditions
for the occurrence of chaos are no longer satisfied and the system tends to
relax to its unperturbed equilibrium state.

The understanding of these effects, along with a complete characterization
of the transition to dynamical chaos, has motivated the second part of the
experimental campaign, aimed at studying ion phase space features via the
pulsed tagging technique.

Two different lasers have been used in this case. A first laser, pulsed and
broad band, tags ions, creating sets of test-particles. Injected perpendicularly
to the magnetic field, it fixes an initial time and an initial position. A second
laser beam, located at a different parallel position, detects tagged particles.
With a band sufficiently narrow to resolve sub-Doppler features of the parallel
distribution, the latter defines a final velocity and a final position.

A specific analysis of the time-of-flight spectrum of the tagged particles,
in conjunction with a particular timing set-up for both the laser beams and
the wave excitation, allowed a reconstruction of the ion orbit structure.
Evidence of island creation by the two electrostatic modes at amplitudes below
the stochastic threshold has been obtained through this method. These
observations agree with previous LIF measurements of «local» distribution
functions, which had indicated the presence of trapped particles and the
formation of plateaus at the wave phase velocities.

At higher amplitudes, approaching and exceeding the stochastic
threshold, the phase space orbit topology appears to be modified, showing the
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onset of large scale dynamical chaos. Further analysis will be carried out in
the future, especially with the aim of improving the understanding of self-
consistent phenomena and of quantifying more precisely the chaotic character
of ion orbits.



THEORY

5.1 Numerical plasma simulation

5.1.1 Operational limits for elongated tokamaks

The operational limits (current and pressure) for tokamaks with highly
elongated cross section have been studied with emphasis on the shapes that
can be produced inTCV (at aspect ratio 3.7). The results were reported at the
EPS and IAEA conferences (C46], The elongation has been varied from 2.0 to
3.0 and the triangularity from 0.2 to 0.8. We have considered limits imposed
not only by the kink (n = 1) and ballooning (n = <») modes but also by vertical
stability (n = 0).

Using optimal, peaked current profiles (with high internal inductance
and central q close to unity) and pressure profiles optimized for ballooning
stability, we find that kink and ballooning modes give similar pressure limits.
When broader current profiles are used, the beta limit due to kink modes
decreases considerably. Triangularity is generally favorable for stability, and
the highest beta limits are found at the highest triangularity 8=0.8. Squareness
counteracts triangularity and reduces the beta limit. With respect to
elongation, K = 2.5 tends to give the highest beta-limits if the triangularity is
sufficient, 5>0.5. For lowtriangularity 8=0.2, elongation 2 gives a higher limit
than 2.5. Within the shapes considered, the highest beta found stable to both
kink and ballooning modes is about 8.5 % at elongation 2.5 and high
triangularity d = 0.8. Although the beta limit is generally lower at k = 3 than
at K = 2.5, several shapes at elongation 3 give beta limits for kink and
ballooning modes between 6 % and 7 % when the current profiles are peaked.
The current limit at K = 3 is about the same as at K = 2.5 although qv= 2 can
no longer be reached at elongation 3.

A drawback of high elongation is increasing vertical instability (n = 0)
which requires active feedback on the L/R timescale of the wall. Vertical
stability is favored by a close fitting wall and current profiles with a low internal
inductance. Consequently, the profiles with high internal inductance, which
give the highest beta limits for kink modes, become inaccessible at high
elongation. Using the actual TCV wall and feedback system, we find
computationally that beta is reduced below the kink-ballooning limit by the
requirement of vertical stability when the elongation exceeds about 2.5. At
elongation 3, stability to both vertical
displacements (favored by low
inductance) and kink modes (favored
by high inductance) requires somewhat
nonstandard current profiles with
shoulders at large radius. Figure 45(a)
shows the stability limits as p=2jio<p>/
<B2> vs. normalized current IN = Ho!p/
(aBo). These limits have been computed
for n = 0, 1 and °° in the TCV dee
geometry using three sequences of
current profiles with qo * 1 and 1 - no,
2 - small, and 3 - large shoulders. The
current profiles can be characterized by
their internal inductances, shown in

Fig. 45: (a) Beta limits versus
normalized current for a TCV
dee configuration with different
current profiles having 1 - no, 2
- small, and 3 - large shoulders.
Ballooning limit - dotted, kink
limit - solid (both stable below
the curves) and vertical stability
- dashed (stable to the right of
and above the curves), (b)
Internal inductance for the same
current profiles.

1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 41.5
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Fig. 46: Upper limits in internal
inductance li for vertical stability
as function of pressure ebp for
the TCV dee shape (bottom
curve) and for DIII-D geometry
with two different wall positions
(the wall is copy of the plasma
boundary enlarged by the factors
1.3 and 1.4 respectively).

Fig. 45(b). Note that the low inductance profile 3 with large shoulders gives
complete stability for a large range of the normalized current, 2 < IN < 4. The
window is smaller for profile 2 and inexistent for the high inductance profile
1. This profile without shoulders is vertically unstable even at the highest
current. The highest beta we have found stable to n = 0,1 and °° at elongation
3 with the TCV vessel is about 4.5 %.

More detailed computations [P75] of vertical
stability have revealed that there is a significant
stabilizing effect from the combination of high
pressure and positive triangularity. For a given
cross section, we find that the upper limit in internal
inductance is approximately a linear function of
ePp, so that the tokamak is vertically stable if li<li,crit
= lj,o + c EPP IP75]. The coefficient c depends on the
geometry; it increases with triangularity and
decreases with elongation. Examples for TCV and
DIII-D cross sections are shown in Fig. 46.

Thus, ideal MHD theory predicts that there is an
optimal elongation of about 2.5 for reaching high
beta (although lower elongation may be needed for
vertical stability in a reactor where the wall distance
has to be larger). Triangular shaping is favorable
and further optimization can be made by more
advanced shaping. The beta limit involves an
interplay between equilibrium profiles and shaping
of the cross section and the flexibility of TCV offers
unique possibilities to search for attractive confi-
gurations and operational scenarios. This will rely
on and undoubtedly stimulate close interaction
between experiment and theory .

5.1.2 Beta limit of bootstrapped tokamaks

A simple analytical upper bound for the beta-limit of a completely
bootstrapped tokamak was given in [P60J. By combining the Troyon formula
P [%] <gIp[MA]/(a[m]Bo[T]). (where the Troyon coefficient g is typically about
3), with the expression for the fraction of bootstrap current f = Ibootstrap/Ip =
0.8 c e 1 / 2 p p (where the coefficient c depends on the density and temperature
profiles but is of order unity), we arrive at the beta limit p[%I < (g2c/ lOf) e1 /
2
 (1+K2) where K is the elongation. As a numerical example, consider f=l

(completely bootstrapped), c= 1, g = 3, e = 1/3 and K = 2 which gives p < 2.6
%. In reality, the limit is more severe, because the broad current profiles
produced by the bootstrap tend to give low values of g. This is observed, e.g.,
in JT-60 discharges with 80 % bootstrap current, which ended in beta-limit
disruption at g = 1.5 before reaching steady state conditions.

After the simple analytical estimate in [P60] was made, more complete
beta optimizations with broad current profiles have been carried out with the
ERATO code. These computations show that strong shaping is helpful for
obtaining high beta at a high bootstrap fraction and that more realistic g-
factors for a large bootstrap fraction are in the range 1.5 to 2.2. This indicates
that a reasonable upper limit to the bootstrap fraction is around 50 %.

0.8 1.0 1.2
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5.1.3 Numerical simulation of tokamak discharges

5.1.3.1 TCV

Several new TCV start-up scenarios have been computed using the TSC
code. An up-down symmetric evolution, with an elongation increasing from 1
to 3, has been calculated for two different values of Zeff (2 and 4). The plasma
parameters are quite different in the two cases, yet the shape evolution is
exactly identical. The same control matrices were used in both cases. An up-
down asymmetric evolution, in which the plasma cross section is transformed
from a circle to a double-null D-shape with K=2.9 has also been computed. The
two X-points appear quite early in this scenario, but for K<2, they are in the
vacuum, outside the plasma. At K=2, the plasma switches from limited to
diverted, and then remains diverted upt to K=2.9 (Fig. 47).

Start End

Two fast coils, located inside the vacuum vessel, have been added to the
TSC model of TCV. The voltages on the fast coils are updated once every
200(isec, simulating a hypothetical fast power supply. Voltages on all other
poloidal field coils (shaping and OH) are updated once every msec, which
corresponds to the existing SCR power supplies. TSC now allows to simulate
the complet TCV experiment, with plasma transport, and to test control
algorithms including shape control, vertical position control and plasma
current control.

One of the results of these simulations is that if one assumes a
maximum plasma current of 1 MA, a current ramp-up time of 0.5 sec and
Zeff=2, the OH Voltsecs available for the flattop phase is 1.08Vs. This
calculation takes into account the fact that a flux swing of 0.57Vs is necessary

Fig. 47: Typical plasma shape
evolution in TCV: The scenario
starts with a circular plasma,
passes through a single-null
divertor configuration with
elongation k=2, and ends with a
double-null divertor with k=2.9.
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Fig. 48: Plasma shape evolution
in the "IPX tokamak proposed by
Princeton Plasma Physics
Laboratory.

for the formation of the initial circular plasma with Ip=150kA.

The TCV shape and position control algorithm (Nucl. Fus. 30( 1990)
p. 2013) has also been tested on the TPX tokamak proposed by
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (Fig. 48). Plasma control
during the ramp-up and flat-top phases has been simulated with
the TSC code. The steady-state plasma has an elongation of 2.0,
triangularity of 0.38 and a single-null divertor. Passive plates
inside the vacuum vessel are used to slow down the vertical
instability.

Four different methods for plasma current control In TPX have
been tested: (1) application of an«OH» moment of poloidal field coil
currents, (2) flux control on the plasma boundary, (3) flux control
on the magnetic axis, and (4) preprogrammed flux at some
reference point. Interactions and cross-talk between current,
shape and position control has been investigated.

5.1.4 Generation of control matrices for TCV

A new code, called MGAMS (Matrix Generator And Measurement
Simulator) has been written. The code computes TCV control
matrices (A, M and L) for arbitrary scenarios, and simulates the
magnetic measurements.

MGAMS has been used to investigate the problem of saturation in the
hybrid matrix. The measurement signals are normalised by applying 4 scaling
factors to the 4 types of measurements (Ay, B, ICoj]. Iplasma)- These scaling
factors are choosen such that the maximum signal observed during a TCV
scenario is 10V. The A-matrix is then normalised to make its largest element
equal to unity. The product of the A-matrix times the measurement vector
gives the flux errors and the vertical plasma position. In computing this
product, we separately compute the sums of the negative terms and the sums
of the positive terms. If both of these sums are less than 10V for all outputs,
the hybrid matrix will never saturate. This condition can be satisfied by using
an internal scaling factor of ~0.5 (not 0.25 , as was used in the MIT version of
the hybrid).

The MGAMS code is presently being used to create a library of control
matrices for TCV. The matrices are tested by doing TSC simulations of TCV
experiments. In these simulations, the time evolution of all Important
parameters of a discharge (i.e. coll currents, coil voltages, vacuum vessel
currents, plasma magnetic configuration, electron and ion temperatures, ect.)
are computed self-consistentry.

5.2 Theory of wave propagation and wave-particle interaction

The Interaction of waves and Individual particle groups plays a central
role in plasma and fusion physics. It is the basic Ingredient not only In radio
frequency plasma heating and In the non-inductive generation of MA-currents
by radio frequency waves but also In the destabilization by fusion-produced
alpha particles of global low-frequency MHD modes which might be hazardous
to the plasma confinement.
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The non-uniformity of the equilibrium quantities in fusion devices, such
as temperatures, densities and the magnetic field, greatly complicates the
theoretical modeling of wave propagation and absorption which in a
homogeneous plasma, can entirely be characterized by dispersion relations.
When the wavelengths are much shorter than the typical inhomogeneity scale
- as it is often the case for high frequency waves far from cut-offs - the geometric
optics approximation (in various ray-tracing variants) is useful. Near cut-offs,
resonances and for longer wavelengths it is usually necessary to solve
differential or integro-differential equations. Whether one gets away with the
former or not depends on the size of the Larmor radii of the charged particles
compared to the wavelength perpendicular to the magnetic field.

There has been activity in all these different areas of wave propagation
and wave-particle interaction.

The assessment of the theory of plasma heating by low frequency waves
(AWRF and TTMP : «Alfven Wave Range of Frequency» and «Transit Time
Magnetic Pumping») has appeared as a Review Paper in Nuclear Fusion [P 29].
Meanwhile the development of the dielectric tensor operator for hot, toroidal,
axisymmetric plasmas has come to an end. The closed Vlasov-Maxwell
equations have been solved for a steady-state plasma so as to obtain the well-
known Grad-Shafranov equation. The dielectric tensor of such a plasma has
thenbeen derived. The Vlasovequationfortheperturbed distribution function
is solved by the expansion in the small parameters ee = p/A, where p is the
Larmor radius, L a characteristic length of the steady-state plasma and A a
characteristic wavelength of the perturbing electromagnetic field. The solution
is obtained up to the first order in ee and the second order in ep. Integrating
the resulting distributionfunction over the velocity space the explicit expression
for the tensor is derived in the form of a two-dimensional partial differential
operator. The operator is shown to possess the proper symmetry corresponding
to the energy conservation law. Apaper has been written on the subject [L36].
This operator will be the central piece of our future toroidal hot-plasma model
for the propagation and stability of low-frequency waves. The development of
this code has been started. At present, an axisymmertric toroidal waveguide
is described on a non-orthogonal coordinate system using the magnetic
surfaces engendered by a Soloviev equilibrium as one family of coordinate
lines. For reasons of numerical stability the wave fields must be represented
by potentials. As a consequence of this the dielectric tensor operator needs a
discretization with cubic finite elements. So far, we have shown convergence
for Maxwell's equations (but in the Soloviev geometry!) described with linear
elements.

In the low-frequency range two distinct investigations into toroidiciry
and ellipticity induced Alfven eigenmodes have been made using various
approximations. The first investigation has dealt with the wave structure,
eigenfrequency and continuum damping rate of modes with low toroidal mode
number (n) in various axisymmetric ideal MHD equilibria. The tool used for
this study was LION, a global-wave code based on a zero Larmor radius model
for the toroidal plasma. We have borne out the importance of the 1 /qVp profile
on the continuum damping and have shown that the damping rate is of the
order of a few percent of the wave frequency for non-uniform profiles. These
rates are at least an order of magnitude larger than those obtained from
electron Landau damping. A paper on this subject has appeared in [P61J.
Meanwhile, the geometrical and profile effects on these modes have been
studied in more detail and presented at the Varenna Theory Meeting [in
•Theory of Fusion Plasmas, Editrice Compositori, Bologna, 1992, p. 323J. The
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second investigation concerned high-n modes. We have derived an eigenmode
equation from the gyro-kinetic equation with, full Larmor radius effects. The
growth rates induced by fusion alpha particles were calculated using the ideal
solutions as test functions. Initial results indicate that the growth rate is
maximum around kepa = 1. fG-Y. Fu and C.Z. Cheng, Phys. Fluids B4 (1992)
3722].

In the next higher frequency range (ICRF : Ion Cyclotron Frequency
Range) a Ph.D. thesis has come to an end [These No. 1000/92 EPFL]. It
consisted of the development of an mtegro-differentlal model for wave
propagation and absorption in a plane geometry. In this model the size of the
Larmor radii Is arbitrary. Although the model, as well as the codes (SEAL,
SEMAL) which are based on it are applicable to any frequency range, in the
context of fusion physics, ICRF is presently the most interesting frequency
range.
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In particular, we have investigated the Influence of
fusion-produced alpha particles on different ICRF heating
scenarii and have shown [C 16, L 7, P51 ] that in many cases
it is substantially less significant than expected from
differential models (code ISMENE). In Fig. 49 we show the
penetration of a fast wave at the frequency co = 2COCD (x = 0)
into a 50/50 D/Tplasma containing 1% (na/nesO.Ol) alpha
particles. We notice that in the local model (ISMENE) the
wave is absorbed (by alpha particles!) before it reaches the
plasma centre. This effect Is much less pronounced when
the more precise model (SEMAL) is used. Apart from the
simplicity of the geometry this is the most elaborated model
existing and it indicates under which conditions the power
absorption by alpha particles can degrade the ICRF heating
efficiency.

Also with SEMAL, a preliminary study has been made
of ion Bernstein wave launching through mode conversion
at the lower-hybrid resonance. This Investigation Is of
direct Interest to experiments planned on the Frascati
Tokamak upgrade.

Fig. 49: Fast wave penetration
from the right into a D/T plasma
containing alpha particles (na/ne
= 0.01). The integro-differential
model SEMAL predicts much
less a-particle absorption that the
small Larmor radius model
ISMENE.

In the lower-hybrid frequency range (LHRF), a ray-
tracing study aimed at explaining present current-drive

experiments («gap» problem) has been completed. The conclusion is that other
physics than mere linear propagation must be at the origin of the Intense
wave-particle interaction. We have therefore started to investigate non-lir.ear
effects. For this purpose we have developed a numerical code based on an
electrostatic two-fluid cold plasma model. The code can treat two-dimensional
and quasi-three-dimensional nonlinearities. So far, we have studied the
ponderomotive effects which seem to be small for plasma parameters under
current drive conditions. At present we are investigating resonant interactions
and ponderomotive effects at low densities.

5.3 Simulation of major disruption on JET

(In collaboration with M. Hugon and P. Smeulders, JET)

The simulation study of MHD activity In density limit disruptions on JET
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(Article 14 contract JW8/9007) was completed in 1991
[P24). These simulations largely reproduce the complex
sequence of events observed experimentally in density
limit disruptions in JET and other tokamaks such as
TEXTOR, FT, TFR and TFTR The favorable agreement
with experimental data has led us to formulate a new
theoretical model for major disruption.

The initiating factor of a density limit disruption is
generally agreed to be contraction of the current profile
due to radiation losses in the edge region. This makes the
m = 2/n = 1 tearing mode grow to high amplitude (m =
poloidal mode number, n = toroidal mode number). After
the excitation of the 2/1 mode, there maybe a sequence
of minor disruptions, some of which are connected with
activity at the q = 1 surface and Involve the m = 1/n = 1
mode. Such relaxations play a key role In our model
where these minor disruptions and the final major
disruption are attributed to the nonlinear coupling of the
already existing 2/1 mode and the 1/1 mode.

The major disruption starts by a process termed
«profile erosion* at JET, which flattens the temperature
in the central region. In our model, the profile erosion is
viewed as an internal relaxation induced by an instability
similar to the internal kink mode. The Internal kink has
a convection pattern dominated by the m = 1/n = 1
component. This is the mode that, under normal condi-
tions, triggers the sawtooth oscillations. However, in a major disruption, the
accompanying magnetic perturbations have several othercomponents, notably
m = 3/n = 2 due to the nonlinear coupling to the large amplitude m = 2/n =
1 mode. The presence of large-amplitude magnetic perturbations with
different helicities makes the magnetic field stochastic and the confinement
between the central and the q=2 region is lost during the course of the internal
relaxation. Favorable and detailed comparisons of the simulations and
experintal data have been made for this phase of the major disruption.
Figure 50 shows the simulated electron temperatures and measured X-ray
emissivities along a certain radius in JET during the «profile erosion*. Similar
data have also been obtained on TFTR and TEXTOR

300 350
R (cm)

400

Fig. 50: Comparison of (a)
electron temperature profiles
from simulation and (b)
experimental X-ray emissivities
at several times during the profile
erosion (first phase of major
disruption).

The second phase of the major disruption flattens the temperature
across the whole plasma. In the simulations, this process starts by MHD
turbulence developing from the stochastic fields generated during the profile
erosion. This leads to a filamentation and gradually a broadening of the
current profile and the central q rises in time. Such modification of the current
profile destabilizes the m = 2 /n = 1 mode, which, at a certain instant starts to
grow very rapidly. As a result, the current profile broadens further, and the
disruption ends byinstability of external modes with m> 3/n = 1. Duringthis
last phase, regions of negative current density are generated near the plasma
edge, and the well-known negative spike appears in the loop voltage. The end
result is a broadened current profile with a large drop in internal inductance
and stochastic magnetic fields throughout the entire plasma. Figure 51 (a-d)
shows Poincare plots of the magnetic field from the simulation at various
stages of the major disruption.
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Fig. 51: Poincare" plots of
magnetic field lines at different
stages of the final major
disruption, (a) First stage of the
internal relaxation (b) during the
internal relaxation (c) at the end
of the internal relaxation and (d)
during the final broadening of
the current profile.

(a) t/TA = 2714 (c) t/TA = 2795

(b) t/TA = 2764 (d) t/TA = 2923

5.4 Internal kink stability

(In collaboration with T. M. Antonsen, U. of Maryland, M.-N. Bussac,
Ecole Polytechnique, Palaiseau. D. Campbell, JET and G. Vlad, ENEA,
Frascati)

Several approaches are followed to study the internal kinkmode with the
longterm aim of better understanding the sawtooth oscillations in tokamaks.
In particular, extensive linear stability studies using resistive and ideal MHD
have been made with the recently developed, toroidal resistive code MARS
[C61]. The study has revealed several unexpected results. Briefly stated, the
main conclusion is that the MHD internal kink mode is much more unstable
than previously assumed.

In fcteaZMHD, the stability of the internal kink gives an upper limit to the
pressure confined inside q = 1 (measured by the poloidal beta at the q = 1
surface, Pp). We have found, first numerically, that the Pp-limit is generally
lower than the conventionally cited «Bussac limit* (13/ 144)1/2 = 0.3, and the
reasonsforthis are nowunderstood theoretically. For circular cross sections,
the limit is typically between 0.1 and 0.2 [P62, P44]. The difference with the
calculation of Bussac et al lies in the boundary conditions applied at the
plasma edge. The new calculation uses conditions appropriate for standard
operation of tokamaks, q^ > 2, while Bussac et al originally assumed a
conducting wall at the edge which led to wall stabilization for unrealistic
current profiles with qa<2.

More importantly, we find that ellipticity sharply decreases the pressure
limit for the ideal internal kink [P62]. This destabilization is strongest when
the central shear is weak. For JET shape, the pp-limit is typically between 0.05
and 0.1, but arbitrarily low values can result if the shear is reduced at the q
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= 1 surface. This is connected with interchange
instability and has been explained analytically by
means of a large aspect ratio expansion of the
Mercier criterion [P62, P56]. An example of the
effects of cross section is shown in Fig. 52 where the
pressure limits are compared for a circular and JET
shaped equilibria.

For the resistive stability of the internal kink,
destabflization by interchange effects plays an even
more important role, [P56], The resistive mode is
generally unstable as soon as the pressure exceeds
a very low threshold. We have not been able to find
any equilibrium with JET shape where the resistive
internal kink is stable with Pp > 0.05. To find
equilibria with pp > 0.05 that are stable in resistive
MHD, it is necessary to use current profile with
shoulders near q = 1 and circular or oblate cross
section.

At the end of 1992 a Ph.D. thesis [L46] on the
subjects of internal kink stability as well as cons-
truction of the highly accurate and versatile
equilibrium code CHEASE [P43] was published. A
review of the MHD stability of the internal kink is
given in [C51].

A CRPP collaborator is detached at JET to
carry out a study to determine the experimental
values of Pp at the time of a sawtooth crash in JET.
The data is analysed for dependence on, e.g., heating power, q = 1 radius and
ellipticity. An attempt is made to correlate this with what is known theoretically.

It is observed experimentally that auxiliary heating can produce monster
sawteeth with pp-values well above the resistive, and in some cases even ideal-
MHD stability limits. This is attributed theoretically to stabilization by hot
trapped particles. The effects of trapped particles at low collisionality have now
been incorporated in a «kinetic» version of the MARS code. The theoretical
description is bounce-averaged drift-kinetic theory and the work is done in
collaboration with one of the originators of the theory. Prof. T.M. Antonsen.
The coding to incorporate trapped particles and testing of the code was
completed in late 1992. The first results show that even thermal trapped
particles give a very strong stabilizing effect on the ideal internal kink mode.
An interesting issue now under study is the coupling of the internal kink with
•electrostatic* trapped particle instabilities In the future, we plan to combine
the drift-kinetic calculation - h finite resistivity.

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5p0.6

0 oTT 0.3 0.4 0.5p0.6

Fig. 52: Poloidal beta at the q = 1
surface bp for different growth
rates of the ideal internal kink vs.
q= 1 radiusrfor(a)acircularand
(b) a JET-shaped equilibrium.
The two equilibria have the same
q-profile with low central shear.
The lowev /•«•?/ sure limits of the
JET-sha,<eo equilibrium are
connected with interchange
instability (violation of the Mer-
cier criterion).

5.5 3-D MHD stability

The investigation of the MHD equilibrium and stability properties of 3D
plasma confinement configurations with the computer codes VMEC and
TERPSICHORE, respectively, have concentrated mainly on 3D torsatron
devices. A version of TERPSICHORE that calculates the correct physical
growth rates was developed. The spectrum of modes required to obtain
converged unstable MHD structures becomes considerably broader in
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comparison with the standard TERPSICHORE version fbased on the pressure
convection model) because of the coupling to sound waves. The 3D ballooning
solver has been extended to the magnetic coordinate system employed in the
TERPSICHORE code.

A comprehensive evaluation of the relationship between low toroidal
mode number n modes and the Mercier criterion has been undertaken in 3D
torsatron configurations IP58). The growth rates associated with the localised
low-n MHD structures are shown to be correlated with finite values of the
Mercier criterion. The stability limits imposed by global low-n structures,
however, do not follow the predictions of the Mercier criterion. Further
calculations in the ATF torsatron have confirmed the stability limits previously
determined with TERPSICHROE for that device. A detailed study of the local
and global ideal MHD stability properties of an LHD torsatron configuration
with a peaked parabolic pressure profile and zero net toroidal current has been
initiated. This work is undertaken in collaboration with D. Anderson of
NERSC/USA, Y. Nakamura KYOTO/JAPAN and J. Johnson of PPPL/USA.
The low-n MHD mode structures appear to remain stable to p=5%. The Mercier
criterion predicts a first unstable band for 0.5% < P < 2.4% and a second
unstable band for P s 3.5%. Between these two unstable domains, however,
the Mercier criterion still predicts instability, but only very locally about
resonant magnetic flux surfaces with integer values of the inverse rotational
transform in one field period. Results of ballooning mode stability calculations
reveal a great sensitivity to variations of field line within each flux surface. The
field line that crosses the outer edge of the up-down symmetric cross section
with triangular shape yields the most restrictive p limit at 1.5% (in the middle
of the first Mercier unstable band). The p limit imposed by the field line that
crosses the outer edge of the up-down cross section of elliptical shape
constitutes the most stable case and is consistent with the Mercier limit of the
second unstable band. These results put into question the applicability of
ballooning mode theory based on the stellerator expansion approximation to
torsatron devices of moderate aspect ratio.

Calculations on the proposed W7X device with finite toroidal currents
that model a partially cancelled bootstrap current have demonstrated that
external peeling instabilities can be triggered by these currents if they cause
therotationaltransfonni= 1 surface to approach the plasma-vacuum interface.
The flexibility in the auxiliary planar coil set can control the location of this
resonant surface to avoid this instability.

Calculations of 3D ballooning modes in JET configurations with ripple
have been performed [C48]. The ripple is modelled with TCV-like coils in which
the current in the horizontal limbs is ignored. This concentrates the ripple at
the outer edge of the plasma. Critical p values are calculated as a function of
the coil discreteness and the plasma-coil distance. Criticaip degradation occurs
only when the ripple exceeds 15%. These results demonstrate that MHD
phenomena are unlikely causes for the deterioration of performance in JET
discharges with finite ripple.

The 3D MHD equilibrium problem with anisotropic plasma pressure
was formulated on the assumptions of nested flux surfaces and pressure
functions that depend on the radial variable that labels these surfaces and on
the strength of the magnetic field B. The method is based on the minimisation
of an energy functional using a preconditioned steepest descent algorithm.
The 3D VMEC equilibrium code has been extended to include this anisotropic
pressure formulation. Applications to the ATF torsatron and the W7X advanced
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stellarator with very large anisotropy factors that could result from
perpendicular neutral beam inj ection of RF heating in low density background
plasmas attest to the robustness of the method and the code [P59].

The problems of the global and the local MHD stability of 3D toroidal
plasmas with non-interacting hot electron layers [P45I and fully interacting
anisotropic pressure plasmas have been formulated [C52J.
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INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATION

6.1 Plasma wall interaction

In collaboration with Prof. J. Uhlenbusch, Dr. J. Winter (TEXTOR -
FRG). PD P. Oelhafen, H. Kiinzli (Univ. Basel). U. Stiefel, F. Mattenburger
(PSI). Prof. L. Zuppiroli (EPFL)

The research on plasma wall interaction in Switzerland is mainly based
on the wall conditioning of fusion devices.

In 1976, Prof. S. VeprekfromtheACI (Anorganisch-chemischeslnstitut)
at Zurich proposed the application of thin boron-carbide and silicon-carbide
coatings for conditioning plasma-faclngcomponents and walls. In the following
years, this method, now well established under the name boronisation, has
been entirely developed at the ACI and PSIin Wurenlingen. Finally in 1988 the
first boronisation of a tokamakwas performed inTEXTOR, with the collaboration
of the above-mentioned Swiss institutes, under the umbrella of the existing
IEA Implement Agreement between Switzerland and TEXTOR

The outstanding results obtained in TEXTOR led to the introduction of
boronisation in most of the world's leading tokamaks and stellerators. One of
the most promising results in thermonuclear fusion in 1991. the discovery of
the VH mode (H mode upgraded by a factor of about 2 with respect to JET, Dm-
D H mode scaling) in DIII-D, was obtained after boronisation of the discharge
vessel.

In Switzerland the main research effort in 1991 was concentrated on the
understanding of the effects of the boronised wall on the main plasma and the
coating itself and in particular on the strong gettering of the oxygen impurities
of these films. For these reasons various samples have been exposed in TCA
and in TEXTOR during boronisation and also during tokamak discharges.
These samples were analysed by different in-situ (XPS - X-ray Photoelectron
Spectroscopy, UPS - Ultra-violett Photon Electron Spectroscopy) and ex-situ
(AES - Auser Electron Spectroscopy, SEM - Scanning Electron Microscopy,
alpha step) surface analysis techniques. The aim of these measurements was
to obtain detailed information on i) the film composition, ii) the nature and
quantity of any contaminations and ill) the chemical bonding in the film, in
particular of the oxygen.

In order to investigate in-situ the behavior of the boron- and silicon-
cabide coatings and to develop further fusion relevant coatings a small
reaction chamber allowing film deposition by means of RF-PACVD
(Radiofrequency Plasma Assisted Chemical Vapor Deposition) has been
annexed to the analysis station at the University of Basel.

The results of the last boronisations in TCA at the beginning of 1991
showed that boron contents of up to 80% can been attained in a tokamak.
These high values were obtained by glow discharges In diborane / helium gas
mixtures without adding methane. The film composition in TCA as well as in
the reaction chamber in Basel was found to be entirely controlled by the
composition of the gas during deposition. No oxide (B2O3) formation was found
in any of the depositions. In addition, two different phases, namely a carbide
phase and a phase similar to the well-known a:C:H phase, have been found.
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Boronised samples exposed to numerous TCA discharges show strong
alteration of the film composition. The observed aging of the coating, leading
to decreased plasma performance, is accompanied by a decrease of the boron
and an increase in the carbon and oxygen content in the film and with the
reappearance of metallic impurities such as iron, nickel and chromium.

At TEXTOR the so-called Swiss Manipulator was used to install and
remove in-situ silicon samples. The manipulator was able to install clean
samples at different poloidal positions and remove them after the boronisation
or after a certain number of tokamak discharges. These manipulations were
successfully carried out, in collaboration between the TEXTOR group and the
PSI group. The aim of this experiment was to determine the poloidal homogeneity
of the deposited film and to complete the TEXTOR measurements in toroidal
direction. The surface analysis pursued at the Institut fur Physik at Basel
University showed a uniform film thickness in the poloidal direction to within
arc and 20%. The film composition was essentially the same for all poloidal
positions. However, slight differences concerning the oxygen content at the
interface were revealed.

Graphite and aluminium samples have been exposed in TEXTOR to a
diborane /methane / helium flushing. The surprising effect of the resulting
conditioning of the wall by this flushing may be explained by the presence of
a slight boron content as obtained by surface analysis.

One of the main effects of the boronisation on the plasma parameters is
due to the strong reduction of the oxygen contamination in the plasma. The
oxygen reduction mechanisms, however, are still not very well understood. In
order to obtain more information on the chemical reactivity of the boron-
carbide oxidation, experiments were performed in the newly-constructed
plasma reactor at the University of Basel. This device has the big advantage
that oxidation experiments of boron-carbide as well as of other coatings can
be investigated in-situ. Exposure of polycrystalline boron and boron-carbide
and of in situ produced a:B:C to oxygen showed no oxidation behavior.
Different behavior is however found with oxygen addition during the film
deposition. During the formation of a BC phase by means of the ion beam
deposition with CmHn ions and an energy of 400 eV, a strong increase in the
oxygen content in the growing layer has been detected. Moreover it has been
found, that the oxygen in this case is incorporated in the film in the form of
boron-oxide. This is in opposition to the results of the film composition
obtained during the boronisation in TCA

Extensive study of resulting films using Trimethylboron B(CH3)3 was
made. This monomer could replace, in some cases, the dangerous diborane
in the boronisation procedure. The coatings prepared by using B(CH3)3 and
deposited under similar conditions as B2Hg/CH4 films revealed very similar
electronic structures. Using trimethylboron, higher deposition rates were
obtained and all these coatings showed good adherence to the silicon
substrate and also on stainless steel.

In the year 1991 a reorganization of the groups working on the plasma
wall interaction was necessary. This was mainly due to the decision of the PSI
in Wurenlingen to completely stop by September 1991 all the activities in the
field of plasma wall interaction. With this decision, the activities on the big
deposition chamber experiment at the PSI as well as on the Swiss Manipulator
mounted at present on TEXTOR have been stopped. The manipulator will be
dismounted and transported back to Switzerland during the planned upgrade
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of TEXTORin autumn 1992.

Nevertheless, the collaboration with TEXTOR will continue during the
next years. The excellent collaboration with TEXTOR, in particular with the
group of Prof. Uhlenbusch, shall in the future also mostly be related to the wall
conditioning, in particular on alternative coatings such as silicon carbide.

Starting in 1992. a group directed by Prof. Zupirolli at the Institut genie
atomique at the EPFL, will study the important new questions concerning the
relation between structure of the coating and the gettering effect of boron-
carbide and silicon-carbide.

During the year 1992, the activities of the Swiss plasma-wall interaction
group was mainly focused on investigations on two materials particularly
interesting for applications in fusion research. These materials are boron
containing and silicon containing films.

a) Boron carbide and boron containing coatings

Various measurements have been made on a B2O3 reference sample
using x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and ultraviolet spectroscopy
(UPS). In order to simulate the conditions in a tokamak, the sample was
irradiated by D2 ions. It was found, that for D2 ion energies, even up to 4keV,
no changes occurred neither in the chemical bonds nor in the composition of
the sample. In using CmHn ions instead of D2 ions one would expect the
formation of B-C bonds subsequent to the breaking of the B-O bonds. But only
implantation of carbon was observed, indicating the strong stability of B2O3.

In collaboration with LURE (Laboratoire pour lTJtilisatlon du Rayon-
nement Electromagnetique) valence band measurements on the B4C reference
samples have been performed. The data pointed out a large amount of oxygen
impurities, thus making the interpretation of the data difficult.

In-situ XPS and UPS and ex-situ characterizations (a-step, TEM, IR
absorption) measurements have been performed on BC coatings prepared by
the plasma assisted vapor deposition (PACVD) method using different process
gases.

In the case where different mixtures of diborane (B2H6; diluted in 90%
Helium) and methane (CH4) were used, a correlation of the incorporated boron
in the film to the boron content of the used gas composition was clearly
observed. In addition measurements showed that the growth rate of the films
rises with increasing methane content in the process gas.

The XPS data clearly show the formation of B-C bonds in these films. Of
particular interest was the behavior of the films with respect to oxygen. The
oxygen contamination in the coatings varies typically between 0.5 at% and 5
at% and increases in very boron rich coatings. The oxygen contamination is
gettered from the residual gas during the formation of carbidic states, and
does not originate from impurities in the process gas. In fact mass spectra
data, recorded before and after the deposition, showed a significant decrease
in the partial pressure of oxygen and water, up to a factor of four after the
PACVD process.

Using trimethylboron (B(CH3)3) we found the same boron enrichment
in the films as with the corresponding gas mixture. However only small
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amounts of oxygen are incorporated and the growth rate increased typically
by a factor of two compared to films prepared in diborane and methane.

b) Silicon carbide films

a:Si/C:H coatings prepared in TEXTOR have been characterized. The
composition of the coatings was determined to be Si:C:O = 48:43:9 (in at%).
The data showed clearly the presence of carbidic bonds. In addition Si-C-O
coatings have been prepared by reactive sputtering of a SiC target using argon
and oxygen as sputtering gases. The oxygen content was varied by varying the
amount of oxygen in the sputtering gas. We observed the formation of SIO2 for
argon to O2 ratios less than 40. X-ray diffraction on a thick sample showed
the amorphous structure of the film, even after sample heating up to 800 °C.

The main part of these investigations has been made at the University
of Basel and in the frame of the newly started collaboration with the Genie
atomique at the EPFL.

Collaboration between the CRPP at the EPFL and TEXTOR, in particular
with the group of Prof. Uhleribusch and Dr. Winter, was based mainly on the
topic of the silicon coatings as wall conditioning techniques in fusion research
devices. This fruitful collaboration lead to the common experiments of the first
application of silicon containing films in a Tokamak.

6.2 Equilibrium and stability of tokamak configurations with an
internal or external separatrix

In collaboration with L.M. Degtyarev, A. Martynov, S. Medvedev -
Keldysh Institute of Applied Mathematics, Moscow, Russia and R. Gruber,
CSCS, Manno, Switzerland

The theoretical studies of ideal MHD equilibrium and linear stability in
axisymmetric tokamak plasmas have almost become a routine work, although
some effects, like high elongation or shaping of the cross section, still need to
be Investigated. However, very little is known of plasmas with internal or
external separatrices.

As the most performing tokamaks in operation today and those planned
in the future such as ITER have external separatrices, it is urgent to fill a gap
in our theoretical understanding in this domain. Also, the TCV tokamak in
Lausanne could be used to investigate alternate concepts of confinement such
as doublet configurations. Thus, there is a real need to have a theoretical
support for the study of such magnetic confinement configurations.

Those were the reasons that motivated us to establish a collaboration
with the Keldysh Institute of Applied Mathematics in Moscow. A contract has
been signed between the two institutes, under the terms of which a package
of MHD equilibrium and stability codes is to be developped with an appropriate
treatment of the internal or external separatrix. This collaboration was started
in October 1992 and will last at least until December 1993. The general
objective of this project is to determine the operational space of these
configurations allowed by ideal MHD constraints, including kink, ballooning
and vertical stability. An equilibrium code for doublet configurations has
already been written and tested. The code can perform automatic ballooning
optimization of the pressure profile. Work is going on with the development of
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a global stability code for doublet configurations.

6.3 Improvement of actuators and control system for the
servomanipulator MASCOT-4

S. Colombi - LEI/EPFL and JET, Article 14 Contract

The JET remote handling equipment is operator controlled from a
control room. The principal remote handling devices to substitute manual
intervention are Mascot force-reflecting servomanipulators which can either
position automatic tools developed for particular tasks or use compatible
conventional tools. The servomanipulators are positioned where desired by
large transporters : the articulated boom for work inside the vessel and the
crane-mounted articulated arm (TARM) for work on the outside.

The main feature of a bilateral Master-Slave force-reflecting
servomanipulator is its «transparency», i.e. the operator virtually has to feel as
if his own hands were extended to the Slave on the spot of remote operation,
i.e. inside a radioactive environment. Ideally the force and position imposed
by the operator on the Master unit would be equal to that imposed by the Slave
on the object handled. To obtain this stringent requirement, sensitivity,
precision, stiffness, low inertia and friction reflected, as well as low thermal
losses and compactness needed for easy access, must be achieved.

In the context of improving the actuators and control system of the
MASCOT-4 for servomanipulator, two main targets are pursued. The first is
to reduce the thermal losses of the motors used in the Mascot 4 servomanipulator
by improving the control algorithms. This should allow the removal of the
water cooling, always difficult inside the vessel. The second target is the study
of new actuators and control algorithms in order to build a new servomanipulator
as sensitive as Mascot4, but more powerful and cheaper.

In 1991. new control algorithms have been developed and implemented
on Mascot 4 at JET with a reduction of 25 % on the thermal losses. Also, a
servomanipulator test bench using brushless DC motors has been built at
EPFL [C40].

In 1992, the control algorithms for the full compensation of the parasitic
torques of the brushless DC motors have been developed. This allowed full
advantage to be taken of the remarkable features of these actuators. In
particular, by extrapolating the results obtained on the test bench built at
EPFL, we can postulate some characteristics for the Slave arm of the complete
servomanipulator.

Maximal load = 41 kg
Continuous load > 20 kg
Sensitivity = 70 g
Bandwidth > 70 Hz (40Hz)
Stiffness (constant) > 3.5 kg/mm (1,3 kg/mm) at the wrist

where the values in brackets keep into account the inertia and the compliance
of the arm which considerably limit the bandwidth and the stiffness. Comparing
the above data with the «State of art» manipulators (e.g. Mascot) it can be
concluded that compensated brushless DC motors lend themselves to build
a servomanipulator with similar static sensitivity and remarkably improved
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stiffness, dynairic sensitivity, load capacity and cost. A consequence of these
very promising results is a future cooperation with ENEA (I) in the context of
the TELEMAN5 program, in order to test the developed algorithms on a real
manipulator.

6.4 Collaborations and agreements

Secondment contracts ("Mobility)

Irradiation experiment on PIREXE Accelerator for MAT-7.3
M.B. Singh, M. Eldrup, A. Horsewell, N.J. Pedersen from the Ris5 Nat. Lab.
15.06.90 - 15.06.91 - PSI

Irradiation experiment on PIREX U Accelerator for MAT-7.3
M.B. Singh, M. Eldrup, A. Horsewell, N.J. Pedersen, P. Toft, B.F. Olsen from
the Riso Nat. Lab.
16.06.91 - 15.06.92 - PSI

Construction of a resistive, toroidal full-MHD-Code
A. Bondeson at Frascati [I)
27.01.91 -08.02.91
G. Vlad on visit from Frascati (I)
02. - 14.12.91

Equilibrium and stability codes development
R. Pacagnella on visit from CNR Padova (I)
01.03.91-31.05.91

X-ray diagnostic
P. Amorin on visit from 1ST - Lisbon (P)
02.02.91 - 02.03.91

Electron cyclotron maser with axial initial electron velocity
J.L. Vomvoridis on visit from the Technical Univ. Athens (G)
01.07.91 -31.10.91

JET agreements

Agreement No. 375
Study of the stability of the m=l mode based on JET experimental data using
theoretical tools developed in the course of his Ph,D. studies at CRPP
H. Lutjens
15.02.92 - 20.04.92

Agreement No. 379
Assist in developing and applying unfolding technics for interpretation of Li-
Beam systems; assist with Li-Beam hardware {inch optical system)
ZA Pietrzyk
09. - 14.02.92 + 01.08.92 - 01.11.92

Article 14

Improvement of actuators and control system for Mascot IV
December 1990 - May 1992
S. Colombi from LEI/EPFL visiting JET
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10. - 23.04.91 + 01. - 13.07.91 + 02. - 14.09.91 + 15. - 18.10.91 + 18. -
23.02.92 + 23. - 30.04.92

Collaborations

Plasma diagnostics for the TCV tokamak
Collaboration between the Inst. of Plasma Physics, Academy of Sciences,
Praha, Czechoslovakia and CRPP
February 1992 - December 1993

Afeasibility study of third harmonic generation of high-power millimeter wave
radiation in molecular gases based on multiphoton transitions between purely
rotational levels
Collaboration between theDept. of Physics, Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh
and CRPP
July 1991 - December 1991

Plasma wall interaction
Collaboration between University of Basel, the TEXTOR group and CRPP

Software License Agreement

Vista Control Systems, Inc., Los Alamos

The two tokamak temas have decided to pool their efforts in the sphere of non-
circular tokamak operation
MIT - Alcator C-Mod team

Performance of experiments on a quasi-optical gyrotron with a sheet electron
beam
Physical Sciences Inc., Alexandria, VA, U.S-A.

Development and computational techniques and codes for computer simulation
ofmagnetohydrodynamics of toroidal plasmas
Keldyshlnst. of Applied Mathematics of the USSR Academy of Sciences -1991

Ideal MHD equilibrium and stability of 3D plasma configurations
Keldyshlnst. of Applied Mathematics of the USSR Academy of Sciences -1992

Ideal MHD equilibrium and stability of HER and TCV, including X-potnts
Keldyshlnst. of Applied Mathematics of the USSRAcademy of Sciences -1992

Advises for the purchase of alternators for their tokamak
CIEMAT - Madrid - December 1991 - March 1992

Cooperation agreement with the Max-Planck-Institut of Plasma Physics

NET Assignement Agreements

Magnets design unit
P. Bruzzone from Cupromet AG, Wadenswil to IPP, Garching
01.C -32 - 31.07.93

Fuel cycle design unit
P. Iseli from Sulzer Bros., Ltd to IPP, Garching
01.01.92 - 30.09.92
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BUILDINGS

7.1 Extension Building

The buildings sheltering the TCV tokamak and the flywheel generator
are shown on Fig. 53. A lay-out of the TCV implentation in the confined area
is presented in Fig. 54.

In 1991, the civil engineering for the extension to the TCV hall has been
started. The hall has been enlarged by 15"000 additional cubic meters in order
to house the future TCV plasma heating system.

Laying of the building foundations was started in Spring 1991. By the
end of 1991, the civil engineering was complete and the internal fitting has
been started and completed during 1992. The provisional wall between TCV
hall and the extension hall was removed end of October and the new hall was
handed over to the CRPP at the end of the year 92.

7.2 New building for the CRPP

The main part of the CRPP activities are still housed in a building in
Lausanne, approximatively 10 km away from the EPFL site in Ecublens. The
erection, in Ecublens, of the halls which are dedicated to the CRPP has been
started early in 1992.Thenewbuildingwillhousethegyrotron test installation,
the divers plasma deposition experiments, the laser diagnostics development
laboratories, as well as the mechanics, electronics and electrotechnics
workshops. The surface of the building will be about 2000m2 and its volume
37"000 m3.

Fig. 53: TCV Hall and flywheel
generator building
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Fig. 54: TCV and 39 GHz gyrotron implantation
lay-out in ihe confined area of the tokamak
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8 FUSION TECHNOLOGY (PSI)

8.1 SULTAN III

8.1.1 Introduction

An important task in the area of fusion technology is the development
of toroidal magnet systems with superconducting coils. These coils, with a
bore of about 8 m x 11 m generating a maximum field of 10 - 12 T, will have
to be highly reliable in Tokamak environments at a stored energy level of tens
of Gigajoules.

In order to provide a facility which is able to investigate the electrical
properties of potential full size conductor «candidates,» the existing high field
test facility SULTAN II at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) was upgraded as a
part of the Europeanfusion technology program, theNET-project (NextEwopean
Torus). The modification of the test facility was carried out as a common
venture by the two laboratories ENEA (Italy) and PSI (Switzerland) at the PSI
site in Villigen [a, b, PSI 11]. The new split coil magnet system SULTAN in
allows radial access of samples to the high field center region, and permits the
testing of full size NET/ITER conductors. The facility is equipped with an unit
which permits sample insertion and removal without warming up the coils Ic].
This unit contains a 50 kA superconducting transformerforsupplying current
to the sample. For the investigation of steady state performance, and stability
of practical superconductors under nominal and limiting conditions, SULTAN
III provides the following parameter ranges:

- magnetic field: 0 - 11.5 T
- current: 0 -50 kA
- cooling: 4.5 - 6.5 K

b )

8.1.2 Split Coil System

SULTAN III consists of six
superconducting coils arranged in
two sets. Each set of coils is made
of three concentrically mounted
solenoid magnets. In order to
withstand axial compressive forces
they are separated by a system of
central flanges and two large
semicircular spacers, leaving a
vertical sample shaft of 94 mm x
156 mm cross-section and a length
of 2.1 m for the sample holder of
the test conductor loop. The coil
system of SULTAN III is
symmetrically arranged with res-
pect to the vertical mid-plane, as it
is shown in Fig. 55.

The magnet system has a stainless steel lined inner bore of 0.58 m.
Special clamps press the inner (12 T) coils against the central flanges. The 12

Fif55: Arrangementofsplit
coils for S U L T A N I n - *
Aare, b: Berg
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Fig. 56: Assembly of the second
half coil and spacer

T coils, as well as the two intermediate (9 T) coils, all
designed by PSI, are layerwlse wound Nb3Sn coils
cooled by forced flow supercritical helium. The two
outermost (6 T) magnets, designed by ENEA, are
each built of twenty double pancakes of NbTi
conductor. Two stainless steel protective cylinders
(thickness 1 cm) are inserted between the 6 T and
the 9 T coils in order to minimize dangerous
interference (e.g. radial movements of pancakes in
the 6 T coils due to Lorentz force induced expansion
of the 9 T coils).

In 1991 the magnets and the cryogenic system
were installed in 30 m^ vacuum tank, which is
internally covered by a 80 K gas cooled copper
shield. The assembly of the second half-coil and the
large spacer - which took place in December 1991
- is shown in Fig. 56.

8.1.3 Conductor concept

The work on A15 conductor development began
at PSI in 1982. The aim was to develop the technology
and establish manufacturing capability for a high
current Nb3Sn conductor suitable for use in the
•react and wind» technique. The major concern in
using the «react and wind» technique is the suain
sensitivity of the M^Sn superconductor. Nb3Sn
belongs to a class of superconducting compounds

with A15 crystal structure like VjjGa or Nb3Ge. All these superconductors are
brittle i. e. fracture occurs in the elastic region. When combined into composites
wires with Cu or CuSn matrix, the mechanical properties will improve. Even
though, the strain sensitivity of Nb3Sn places limits on the amount of strain
the filaments can tolerate during conductor and coil fabrication.

PSI was the first of the participating Laboratories to establish the
manufacturing capability for a high current, forced flow Nb3Sn conductor made
by the external diffusion process. This fabrication technique restricted the size
of the basic strand to small diameters. This was considered by the industry
as a drawback and consequently the method was not pursued for future
conductor fabrication. However, the external diffusion process offered the
benefit of proved processing leading to high current densities and by the end
of 1985, 870 meters of conductor for the first Swiss 12 T insert coil had been
fabricated in collaboration with Swiss industry. Upgrading the SULTAN
Facility by split coils required three more conductors and coils which were
fabricated in 1989 and 1991 respectively. All conductors are made by cabling
strands around a rectangular core and reacting the cable prior to the
conductor soldering. After a brief description of the cable production and the
reaction heat treatment, the fabrication of the last two conductors in 1991 will
be presented. The two corresponding coils were wound using conventional
techniques of magnet fabrication.

The PSI conductor concept is based onaflatcableofNb3Sn strands cooled
by forced flow of supercritical helium. This concept can be realized in a
conductor where the components - two cooling tubes, two copper stabilizer
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strips, two reinforcing stainless steel strips and the pre - reacted Nb3Sn cable
- are joined together by soldering (Fig. 57). Table in summarizes the main
characteristics of the strand, cable and conductor.

Nb 1. Level
Stainless Steel Strip

Cu Stabilizer

Cooling Tube

2. Level

Bronze Strip

REACTION

X
SOLDERING

Fig. 57: Design of the PSI
conductor for the 12 T resp.
9 T coil

8.1.4 Superconducting Cable Production

The original conductor concept was based on a one 14 - strand flat cable
made by VAC using the bronze technique. The wires of 1.94 mm contained
50"000 Niobium filaments of 4.2 mm each. During the manufacturing of the
wire, problems were encountered which could not be solved. It was decided to
stop the production and replace the strand by a smaller sise standard wire of
the same company. This lead to a one year delay of the SULTAN III project. The
basic strand of the cable is a 0.65 mm diameter Nb3Sn wire made by the
bronze route. The Niobium - Bronze composite wire containing 6156 3.6 mm
niobium filaments was fabricated by VAC Hanau using the technique of billet
assembly, extrusion and wire drawing.

To obtain the desired critical current, a cable design was made using
98 strands in two cabling stages. The configuration chosen for the first level
was a 7 - strand cable (6 around one) of 1.85 mm diameter. Subsequently the
first level cable produced by VAC was used to build the flat cable. This consists
of 14 subcables twisted around a bronze strip and compacted to a size of 3.54
x 13.7 mm. Approximately 1890 m of flat cable in two lengths have been
successfully produced on a cabling machine at Huber & Suhner Company
(Fig. 58).

8.1.5 Reaction Heat Treatment

In order to gain experience with the heat treatment, about 50 m of the
cable were wound in two layers on a 120 cm diameter inconel drum and
reacted to form Nb3Sn. The test proved that the volume change during Nb3Sn
formation did not produce any detrimental effect on the cable. Subsequently,
each of the two remaining cable lengths were wound in two layers on the 2 m
length drum and heat treated in inert atmosphere. The length of the cable
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increased by ~0.5% due to the convertion of Nb to Nb3Sn. The winding process
onto the heat treatment drum is shown in Fig. 59. Figure 60 shows the welded
vacuum vessel before insertion into the furnace.

Fig. 58: Cabling machine with
rectangular turks head rollers
for calibrating

Fig. 59: Winding process

,„.—-j—• •.

•Bit
8.1.6 Soldering the Conductor Components

A special soldering line, over 40 m long, was built at Brugg Holding. After
passing the straightening rolls, the copper stabilizers and copper tubes enter
a hot water cleaning unit followed by a wet blast cabinet. The pre - tinned
stainless steel strips taken from two payoff spools were cleaned continuously
by alcohol. At this level the reacted Prt^Sn flat cable, still wound on the heat
treatment drum, joins the fabrication line. The components so prepared are
properly positioned, and enter a wave fluxing unit (Fig. 61). Afterpassing a pre-
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Fig. 60: Reaction vacuum
vesselinsertion into furnace

heating unit, the assembly enters awave soldering
station. In this machine the melted led tin solder
is pumped up from a bath to a stationary wave
while the assembly is pulled through this wave.
After the cooling unit the conductor enters a
chamfering unit, then a brushing unit to remove
flux residue and finally an air dryer. The conductor
is pulled by a caterpillar. The take up spool with
horizontal axis had a diameter of 4.5 m.

The cable soldering was finished at a working
speed of about 30 cm/min. During the process
the cable dimensions have been continuously
monitored. The quality of soldering proved to be
satisfactory. The finished conductor is shown in
Fig. 62.

8.1.7 Design and Fabrication of the Coil

Thel2Tinsertcoilas well as the 9 T coil are
layer - wound coils manufactured from a single
length of reacted conductor. The steel reinforced
conductors, based on soldered flat cables of Nb3Sn
strands were cooled by the forced flow of
supercritical helium. The coils were designed to
operate at 6 kA with a peak conductor field of 12
T and 12 kA with a peak conductor field of 9 T
respectively. Table IV summarizes the main
parameters of the coils.

The winding and insulation technique are conventional methods of
magnet fabrication applicable to the «react and wind» concept for large coils
in fusion experiments. The major concern in using this technique is the strain
sensitivity of the Nb3Sn conductor. This places limits on the amount of strain

Fig. 61: Positioning the
components in the
soldering line before
entering the preheating
unit
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the filaments can tolerate during coil construction and operation.

Fig. 62: Nb3Sn conductor for
the 9 T coil

The 12 T coil required 754 m of conductor. In a continuous process at
Brugg Corporation, while being unrolled from the payoflF spool, the conductor
was cleaned by sandblasting, insulated by being wrapped in glass fibre tape,
and then wound in layers onto a G-l 1 coil former. Space was kept free at one
end for a single pancake which was wound subsequently (Fig. 63). This
winding concept allows fresh helium to be introduced into the high field region
by the shortest route. In the innermost layer, where the magnetic field is
highest, two carbon glass resistors for temperature monitoring were attached.
As a final step the coil, fitted with filler pieces and provided with G-11 flanges,
was impregnated with resin in vacuum in order to minimize mechanical
disturbances during operation.

Fig. 63: Winding the first
layer of the 12 T coil. On the
bottom, the storage spool
with the conductor foreseen
for the pancake
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Fig. 64: The impregnated 12 T coil

The layer wound 9 T coil required 892 m of conductor. Due to the higher
Lorentz force acting on the 9 T coil, the conductor has thicker steel strips. The
coil was wound in the same winding line as used for the 12 T coil but no
combination of pancake and layer winding was employed. The impregnated 9
T coil is shown in Fig. 64.

8.1.8 Cryogenic System

The cryogenic system of SULTAN m consists of the following major parts:

a SULZER helium refrigerator (cooling power: 1200 W at 4.7 K and
6000W at 85 K)
2 helium transfer lines
30 m3 vacuum vessel with 80 K shield
cooling circuit for the magnet system, including a LHe-cryostat equipped
with 12 heat exchangers working at 4.4 K
cooling circuit for the sample insert, including LHe-cryostat with 8 heat
exchangers
8 gas-cooled current leads working at 4.4 K: 2 x 12 kA, 2 x 6 kA, 2 x
4.5 kA for the magnets and 2 x 200 A for the transformer
a programmable logic controller (PLC) using 330 input/output channels
and 15 control circuits
a data acquisition and a visualization system

All magnets, and the components of the sample insert are cooled byforced flow
supercritical helium, except the 6 T coils which can alternatively be cooled
with 2-phase helium. Figigure 65 shows the simplified flow chart for the
magnet system of SULTAN III. Since the central flanges and the spacers have
a mass of about 6.3 t they are cooled directly.

During cool-down and warm-up all magnets are cooled in parallel in
order to supply as much coolant as possible (up to 10 g/s). The inlet pressure
is 10 bar. Above 100 K thermal stresses resulting from temperature gradients
across the coils have to be limited by controlling the helium inlet temperature
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in such a way that the temperature difference between magnet inlets and
outlets does not exceed 50 K. For this purpose the PLC measures continuously
the temperature gradients across all coils, and consequently adjusts the
helium inlet temperature by controlling two mixing valves, which are supplied
with helium at 4.5 K and 300 K respectively. In August/September 1991 the
control system was successfully tested during a first cool-down. At that time
only one half-coil was installed in the vacuum tank. Within 26 days the magnet
system was cooled down from 300 K to 4.5 K, as shown in Fig. 66.

Fig. 65: Simplified flow
chart of SULTAN IH

waim helium ]

S7
cold helium '['helium

return line
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Fig. 66: Magnet temperature
during the first cool-down
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During operation, the two magnets of the same kind remain connected
in parallel. The three pairs of magnets are cooled in series with a maximum
total flow of 7 g/s. The helium is re-cooled to 4.5 Kby heat exchangers before
entering the next magnet. In order to ensure good efficiency of the heat
exchangers the PLC has to keep the liquid helium level constant in the HEX
cryostat.
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The magnet system is equipped with 34 low temperature sensors (CGR
and CLTS) mounted inside the helium pipes in order to provide reliable
temperature measurements.

8.1.9 Sample Insertion Unit

In order to reach high repetition rates for sample measurements in
SULTAN III, a special sample insertion unit has been built to allow vertical
sample insertion without wanning up the whole magnet system. This unit
consists of a telescope-like movable cowl placed on top of the facility, a
superconducting transformer, and the test sample (see Fig. 67). The latter
consists of two straight conductors, each 3.71 m long, which are parallel and
clamped tightly together by the sample holder. They are short circuited at the
lower end. This insertion unit has a separate vacuum container and cryogenic
system permitting changing of the sample without interference to the magnet
cooling system. This design allows for a sample changing time of a few hours.

1: Superconducting
transformer

2: Current connection
3: Test sample
4: Telescopic cowl
5: Vacuum shutter
6: 80K Shield
7: Vacuum vessel
8: Bellow
9: Sample shaft

10: Superconducting
magnets

11: Magnet bore

Solid lines: sample removed
Dashed lines: sample inserted

Fig. 67: Schematic view of
the sample insertion unit

To remove the sample, the transformer together with the sample is lifted
by crane. During this process, the transformer and the sample are kept in a
helium atmosphere by the telescopic cowl. When the sample is completely
outside the tank, the vacuum container is closed off by a large vacuum-tight
shutter, which is placed just above the SULTAN vessel, and the vacuum
container can then be evacuated. The cylinders of the telescope cowl can now
be lifted to allow access to the sample for dismounting.
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The superconducting transformer mounted on top of the sample was
tested successfully in 1989. Operated by a 200 A bipolar power supply, this
device produces a sample current of up to 50 kA. The big advantage of using
a superconducting transformer instead of a conventional 50 kA power supply
is that the heat input by the 200 A current leads of the transformer are much
lower as of the 50 kA leads.

The separate cryogenic system of the sample insertion unit allows forced
flow cooling of the samples with 3 g/s - 10 g/s supercritical helium of 4.5 K
- 7.0 K, regardless of the magnet cooling system.

Table III: Main characteristics of
conductor

Strand
Diameter
Filament number
Filament size
CuSn: Mb
Flat cable

Total length
50 m Prototype

850 m 12 T coil
990 m 9 T coil

Dimensions
Superconducting strand number
Bronze core dimensions
Pitch lengths 1. level

2. level

Conductor

Operating current
Overall dimensions [mm]
Material cross-sections [mm2]

Superconducting strand
Copper
Steel
Solder
Helium
Insulation

0.65 [mm]
6156
3.6 [mm]
3.1 : 1

1890 m

3.54 x 13.7 [mm]
1 + 6 x 14
10.2 x 0.4 [mm]
20 mm
117 mm

9_T 12 T

12 000 [A] 6000 [A]
27 x 10.3 26.1x7.6

32.5 32.5
81.2 71.0
94.7 35.7
18.9 18.9
25.1 20.4
25.6 19.9
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Superconducting material
Winding type
Winding inner radius
Winding outer radius
Winding package length
Conductor length
Number of layers
Number of turns per layer
Total number of turns

Operating current
Overall current density
Max. field on conductor
Self inductance
Stored energy

[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[ml
I—1
M
1-1

IkA]
[A/mm2]
m
ImH]
IMJ]

6 T

NbTi
pancake
655.7
995.8
658.5
4500

8600

4.5
17.3
6
1505
15.2

9 T

Nb3Sn
layer
531.5
634.5
6 7 8
8 9 2
10
2 4
2 4 0

12
41.2
8.8
6 0
4 .4

12 T coils

Nb3Sn
hybrid*
3 0 4
503/502
341.5
754/745
25/21
12/14
299/294

6
26.4/26.1
12
58/52
1.1 Table IV: Coil characteristics

* hybrid winding type is a combination
between layerwise and pancake winding

8.1.10 Installation and Cooldown

Fabrication of the last two coils being
delayed by difficulties in Nb3Sn strand
delivery, the first half of the split coil system
was completely installed and cryogenicaBy
tested in 1991. Basic cooling operation could
be successfully checked in the first half and
relevant control parameters couldbe adjusted
in preparation of the automatic system
operation. In the meantime fabrication and
preassembly of the other coils could be
finished, changes in sample space - requested
by the NET-team - couldbe taken care of, and
finally, installation of the second half of the
six coils of SULTAN could be finished in April
92. Considerable amount ofworkwasrequired
for the numerous NbTi connections between
individual coils and between coils and current-
leads and the adequate in situ insulation of
the high current connections. While the
sample insertion unit had to be changed due
to NET-requirements concerning sample
connections, cooldown of the SULTAN
background system could be started early
April 92.

Limited by the boundary condition of
50 K maximum gradient on the coil system, the coils are first cooled all in
parallel by a temperature regulated inflow of He gas. The temperature at the

Fig. 68: General view of the
SULTAN m test facility.
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input is adjusted by controlled mixing of cold and room temperature Helium.
The restriction on the coil temperature gradient is substantially influencing
the cooldown-rate, resulting in a total cooldown-time of about 30 days.

On the whole, however, the cooldown procedure was smooth and
predictable. Automatic switching to series-cooling of the subsystems and
steady s tate cooling conditions with liquid-level-controlled power optimisation
proved lo be reliable and was used during the entire test period.

8.1.11 Test of Magnet System

The electrical testing of the magnet system started in May 92. After
adjusting the quench detectors each coil was ramped separately to its
operating current which is 4.7 kA for the outer coils, 12 kA for the middle and
6 kA for the inner coils. In a second step, all coils were simultaneously
energized to their full operating level, in a few steps again without quenches.
While the middle and toner coils were operated at the same currents as during
the single-coil tests, the operating current of the outer coils could be increased
to 4.9 kA. At this level, the current in the coils was kept constant for about one
hour. All coils showed stable operation at the design current.

The last step In testing was to energize the middle and inner coils beyond
the design currents while the outer coil was kept constant at 4.9 kA. At this
operation level, the coil system provided a central field of 11.2 T. with a peak
conductor field of 9.3 T at the middle coil and 12.3 T at the inner coil.

8.1.12 Conductor Testing

The first conductor to be tested in the SULTAN III Facility was a CEA
NbTi prototype conductor for the PF coils of NET. This Is a forced flow cable-
in-conduit conductor designed to carry 40 kA at UTand 1.8 K 5. In a previous
test the current carrying capability of the short circuited secondary was
determined to be 50 kA 4.

Each conductor piece of the delivered test conductor assembly was
equipped with a number of diagnostic sensors. For critical current
measurements, four voltage taps with a separation of 33 cm were placed
symmetrically across the specimen exposed to the high field region. The
absolute temperature of the test samples was measured with carbon-glass
resistors (CGR) attached to the steel jacket, and Hall-probes were used to
check the magnetic field.

Before starting Ic measurements, the total resistance of the joints In the
secondary was determined by measuring the current decay in the secondary
circuit. The time constant was evaluated to be 5760 s yielding a resistance of
2.4 10"9.

Critical current measurements were performed as a function of
background field and conductor temperature. At a preset value of background
field, a current was induced in the test sample by charging the primary coil.
25 runs were made at different values of B and T. At elevated temperature, the
sample temperature was stable within +/- 0.01 K. The delay between
switching on the heater current and reaching steady state condition was less
than 5 minutes. The ̂  data were obtained by recording the integrated Rogowski
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coil voltage and monitoring the development of voltage across the taps pair
centered around Bm^. The current induced in the test sample during magnet
ramp was cancelled by heating the secondary conductor above Tc before each
measurement. Fig. 69 shows the gradual onset of resistivity in the test sample,
as expected in the current sharing region, followed by a quench. The measured
quench current was 18.4 kA at 9.0 T and 4.44 K. An electric field of 0.25 V/
cm was detected before the conductor quenched.

Conductor ture

jSgecimen a
Voltage~"across

1UPV central taps

3ample| current;

! :

The next conductor to be tested was a Nb3Sn conductor made by CEA.
This prototype conductor also based on the cable-in-conduit concept has been
manufactured within the scope of the development work carried out for the
ITER central solenoid and toroidal field coils. With this conductor more than
20 critical current measurements have been performed in the current ramp
mode at a given temperature and in the temperature ramp mode at a given
current. In a 1 IT background field and at a temperature of 6. IK a 49.5 kA
current was maintained with a voltage of only 0.1 mV/cm. A Nb3Sn conductor
manufactured by LMI is waiting to be tested next.

The main testing capability features of the SULTAN III facility are
summarized in Table V.

Fig. 69: Sample current
(measured by the Hall-probes),
voltages and temperatures
recorded during Run* 17
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Table V: SULTAN facility main
testing capability features

Available radial access
Sample configuration
Sample length
Simple current
Background field
High field region
Sample condition

- temperature
- massflow rate
- inlet pressure

Number of sensors (T, p, m, B)

94 x 144 mm2
straight
3.6 m a

50 kA
11.2 T

580 mm

4.5 - 6.5 K b

0.75 - 10 g/s
4.5 - 10 bar c

2 7

a
b
c

including the upper joints
T 4.5 K requires 1.5 - 2.5 g/s
depending on the used m

8.1.13 Conclusion and Outlook

The successful first run of measurements on a full size fusion dedicated
conductor is obviously the best proof of SULTAN to be ready for operation at
the specified and designed conditions. We would like to emphasize, that the
ND3S11 background high-field coils are all made by the «react & wind*
technique, two of them carrying operating current in excess of 10 kA at a
current density of about 40 Amm-2. Their design was originally proposed for
TF coils and is now confirmed to be feasible. We would also like to point out,
that with its extremely quick sample change capability and automatic
operation, SULTAN is open for non fusion oriented conductor tests under
certain conditions, albeit further 1TER conductor tests are envisaged at
highest priority. Forthese tests upgrading of the facility presently planned will
include single pulse AC capability and field enhancement by iron inserts.

8.2 PIREX GROUP

8.2.1 The PIREX facility

Upon the completion of the upgrading of the accelerator during 1990,
the beam at the PIREX facility was restarted in March 1991.

Due to the conditions of operation of the accelerator, the utilization of
the facility was quite irregular in 1991. As the different improvements in the
accelerator were commissioned, the characteristics of the beam delivered
changed and substantial beam development time was needed to produce the
required characteristics of the beam at PIREX.

Two new conditions have strongly reduced the beam time available for
irradiations in PIREX: (i) although PIREX remains a main beam user, a
number of facilities have been installed in the same beam line behind PIREX
and total beam time has to be shared with them, (ii) due to the optimization
of savings in energy costs, the accelerator runs only from February to end of
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September, with February and part of march usually taken over by tuning and
testing of the ring machine. Under these conditions, the number of irradiations
during 1992 were limited and only about one half of the planned irradiations
were performed. It is expected thatthe situation will improve somewhat during
1993 (A total of seventeen irradiation weeks plus 12 separate nights have been
requested).

The following specimens have been irradiated:

Specimen N°
R-91-1
R-91-2
R-91-3
RCF-2
RCF-3
RCF-4
RCF-5
RCF-6
RCF-7
I6T2
I6T3
I6T4
I03T28
I03T29
versch. Proben
versch. Proben

Specimen N°
IO8TO1
I08T02
I08T03
I82TO1
I82T02
I82T03
I06T01
I06T02
I06T03
I06T04
I06T05
I06T06
I06T07
I05T10
IO5T11
IO5T12

Material
Copper
«
«

CuA125
«
«
CuA125

«
Mo-Si
«
«
MANET
«
Si, HPSC
Au, Cu, Fe,

Material
Mo
«
«
Mo-41Re

TZM
«
«
«
«

«

OFHC Cu

•

Type
fatigue
«
»
fatigue
«

fatigue
«

tensile
«
c

tensile
«
flat, 0.8mm

Mo dosimetry

Table I (1991)

Type
tensile
«
«

«
«
«

«
«

«

tensile

«

Table II (1992)

TirrM
693
«
«
693
«
<
623
II

«

723
«
<
523
<
300
«

Tirr[KI
320
320
320
320
320
320
310
320
320
320
700
700
700
310
310
310

Dose Idpa]
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.3
0.3
0.3
1.5
1.5
1 1019p/mm2
4 101 7 p/mm2

Dose [dpa]
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
lO-2

10-2
10-2

8.2.2 The early stages of damage

Since both the fusion neutron and the 600 MeV protons produce recoil
energy spectra with peak energies much higher than those that can be
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attained by present MD calculations, the MARLOWE code, which simulates
displacement cascades in the binary collision approximation, has been
modified to show the evolution of the cascade beyond the collisional phase,
which is well described by this type of calculation. For this purpose, the so
called liquid droplet model (LDM) was developed. Recent MD results have
shown that the center of the cascade, at the end of the collisional phase, can
be thought of as liquid like. In the LDM. the results of MARLOWE at the end
of the collisional phase are transported as thermal energy. By solving the heat
equation, the evolution of the liquid droplet that represents the cascade can
be followed. Results of this model for Cu have been shown to agree with MD
calculations for recoils of up to 25 keV, the highest recoil energy that has been
treated with MD. The model can also predict the threshold energies for
subcascade formation, which are in good agreement with electron microscopy
observations.

A study of the formation of defect clusters from displacement cascades
produced by energetic recoils has been completed. In this research the results
of low dose (10*4 - 1O'2 dpa) irradiations in PIREX have been observed in the
electron microscope and the observed mlcrostructure is discussed in terms of
molecular dynamics and binary collision modeling. The important point here
is that the comparison of the defect structures produced by 600 MeV protons
and those produced by 14 MeV neutrons show that they are similar in type and
number density.

8.2.3 MANET 5

8.2.3.1 The Pre-and Postirradiation Mechanical Properties of the MANET
steel

The irradiation matrix for doses up to 1 dpa was concluded in 1990. The
corresponding testing matrix was completed during 1991. The main results
and conclusions are as follows:

a) The use of the beam wobbler produces a uniform dose distribution in the
specimens.

b) Radiation hardening is observed for irradiation temperatures up to 430
°C. The specimens irradiated at 90 °C to 1 dpa show a 77 % increase in
yield strength over that of the nonlrradiated material. This hardening
rate is stronger than that observed with fission neutrons.

c) The dynamic strain ageing observed in the unirradiated material is
strongly reduced by irradiation.

d) The radiation hardening can be annealed out at temperatures higher
than the irradiation temperature or by cyclic plastic deformation.

e) In terms of the plastic range, the fatigue life is reduced by a factor often
after an irradiation to 1 dpa.

f) Both transmission and scanning electron microscopy resolve no
observable changes in the microstructure after irradiations up to 1 dpa.
The fracture mode remains transgranular and ductile.

g) Helium measurements show a helium production rate of 105 appm/
dpa.

8.2.3.2 In beam testing of the MANET 2 steel

The planned in-beam testing with the new irradiation head could not be
performed due to lack of irradiation time in 1992. The irradiation head itself
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is ready to be commissioned in beam and the necessary specimens are already
available. It is expected that the first irradiations will take place in the first
semester of 1993.

8.2.4 Task PDS 1-2: Mo and Mo-alloys

The tensile testing of the nonirradiated Mo and the Mo-alloys has led to
the definition of the type of surface finishing and overall specimen machining
that are necessary to obtain systematic results. The conditions in the subsize
PIREX specimens are particularly critical because of the reduced thickness of
the specimens. With the established conditions, it is possible at present to
reproduce the ductility of bulk specimens.

A tensile test matrix as a function of temperature in the non irradiated
pure Mo and the TZM alloy has been performed. Even after modification of the
initial treatment, the elongations are below 10 %.

Results of the tensile testing of the TZM alloy show that, in general, the
TZM is more ductile, but its strength is lower than that of molybdenum at
testing temperatures below 650 °C. This results reflect the fact that the heat
treatment of the TZM has not been optimized.

The microstructure of the pure Mo shows small grains or cells of about
2 (jm diameter.The microstructure of the TZM tested has not yet been fully
characterized.

Because of their radioactivity, the irradiated specimens needed cooling
times of at least three months. The measurements of dose distribution are
being performed at present. It is expected that, as was indicated in the task
schedule, the mechanical testing on the irradiated specimens will be started
in December 1992.

It should be remarked that, although not included in this task, irradiations
and tests on Mo and Mo-5Re single crystals have been planned in order to
study the radiation embrittlement in these type ofmaterialsfromafundamental
point of view. Both types of single crystals have been prepared and irradiations
are planned in 1993.

8.2.5 Task LAM 3

After the decision taken early in 1992 that no new alloys should be
developed within this task but that rather a steel already tested in the program
should be irradiated, considerable time was dedicated to finding a steel which
was available in sufficient quantities. Agreement has been reached now with
Kf Karlsruhe, within which they will provide a sufficient amount of the CeTa
type steel (9Cr-WTiCeTa).

In parallel with the development of this task, a request on low activation
ferritic/martensitic steels was presented the Swiss Schwerpunkt
Werkstofforschung Programme in collaboration with Sulzer Innotec and the
EPF Lausanne. The proposal has now been accepted. It is planned that Sulzer
will prepare a - 25kg. cast of the CeTa steel of a composition that will be agreed
with KfK in December 1992. The cast will then be used for further testing and
irradiations at both laboratories.
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Neutron irradiations are programmed to start in April 1992 in a STYLO
type irradiation rig in the SAPH1R reactor in PSI. The first irradiation cycle (-
0.5 dpa) should be completed by end of 1993.

8.2.6 Dosimetry

Initial attempts at PSI to measure the transmutation elements produced
by irradiations with either intermediate energy protons or spallation neutrons
were based on a Total Reflection X-Ray Florescence Spectrometer (TXRFS)
built at PSI and which had been used earlier with conventional X-ray sources.
These preliminary measurements showed that the detection limits were still
high, i.e. larger than 100 ppm Ni (Z=28) in a Cu (Z=29) matrix. Moreover, when
the matrix element was chemically extracted, it was observed that the relative
concentration of several other transmutation elements was modified.

A new method has now been developed, which uses the TXFRS in
conjunction with synchrotron radiation (SR). By tuning the SR beam, the
energy can be set just below the K or eventually the LIII shell binding energy
of the matrix element. In this fashion, the intense peak from the matrix
element is eliminated. Another advantage is the high excitation cross section
of the elements below the matrix element. Results of measurements performed
on the 10-2 beam line in the Stanford SR Laboratory (USA) on V, Fe, Co, Ni,
Cu, Mo, Ag, W, Pt and Au irradiated with 600 and 750 MeV protons and with
spallation neutrons from the source at LAMPF, show that detection limits of
the order of 1 ppm. are attainable. Further measurements are being analyzed
at present and compared to the code calculations.

8.2.7 Other activities

Dr. M. Victoria participated in the IEA Workshop on ferritic/martensitic
steels held in Tokyo, Japan in October 22-28, where a review of the research
performed in European laboratories on the effects of He on the mechanical
properties of these type of steels was presented.

The Fifth International Workshop organized jointly by B. Singh and A.
Horsewell of Riso National Laboratory and M. Victoria and D. Gavillet from PSI
took place in Montreux, Switzerland from the 14th to the 20th of October. It
dealt with the «Time dependence of radiation damage and its impact on
material properties*. Some 43 scientists from USA, Japan and Europe
participated. The proceedings will be published in J. Nucl Mater, during 1993.
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9 MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES WITHIN THE ASSOCIATION

a) Management of the Association

The Swiss-Euratom Association is directed by a Steering Committee
comprised of:

A. Heym (CRPP) Ch. Maisonnier (EC)
A. Schwab (EPFL) H.Bruhns (EC)
F. Troyon (CRPP) J . Darvas (EC)
P. Zinsli (OFES) (untilJuly 1992) P. Kind (EC)
L. de Faveri (OFES) (since July 1992)
G. Vecsey (PSI)
M. Victoria (PSI)
M.Q. Tran (CRPP)

b) Swiss Participation in Committies of the European Programme

a) Consulting Committee of the Fusion Programme (CCFP)

P. Zinsli (OFES)
F. Troyon (CRPP)
+ member of the Mission Suisse in Brussels

The CCFP is assisted by permanent sub-committees which report to It,
some consisting of official representatives of each country and some with a
reduced «ad personam* participation. They are:

CCFP-Programme Committee which supervises the general physics
programme:
A. Heym (CRPP)
M.Q. Tran (CRPP)

Fusion Technology Steering Committee-Planning (FTSC-P) and Fusion
Technology Steering Committee-Implementation (FTSC-I)

F. Troyon (CRPP) (member)
G. Vecsey (PSI) (Swiss association representative)

ITER Technical Advisory Committee (ad-personam)
F. Troyon

Electron Cyclotron Wave (ECW) Coordinating Committee
F. Troyon (CRPP) (Chairman)
M.Q.. Tran (CRPP)

Swiss activities in plasma-wall interactions
Ch. Hollenstein (CRPP)

IEATextor Executive Committee
Ch. Hollenstein

JET Council (JET-C)
F. Troyon (CRPP)
P. Zinsli (OFES)
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JET Scientific Council (JET-SC)
F. Troyon (CRPP) President until June 30, 1992
F. Hofmann (CRPP) since July 1992 ad-personam member

JET Executive Committee (JET-EC)
A. Heym (CRPP)
P. Zinsli (OFES).

Besides these permanent committees. Ad-hoc Groups (AHG) are formed
to examine all the proposals made in the framework of the fusion programme
which sollicits a priority financial support or which raise fundamental
strategic issues. la the field of its expertise, the CRPP participates In these
AHGs which demand in certain cases an important scientific and technical
involvment of the designated members. The CRPP members have participated
In the following AHGs :

F. Troyon
Culham Laboratory, Culham, G.B., January 1991
Ad-Hoc Expert Group on General Physics

F.Hofinann
Max-Planck-InstftutnirPlasrnaphysik-NETTeam, Garching, F.R.G., January
1991, 2nd Ad-Hoc Expert Group on System Engineering

A. Cooper
Max-Planck Institut fur Plasmaphysik, Garching/Munich, F.R.G., February
1991, Wendelstein VII-XAd Hoc Sub-Group - Operational Range & Flexibility

A. Cooper
Max-Planck Institut fur Plasmaphysik, Garching/Munich, F.R.G., April and
June 1991, Ad-hoc Group Meeting on Wendelstein VII-X

A. Pochelan
Max-Planck Institut fur Plasmaphysik, Garching/Munich, F.R.G., July 1991
- Application for Preferential Support. Phase II for «2MW 140GHz ECRH on
Wendelstein VH-AS»

M.R. Siegrist
Culham Laboratory, Abingdon. G.-B., November 1992
ITER diagnostic Ad Hoc Group

The scientific involvment of the CRPP in the European community
encompasses its participation In other committees and societies.

A.Pochelon
Ecole Polytechnique, Palaiseau, France, janvier 1991
Reunion du Comite Scientlfique du GDRNo. 135 (Groupement de Recherche)
•Plasmas Chauds de la Fusion par Confinement Magnetique»

K. Appert, Editor of Plasma Physics & Controlled Fusion, 1991

M.R Siegrist, Editorial Board of the European Journal «Europhysics News»

Ch. Hollensteln , member of the Swiss Vacuum Society Comittee

M.Q. Tran, secretary in the Advisory Panel on New Techniques for Particle
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Acceleration of lTSCFA (European Committee for Future Accelerators)

F. Troyon, OFE (Office Federal de rEnergie) Commission for the coordination
of the Swiss Energetic Research (CORE)

J. Vaclavik, scientific secretary in the 1992 Joint Varenna - Lausanne
Workshop and editor of the proceedings

M.Q. Tran , organised the 16th International Conference on Infrared and
Millimeter Waves held in Lausanne in August 26 - 30, 1991.

M.R Siegrist, M.Q. Tran, T.M. Tran, editors of the proceedings of thel6th
International Conference on Infrared and Millimeter Waves held in Lausanne
in August 26 - 30, 1991.

Some CRPP members are also involved in commissions of the Ecole
Polytechnique Federate de Lausanne.

Commission dlnformatique (CI)
K. Appert

Commission d'informatlque Technique (C1T)
O. Sauter until summer 92
S. Bernel since summer 92

Commission de Recherche of the Physics Department
M.R Siegrist

Association du corps tntermedialre of the EPFL
A. Jaun, president

Comission de Presse et dlnformation (CPI)
P.J. Paris

Editorial Board of the «Flash Informatique» Review
P.J. Paris

AVCP (Association Vaudoise des Chercheurs en Physique)
R Behn, president until June 92.

A plasma experiment showing principles of plasma confinement was
realizedforthe «Heureka» Science exhibition inZurichforthe 700th Anniversary
of the Swiss Confederation.
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PUBLICATIONS DU CRPP

PUBLICATIONS DANS LES REVUES SCIENTIFIQUES - 1991

P I

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

P8

P9

P10

P l l

D.V. Anderson
R Gruber
WA Cooper
U. Schwenn
D.V. Anderson
WA Cooper
R Gruber
S. Merazzi
U. Schwenn
D.V. Anderson
WA. Cooper
G.Y. Fu
R Gruber
S. Merazzi
U. Schwenn
R Gruber
F. Troyon

Ch. Hollenstein
B.P. Duval
T. DudokdeWit
B. Joye
H.J. Kunzli,
P. Oelhafen
R. Zehringer
R Hauert
E.M. Moser
R. Zehringer
H. Kunzli
P. Oelhaffen
Ch. Hollenstein
Th. DudokdeWit
B.P. Duval
B. Joye
J.B. Lister
S. Albert!
M.Q. Tran
T.M. Tran
G. Bugmann
J.B. Lister
U. Von Stockar

P.J. Paris

F. Troyon

TERPSICHORE Code - Determination of the MHD
stability of three-dimenstional toroidal plasma
equilibria. System: CRAY Y-MP, Cray Research, Inc.,
Gigaflop Performance Awards 1989,p. 1
Methods for the efficient calculation of the (MHD;
magnetohydrodynamic stability properties of
magnetically confined fusions plasmas
Int. Journ. of Supercomputer Applications, 4(3), Fall
1990.34 - 47 (1990)
TERPSICHORE Code - Computation of stability properties
of free-boundary toroidal plasmas in magnetic fusion
experiments and reactors. System: CRAY Y-MP8, Cray
Research, Inc., Gigaflop Performance Awards 1990, p. 7

Optimization on a CRAY-2 computer system. Directory of
Cray Sponsored University Research and Development
Grants
Computer Science, 65 (1990)
Cold boronisation in TCA
Journal of Nuclear Materials 176 &177,343 - 349 (1990)

Oxidation behaviour of boron carbide
Journal of Nuclear Materials 176 &177, 370 - 374(1990)

A measurement of hydrogen transport in deuterium
discharges using the dynamic response of the effective
mass
Nud. Fusion 31(2), 359 - 363 (1991)
DC space-charge induced frequency up-shift in a quasi-
optical gyrotron
Physics of Fluids B 3(3), 519 - 521 (1991)
Characterizing bubbles in bioreactors using light or
ultrasound probes: Analysis by classical means and by
neural networks.
The Canadian Journ. of Chem. Engineering 69, 474 - 480
(1991)
Centre de Recherches en Physique des Plasmas et fusion
thermonucleaire controlee
SIA11, 15mail991
The physics of an ignited tokamak
Fusion Engineering and Design 14, 71 - 79 (1991)
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P12

P13

P14

P15

P16

P17

P18

P19

P20

P21

P22

P23

P24

P25

R Gruber

A. Fasoli
T.N. Good
P.J. Paris
F. Skiff
M.Q. Tran
G.G. Borg
T. Dudok de Wit

A. Jaun
J. Vaclavik
K. Appert
A. Fasoli
P.J. Paris
T.N. Good
F. Skiff
M.Q. Tran

P. Muggli
M.Q. Tran
T.M. Tran
D.J. Ward
S.C. Jardin
C.Z. Cheng

H. Weisen
D. Pasini
A. Weller
A.W. Edwards
J.B. Lister
H. Schnurreriberger

M. Siegrist
RBehn
D. Dicken
B. Duval
J. Hackmann
B. Joye
J. Lister
C. Nieswand
A. Pochelon
G. Soumagne
D.C. Yuan
A. Bondeson
G.Y. Fu

R Gruber
WA Cooper
M. Beniston
M. Gengler
S. Merazzi
A. Bondeson
*.D. Parker
VI. Hugon
P. Smeulders
T.M. Tran
M.Q. Tran
R Gruber

Magnetohydrodynamic instabilities in controlled fusion
experiments
Europhysics News 22(5), 93 - 96 (1991)
Ion cyclotron wave excitation by double resonance
coupling
Phys. Fluids B 3(5), 1171 - 1181 (1991)

The properties of the frequency splitting of the
axisymmetric magnetoacoustic wave and an application
to current profile diagnosis
Phys. Fluids 3 3(5), 1191 - 1197 (1991)
Equilibrium gradient effects in the theory of Alfven wave
heating
Plasma Phys. and Contr. Fus. 33(5), 521 - 530 (1991)
Ion wave excitation by double resonance coupling in a
magnetized plasma International Workshop - CAGE
"Controlled Active Global Experiments", Varenna, Italy.
September 1990, published in ISPP-7 "Piero Caldirola",
CAGE. E. Sindoni and Y.A. Wong (Eds.), SIF, Bologna
1991. 259 -266 (1991)
Velocity ratio measurement using the frequency of Gyro
Backward Wave
Physics of Fluids B 3(6) Letters, 1315 -1318 (1991)
Calculations of axisymmetric stability of tokamak
plasmas with active and passive feedback
submitted for publication to J. of Comput. Phys.
PPPL Report: PPPL-2776, July 1991
Measurement of light impurity densities and Zeff in JET
using X-ray tomography
Rev. ScL Instrum. 62(6), 1531 -1538 (1991)

Fast non-linear extraction of plasma equilibrium
parameters using a neural network mapping
Nucl. Fusion 31(7), 1291 - 1300 (1991)
Ion temperature measurements in a tokamak by
collective Thomson scattering
J. Appl. Phys. 69(4), 1993 - 1998 (1991)

Tunable integration scheme for the finite element
method,
Comp. Phys. Comm. 66, 167 - 176 (1991)
Software development strategies for parallel computer
architectures
Computer Physics Reports 207(3-5), 167 - 214 (1991)

MHD modelling of density limit disruptions in tokamaks
Nucl. Fusion 31(9), 1695 - 1716 (1991)

Applications of supercomputer in the development of
*yrotrons
EPFL - Supercomputing Review 3, 7 - 12 (1991)
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P26

P27

P28

P29

P30

P31

P32

P33

P34

P35

P36

P37

P38

P39

P4O

R.D. Parker
A. Bondeson

D.V. Anderson
WJ\ . Cooper
G.Y. Fu
M. Gengler
R Gruber
S. Merazzi
U. Schwenn
A.A. Howling
Ch. Hollenstein
P.J. Paris
J. Vaclavik
K. Appert

E.A. Lazarus
M.S. Chu
J.R Ferron
etal.
J.B. Lister
G. Besson
G.R Cottrell

M.L. Sawley
P.J. Paris
A. Bondeson
H. Liitjens
R. Paccagnella
C. Nieswand

H. Weisen
H. Bergsakar
etal.
J.M. Adams
B. Balet
etal.
H. Weisen
J.-M. Moret
& Tore Supra Team

F. Hofmann
P.J. Paris

J.B. Lister
J.-M. Moret
P.J. Paris

Tokamak disruptions and modelling of complex
nonlinear plasma evolution by supercomputers
EPFL - Supercomputing Review 3, 24 - 28 (1991)
TERPSICHORE. A three-dimensional ideal
magnetohydrodynamic stability program
EPFL - Supercomputing Review 3, 29 - 32 (1991)

Direct visual observation of powder dynamics in RF
plasma-assisted deposition
Appl. Phys. Letters 59(12), 1409 - 1411 (1991)
heory of plasma heating by low-frequency waves:
magnetic pumping and Alfven resonance heating
Nucl. Fusion 31(10), 1945 - 1997 (1991)
Higher beta at higher elongation in the DIII-D tokamak
Phys. Fluids B3(8), 2220 - 2229 (1991)

400 kW RF pulse generators with programmable
waveforms
Measurement Science & Technology 2 (1991) 581 - 585,
(submitted by Flinders University - South Australia)
Ion cyclotron modes in a low density plasma cavity
J. Phys. DAppl. Phys. 24 (1991) 2135 - 2148
Ideal toroidal stability b-limits and shaping effects for
reversed field pinch configurations
Nucl. Fusion 31(10) (1991), 1899 - 1907
New cascade laser transitions in CH2F2 pumped with the
9R32 line of a CW CO2 laser
Int. J. of Infrared and Millimeter Waves 12(12) (1991).
1487 - 1492
Boundary ion temperatures and ion orbit losses in JET
Nucl. Fusion 31, 2247 (1991)
JET Report: JET-P(91) 16
Studies of D-D fusion reactivity in high temperature JET
plasmas
Nucl. Fusion 31, 891 (1991)

Tokamak transport phenomenology and plasma
dynamic response
Cadarache report: DRFC/CAD EUR-CEA-FC-1425
Algorithmes pour le controle du plasma dans le tokamak
TCV
Journal EPFL Flash Informatique, 4 avril 1991
^uelques applications des reseaux de neurones
Journal EPFL Flash Informatique, 8 oct. 1991
2 Megajoules historiques
Journal EPFL Flash, 26, nov. 1991
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P41
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A.A. Howling
J.-L. Dorter
Ch. Hollenstein
U. Kroll
F. Finger
J.-L. Dorter
Ch. Hollenstein
A.A. Howling
U. Kroll
H. Lutjens
H. Bondeson
A. Roy
A. Bondeson
M.N. Bussac

WA Cooper

D.J. Ward
S.C. Jardin

P.-A. Duperrex
A. Pochelon
A Edwards
J. Snipes
D.R. Whaley
T.P. Goodman
A. Pochelon
RBehn
A. Cardinali
B.P. Duval
B. Joye
M.Q. Tran
Z.A. Pietrzyk
A. Pochelon
RBehn
A. Bondeson
P.-A. Duperrex
B.P. Duval
B. Joye
A.J. Knight
B. Marchal
C. Nieswand
F. Finger
U. Kroll
V. Viret
A. Shah
W. Beyer
X.-M. Tang
J. Weber
A. Howling
Ch. Hollenstein
0. Sauter
J. Vaclavik

Frequency effects in Silane plasmas for PECVD
Journal of Vacuum Science & Technology A 10(4), 1080 -
1085 (1992)

Powder dynamics in VHF Silane plasmas
Journal of Vacuum Science & Technology A 10(4). 1048 -
1052 (1992)

Axisymmetric MHD equilibrium solver with bicubic
hermite elements
Comput. Phys. Comm. 69, 287 - 298 (1992)
Stability of the n = 1 ideal internal kink for large aspect
ratio Shafranov equilibria
Nucl. Fusion (Letters) 32(3), 513 -518 (1992)
Variational formulation of the linear MHD stability of
3D plasmas with noninteracting hot electrons
Plasma Physics and Controlled Fusion 34(6), 1011 - 1036
(1992)
Effects of plasma deformability on the feedback
stabilization of axisymmetric modes in tokamak
plasmas
NucL Fusion 32(6), 973 - 994 (1992)
Global sawtooth instability measured by magnetic coils
in the JET tokamak (JET Report: JET-P(91)43)
Nucl. Fusion 32(7), 1161 - 1180 (1992)

X- and O-mode ECH breakdown and startup inTCA
Nucl. Fusion 32(5), 757 - 771 (1992)

Density limits and disruptions in the TCA tokamak
Nucl. Fusion 32(10), 1735 - 1753 (1992)

Influences of a high excitation frequency (70MHz) in the
glow discharge technique on the process plasma and the
properties of hydrogenated amorphous silicon
Joum. of Applied Physics 71(11), 5665 - 5674 (1992)

Non-local effects of alpha particles on second-harmonic
heating
Nucl. Fusion 32(8). 1455 - 1464 (1992)
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AJ. Dudas
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M.Q. Tran
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B. Joye

A. Fasoli
F. Skiff
T.N. Good
P.J. Paris
A. Bondeson
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P. Muggli
M.Q. Tran
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G.Y. Fu
W.A. Cooper
R Gruber
U. Schwenn
D.V. Anderson
W.A. Cooper
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S. Merazzi
R Gruber
RH. Weening
A. Bondeson

L. Villard
G.Y. Fu

H. Lutjens
A. Bondeson
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F. Hofmann
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S.C. Jardin
F. Troyon

A. Fasoli
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3. Joye
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Design and test of an electron gun producing a segmented
sheet beam for a quasi-optical gyrotron
IEEE Transactions on Electron Devices (ISSN 0018-9383)
39(No 3). 720 - 726 (1992)
New cascade laser transitions in CH2F2 pumped with the
9R32 line of a CW CO2 laser
Int. Journal of Infrared and Millimeter Waves 12, 1487 -
1492 (1991)
Parasitic antenna loading measurements and a
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Phys. Rev. Lett. 68(19), 2925 - 2928 (1992)
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IEEE Transactions on Plasma Science 20(4), 458 - 465
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Computer Physics Communications 72, 1-13 (1992)

Beta limit of a completely bootstrapped tokamak
Comments on Plasma Phys. & Contr. Fusion 15(2), 77 - 84
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Geometrical and profile effects on toroidicity and
ellipticity induced Alfven eigenmodes
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Ideal MHD stability of internal kinks in circular and
shaped tokamaks
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Application of a new algorithm to plasma shape control
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Nucl. Fusion (Letters) 32(5), 897 - 902 (1992)
Les voies de la fusion contrdlee
Pour la SCIENCE 177, 8 - 10 (1992)
Test-ion diffusion in a magnetized plasma
IEEE Transactions on Plasma Science, 20 (1992)

Dependence of intrinsic stress in hydrogenated
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Plasma rotation and radial electric field with a density
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accepted for publication to Nucl. Fusion
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